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R\1 THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

JERRY LOSEE AND JOCAROL LOSEE, )

Plaintiff-Respondent,

)
)

f

VS.
TEE IDAHO COMPANY, et at.,
Defendant-Appellant.

1
f

Supreme Court Case No. 34887

)

1
1

SUPPLEMENTAL
CLERK'S TRANSCRIPT ON APPEAL

Appeal from the District Court of the Sixth Judicial District of the State of Idaho
in and for the County of Bannock.
HONORABLE PETER D. McDERMOTT, District Judge

E.W. P i e
Alan Johnston
P. 0 . Box 2949
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83403-2949
Attorney for DefendantAppellant
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Sixth .fu\dicial District Court Bannock County
ROA Report

Case: CV-2006-0000908-OC Current Judge: Peter D. McDermott
Jerry Losee, etal. vs. The ldaho Company, etal.

Jerry Losee, Jocarol Losee vs. The ldaho Company, Sky Enterprise, LLC, William Kody Rigby
Date

Code

User

3/1/2006

LOCT

ELLA

SUPREME COURT APPEAL.

NCOC

ELLA

CR
New Case Filed-Other Claims

SMlS

ELLA

Summons Issued

ELLA

Filing: A1 -Civil Complaint, More Than $1000 No
Prior Appearance Paid by: Craig Jorgensen
Receipt number: 0007758 Dated: 3/1/2006
Amount: $82.00 (Check)
Plaintiff: Losee, Jerry Attorney Retained Craig R
Jorgensen
PlaintiR Losee, Jocarol Attorney Retained Craig
R Jorgensen
Notice of intent to take dflt (Nick Neilsen &Craig
Jorgensen for pltfs)
Filing: I I A -Civil Answer Or Appear. More Than
$1000 No Prior Appearance Paid by: Pike &
Miller Receipt number: 0017130 Dated:
511012006 Amount: $52.00 (Check)
Motion to dimiss; aty Mark Miller for def;

ATTR

CAMILLE

ATTR

CAMILLE

NOTC

PATTl
ELLA

MOTN

CAMILLE

BRFS

PATTl

MOTN

AMANDA

AFFD

AMANDA

NOTC

AMANDA

HRSC

PATTl
PATTl

RESP

PATTl

RESP

DCANO

BRFS

PATTl

AFFD
HRSC

PATTl

Judge
Gaylen L. Box

Gaylen L. Box
Gaylen L. Box

Memo in support of motn to dismiss (Mark Miller
for dfdts)
Plaintiffs Motion for Contempt; PA Nielson
Affidavit of Jocarol Losee in Support of Plaintiffs
Motion for Contempt; PA Nielson
Notice of Hearing; PA Nielson - hearing
scheduled 11-07-06 @ 9a
Notc of hrng (on 11-27-06 on Petitioners Rule
75(F)(i))
Interim Hearing Held (pltfs have until 12-8-06 to
respond to dfdts motn to dismiss dfdts have until
12-22-06 to reply - pltfs will then have until 1-5-07
to reply to the admissions or denials of the dfdts crt will then hold a hearing on the motn to dism on
1-8-06 -at that time the crt will set the trial date
on the motn for contempt); J. Smith 11-27-06
Pltfs response to dfdts motn to dismiss (Nick
NielsonlCraig Jorgensen for pltfs)
Plntfs. Response to Dfdts. Motn. to Dismiss;. Nick
L. Nielson, Atty for Plntfs.
Reply memo in support of motn to dismiss (Mark
Miller for dfdt);
Affidavit of EW Pike in Support of Motion to
Continue- by DA Pike.
Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled
03/12/2007 09:OO AM)

-

Gaylen L. Box

N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
Peter D. McDermott
Peter D. McDermott
Peter D. McDermott
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith

:

-
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Case: CV-2006-0000908-OC Current Judge: Peter D. McDermott
Jerry Losee, etal. vs. The ldaho Company, etal.

Jerry Losee, Jocarol Losee vs. The ldaho Company, Sky Enterprise, LLC, William Kody Rigby
Date

Code

User

MOTN

PATTI

AFFD

PATTI

MOTN

PATTl

BRFS

PATTI

NOTC

DCANO

HRSC

DCANO
BRANDY

NOTC

CAMILLE

HRSC

CAMILLE

HRVC

BRANDY

NOTC

CAMILLE
AMANDA

HRSC

AMANDA

MOTN

CAMILLE

ORDR

CAMILLE

ORDR

AMANDA

HRVC

AMANDA

NOTC

CAMILLE

MOTN

Judae

-

Pltfs motn for partial sum jdgt (quiet title) Nick
Nielson
Affidavit in support of motn for partial sum jdgt
(Nick NielsenlCraig Jorgensen for pltfs)
Pltfs motn for partial sum jdgt (quiet title) (Nick
NielsenlCraig Jorgensen for pltfs)
Memo in support of pltfs motn for partial sum jdgt
(quiet title) Nick NielsenlCraig Jorgensen for pltfs
Amended Notice of Hearing; E.W. Pike, ATty for
Dfdts.
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 04/30/2007 09:OO
AM) Motion to Dismiss
Hearing result for Motion held on 04/30/2007
09:OO AM: Interim Hearing Held Motion to
Dismiss
Notice of hearing; on plntfs motion for partial
summary judgment; aty Craig Jorgensen
Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary
Judgment 0611812007 09:OO AM)
Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment
held on 06/18/2007 09:OO AM: Hearing Vacated
Notice vacating hearing; aty Nick Nielson for
plntfs
Deposition Duces Tecum; PA Neilsen
Notice of Hearing; PA Neilsen -- Hearing
Scheduled (Motion 08/20/2007 10:OO AM)
Motion to Disqualify; aty EW Pike for Defs.

N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
David C Nye

BRANDY

Order of reference; this matter is Referred to J
Mcdermott for reassignment: J Nye 8-2-07
Administrative Order of Reference; Is/ J
McDermott 08-06-07 -- assigned to J Harding
Hearing result for Motion held on 08/20/2007
10:OO AM: Hearing Vacated pltfs motn for
contempt and motn for partial summary -- this
case reassigned to new judge
Amended notice of depo of T&T Reporting
8-31-07
Motion to disqualify; Nick Nielson aty for pltf,

Don L. Harding

ORDR

BRANDY

Order disqualifying judge; J Harding 8-22-07

Don L. Harding

ORDR

CAMILLE

Administrative Order; this matter is referred to J Don L. Harding
Bush for further proceedings: J mcdermott
8-30-07
Disqualification Of Judge - Self; Order of Ref;
Ronald E Bush
referred to Judge McDermott for reassignment; I s
J Bush 09/05/07

KARLA
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Case: CV-2006-0000908-OC Current Judge Peter D. McDermott
Jerry Losee, etal. vs The ldaho Company, eta1

Jerry Losee, Jocarol Losee vs. The ldaho Company, Sky Enterprise, LLC, W~lliamKody Rigby
Date

Code

User

911312007

ORDR

CAMILLE

ORDR

CAMILLE

HRSC

CAMILLE

MOTN

CAMILLE
ELLA

11/1512007

11119/2007

11/21/2007

Judge
Admisnistrative Order of Reference, this matter Ronald E Bush
is referred to J Mcdermott for further proceedings;
J Mcdermott 9-12-07
Order - Trial dates shall be submitted in writing to Peter D. McDermott
the court within 10 days; J Mcdermott 9-13-07
Notice of Hearing- Hearing Scheduled (Motion
Peter D. McDermott
10/09/2007 01:30 PM)- Pltfs Motion for Partial
Summary Judgment and Motion for Contempt- by
pltf thru PA Jorgensen.
Motion to vacate- Dfdts move to Vacate hearing Peter D. McDermott
set 10-9-07; aty EW Pike for Def.
Filing: J8B - Special Motions Counterclaim With Peter D. McDermott
Prior Appearance Paid by: Pike & Assoc
Receipt number: 0090917 Dated: 10/112007
Amount: $14.00 (Check) For: [NONE]
Answer and Counterclaim- by dfdts thru DA Pike Peter D. McDermott

ANSW

CAMILLE

ORDR

CINDYBF

HRVC

CINDYBF

AFFD

CAMILLE

MEMO

CAMILLE

ORDR

CAMILLE

HRSC

CAMILLE

NOTC

CAMILLE

AFFD

CAMILLE

MOTN

CAMILLE

MOTN

CAMILLE

Defs motion to Alter or Amend Judgment or, in
the Alternative, for reconsideration; aty EW Pike
for Defs.

BRFS

CAMILLE

Brief in support of Defs Motion to Alter or Amend Peter D. McDermot!
Judgment or, in the Alternative, for
reconsideration; aty EW Pike for defs

NOTC

CAMILLE

Notice of Lis Pendens;

ORDR

CAMILLE

NOTC

CAMILLE

Order granting partial summary judgment and
Peter D. McDermott
judgment. ( that the promissory note signed by
the plntfs, Jerry and JoCarol Losee is null and
void)J Mcdermott 11-19-07
Peter D. McDermott
Notice of Hearing; aty EW Pike for Defs

Order- per Dfdts motion to Vacate, ordered that
hearing set 10-9-07 at 1.30 pm on Dfdts Motion
for Partial Summay Judgment is vacated.
s/McDermott 10-4-07.
Hearing result for Motion held on 1010912007
01:30 PM: Hearing Vacated
Affidavit of William F Rigby in Opposition to Plntfs
Motion for Partial summary judgment,
Memorandum in opposition to plntfs motion for
partial summary judgment,
Order for Jury Trial; J Mcdermott 10-17-07
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 08/12/2008 09:OO
AM)
Amended notice of hearing; plntfs motion for
partial summary judgment are set to be heard on
11-15-07
Affidavit of Ronald R Warnecke in support of
motin for contempt; aty E Pike for defs.
Defs Motion for Contempt; aty EW Pike for Defs

6

Peter D. McDermott

Peter D. McDermott
Peter D. McDermott
Peter D. McDermott
Peter D. McDermott
Peter D. McDermott
Peter D. McDermott

Peter D. McDermott
Peter D. McDermott
Peter D. McDermott

Peter D. McDermott

-
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Case CV-2006-0000908-OC Current Judge: Peter D. McDermott
Jerry Losee, etal. vs. The ldaho Company, etal.

Jerry Losee, Jocarol Losee vs. The ldaho Company, Sky Enterprise. LLC, William Kody Rigby
Date

Code

User

11/27/2007

HRSC

CAMILLE

ORDR

CAMILLE

AFFD

CAMILLE

AFFD

CAMILLE

MEMO

DCANO

MOTN

DCANO

MEOR

DCANO

APSC

DCANO

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 12/17/2007 01:30
PM)
Order - Defs Motion to reconsider will be set for
12-17-07; J Mcdermott 11-15-07
Affidavit of Nick L Nielson ; aty Nick Nielson for
plntfs
Affidavit of Donna K. Calhoun; aty Nick Nielson
for plntfs
Memorandum in Support of Motn. to Strike Affd.
of Nick L. Nielson and Donna K. Calhoun; E.W.
Pike, Atty for Dfdts.
Motion to Strike Affd. of Nick L. Nielson and
Donna K. Calhoun; E.W. Pike Atty for Dfdts.
Minute Entry and Order; Dfdts. Motn to Strike
Affd. of Nick L. Nielson and Donna K. Calhoun is
Granted and said Affd. are herewith Striken. It is
further order there are no genuine issues of
material fact that the #135.00 was put into the
Promissory Note as a personal debt of the
Losees' and the Court adheres to the earlier
decision and Dfdt. Motn. to Reconisder is Denied.
slJ. McDermott on 12-19-07.
Filing: T - Civil Appeals To The Supreme Court
($86.00 Directly to Supreme Court Plus this
amount to the District Court) Paid by: E.W. Pike
&Associates, P.A. Receipt number: 0102380
Dated: 12/27/2007 Amount: $15.00 (Check) For:
[NONE]
Appealed To The Supreme Court

NOTC

DCANO

NOTICE OF APPEAL; E.W. Pike, Atty for Dfdts.

Peter D. McDermott

MlSC

DCANO

Received $15.00 for Filing Fee check # 617 and
$86.00 for Supreme Court check # 618 on
12-24-07.

Peter D. McDermott

MlSC

DCANO

Notified E.W. Pike regarding the $100.00 for
Clerk's Record to be pre-paid on 12-27-07. Left
message with Lisa Larson. Diane

Peter D. McDermott

MlSC

DCANO

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF APPEAL signed by Peter D. McDermott
Diane and Mailed to Supreme Court and Counsel
on 12-27-07. E.W. Pike, Pike &Associated, Pa.
ldaho Falls for Dfdts. and Nick L. Nielson,
Pocatello and Craig R. Jorgensen, Pocatello, for
Plntfs.

1/2/2008

MlSC

DCANO

Received $100.00 from E.W. Pike for Clerk's
Record on 12-31-07.

1/9/2008

MlSC

DCANO

IDAHO SUPREME COURT; NOTICE OF
Peter D. McDermott
APPEAL, DOCKET # 34887. Clerk's Record must
be filed in Supreme Court by 2-19-08.

MlSC

DCANO

IDAHO SUPREME COURT; Filing of Clerk's
Certificate with SC on 14-08.

12/10/2007

12/14/2007

12/21/2007

DCANO

12/27/2007
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Peter D. McDermott
Peter D. McDermott
Peter D. McDermott
Peter D. McDermott
Peter D. McDermott

Peter D. McDermott
Peter D. McDermott

Peter D. McDermott

Peter D. McDermott

Peter D. McDermott

Peter D. McDermott

-
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Case: CV-2006-0000908-OC Current Judge: Peter D. McDermott
Jerry Losee, etal. vs. The Idaho Company, etaf.

Jerry Losee, Jocarol Losee vs. The Idaho Company, Sky Enterprise, LLC, William Kody Rigby
Date

Code

User

HRSC

CAMILLE

Hearing Scheduled (Court Trial 02/26/2006
09:00 AM)

Peter D. McDermott

HRSC

CAMILLE

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 02111/2008 01:I 5
PM)
Objection to Motion for Telephone Conference
and Motion to Expedite- by dfdt thru DA Pike.
Motion to shorten time; EW Pike for Defs.

Peter D. McDermott

OBJT
MOTN

CAMILLE

MOTN

CAMl l i E

MEMO

CAMILLE

MOTN

DCANO

ORDR

CAMILLE

DCANO

DCANO

411712008

MfSC

DCANO

MISC

DCANO

MISC

DCANO

MISC

DCANO

Judge

Peter D.McDermott
Peter D. McDermott

Motion for a stay on proceedings; aty EW Pike Peter D. McDermott
for Defs
Peter D. McDermott
Memorandum in support of Defs Motion to
Vacate Trial setting, motion for a stay on
proceedings pending appeal, and motion to
shorten time; aty E W Pike fur Defs.
Motion to Vacate Order; E.W. Pike Atty for Dfdts. Peter D. McDermott
Minute entry and order; judgment of this court
that it does not have jurisdiction over this matter
due to the appeal to which counsel for plntfs
stipulated: J Mcdermott 2-1 1-08
IDAHO SURPREME COURT; Document Filed
with SC. Respondent's Motin to Delegate
Jurisdiction to the DC Pursuant to IAE 13.
4
CLERK'S RECORD RECEIVED BY Diane on
3-26-08. No Transcript Required. Waiting for
Balance for Clerk's Record Fee.
Faxed and Mailed Letter for Balance of Clerk's
Record of $301-25to E.W. Pike on 3-26-08.
Received from E.W.Pike $301.25 on 3-28-08 ck
#711.
CLERKS RECORD AND REPORTER'S
TRANSCRIPTS MAILED TO COUNSEL; E.W.
Pike, atky for Appellant and Nick L. Nielson, atty
for Respondent on 3-28-08
APPELLANTS REQUEST TO SUPPLEMENT
CLERK'S RECORD; E.W. Pike, Atty for Dfdts.
(Sent copy to SC on 4-22-08.

Peter D. McDermott

Peter D. McDermott

Peter D. McDermott

Peter D.McDermott
Peter D. McDermott
Peter D. McDerrnott

Peter D. McDermott

n..,

E.W. Pike
E.W. P~KE
& ASSOC~~ES,
P.A.
2 5 1 N, Ridge Ave., Suite 2 10
P.0, Box 2949
Idaho Falls, ID 83403-2949
Telephone: 208/528-6444
Telefax:
208/528-6447
(ISB #650) .

.
.

-.(.!3
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P

Attorneys for Defendants

h"

-

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH jUDTCIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
JERRY LOSEE and JQCAROL LOSEE,
husband and wifeFe,
and as Members and
Employees of Sky Enterprise, LLC, an
Idaho Limited Liability Company

0.

t ,r)

,

Plaintiffs,

1
1
1
1
)

1
)

'

THE IDAHO COMPANY, and Idaho
Corporation, SKY ENTERPRISES, LLC,
an Idaho Limited Liability Company, and
WILLIAM F. RIGBY, individually,

1
1
1
1

CASE NO: CV-06-908-OC

AFFIDAVIT OF WlZLIAM F. RIGBY
IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS'
MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

)

1

Defendants.
STATE OF IDAHO

1
)ss.

County of Bonneville

1

WiIliarn F. Rigby, being first duly sworn, deposes and says:

1 - AFFIDAVIT OF WILLIAM F. RIGBY

/a

.

;.., ...:..
,%

. ..

.
. *' ..,"'<

-..,

... .,.

< "

.....;

,

".,'

1.

I am one of the defendants in this case, and make this affidavit based upon my

own personal knowledge.
2.

1 am the President of defendant The Idaho Company ("Idaho Company"), and is a

member of the management board of Sky Enterprises, LLC ("Sky").
3.

Idaho Company fulfilled its obligation to Sky under the Membership Purchase

Agreement by providing an operating line of credit to Sky in the sum of $135,000.00.
h

4.

2

In the spring of 2004, the initial line of credit provided by Idaho Company lo Sky

was nearly exhausted, and Plaintiffs Jerry Losee and JoCarol Losee requested Idaho Company

,'

-

provide additional financing, up to the sum of $26 1,000.00.
5.

I -*%

*

In consideration for the additional financing, Plaintiffs executed a Promissory

Note and Deed of Trust in favor of Idaho Company on July 1,2004, pledging their real property
C--

as security for the loan, up to $261,000.00. A true copy of said Promissory Note and Deed of
Trust is annexed hereto as Exhibit "A,"
6.

The loan was made to the Losees individually and to Sky, and the Losees

individually signed the Promissory Note for repayment of the loan.
7.

The Losees individually executed a Pledge of Security in favor of Idaho Company

on or about July 1,2004. A true copy of said Pledge of Security is annexed hereto as Exhibit

"B."

8.

The Losees authorized the $261,000 loan to themselves individually and to Sky.

9.

I explained to the Losees that the purpose of the Deed of Trust in favor of Idaho

Company was to secure the loan from Idaho Company.
10.

At no time were the Losees told that the Deed of Trust they executed would not

be recorded; rather, 1 specifically informed them that said Deed of Trust would be recorded.

2 - AFFIDAVIT OF WILLIAM F. NGBY

13

11.

The Deed of Trust was recorded in the records of Bannock County, and was a

matter of public record. The Losees had actual and constructive notice that the Deed of Trust
had been recorded.
12.

At no time prior to the commencement of litigation did the Losees object to the

fact that the Deed of Trust had been recorded,
13.

In March 2004, Idaho Company requested a review of the financial statements

and accounting procedures of Sky by two independent parties, Hal Latin and Daryl Snyder.
14.

Mr. Latin and Ms. Snyder found significant and material failures and reported

them to Idaho Company. A true copy of Mr. Latin's written report is annexed hereto as Exhibit

15.

Shortly after the review, Idaho Company took over accounting functions for Sky,

and hired Ms. Snyder to handle these matters.
16.

On or about August 29,2004, the Losees sent a letter to me and to Ron Warnecke,

another member of the Sky management board. A true copy of said letter is annexed hereto as
Exhibit "D."
17.

On or about September 3,2004, the Losees were informed that Idaho Company

would advance no further funds.
18.

Idaho Company confirmed, in writing, that it would not advance any additional

funds for Sky operations and invoked the mediation clause of the Operating Agreement. A true
copy of said letter is annexed hereto as Exhibit "E."
19.

By that time, Idaho Company had advanced $271,058.02. See Exhibit "F,"

annexed hereto.

3 - AFFIDAVIT OF WILLIAM F. RIGBY

20.

Sky and/or the Losees individually had expended all of the funds advanced by

September 17,2004.
21.

A mediation was held on September 17,2004 with Marvin M. Smith as mediator.

An agreement was reached, which is reflected in the mediation report prepared by Mr. Smith, a
hue copy of which is annexed hereto as Exhibit "G."
22.

The Losees failed to arrange a buy-out as provided for in the mediation

agreement.
23.

On October 11,2004, a special meeting of the Sky management board was held.

Notice was duly provided to the Losees, but they failed to attend. A true copy of the notice is
annexed hereto as Exhibit "H."
24.

The Losees diverted portions of the loan proceeds from Sky, and expended those

funds for their own personal use and benefit.
25.

The Losees have neither accounted for, nor repaid, the funds they diverted from

Sky loan proceeds.
26.

The garageishop building on the Losees' property was constructed with proceeds

from the $261,000 loan to the Losees and to Sky.
27.

The Losees have retained items purchased with Sky loan proceeds for their own

personal use and benefit.
28.

The Losees have retained the garageishop building for their own use and benefit,

without reimbursement to Idaho Company or to Sky.
29.

The amounts owing to Idaho Company under the Promissory Note, Deed of Trust

and Security Agreement are now past due.

4 - AFFIDAVIT OF WILLIAM F. RIGBY

15.'

No payments have been made on said Promissory Note by either the Losees

30.

individually or by Sky.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO this
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5 - AFFIDAVIT OF WTLLIAM F. RIGBY

f&

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I caused to be served a true and correct copy of the foregoing, to the
following, by the indicated method on this

w day of f(,/l.jo
? +
.
,,,

l 2 0 0 7 , by U.S. mail,

-'

hand delivery or facsimile, with the necessary postage affixed thereto.

s'.

Nick L. Nielson
120 North 12" Ave., Suite 7
Pocatello, ID 83205-6159

[ ] U.S. Mail
[ 1 Fax
[ 1 Hand Delivered

Craig R. Jorgensen
Attorney at Law
1246 Yellowstone - Suite A4
PO Box 4904
Pocatello, ID 83205-4904

[ I Fax
[ ] Hand Delivered
. ,......,..

E.W. Pike
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EXHIBIT A
Deed of Trust and Promissory Note
Dated July 1,2004

Space Above 'lhls t i n e For Recording Data

Slate orIdaho

DEED OF'TRUST
(Wi&FuFufureAdvance Clause)

1. DA'iX AND PARTXES. The date of this Deed of Trust (Security Instrument) Is .....JF~x.,.~!...??!.?.~!...;......................
and the parties, their addresses and faxidentification numbers, if required, are as foliaws:
Sky Enterprises , LZC
Jerry Lee t o s a e
J o C a r o l Laaee
9253 Frand~cenRoad
Lava Hot S p r i n g s , I D

83246

U1f checked, refer to the attached Addendum incorporated herein, for additional Grantors, their signaiurcs and
acknowledgmcnts.

@q3

TRUSmE:

crp5".;
,'\- '

LENDER:

The Idaho Company

151 N. R i d g e , S u i t e 260, Idaho Falls, TD 83403
P . 0 . Box 51216, Idaho Palls, ID 83405-1216

.

2 CONVEYANCE,For good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which is acknowiedged, and
ta secure the Secured Debt (defined below) and Grantor's perhmance under this Security Instrument, Grnnlor
'irrevocably grants, bargains, sells and conveys to Trustee, in trust for the benefit of Lender, willt power of sale, !he

folIowing described property:
L o t 9 , Block, 1 , M t . J u n i p e r . Ranchettes, Bannock County, ~ d a b o ,
as the same a p p e a r s on t h e dfficial p l a t thereof

. E . . . .............................................................
at ...........
;............................................
(County).
9253 Frandsan Road
Lava Hot Springs
83246
..................................................................................................................................
;..,Idaho ..............................................
(Addrcsr)
(ZIP Cotlc)

e
j

r

o

t is o c a n

(~LY]

Together with all rights, easements, appurtenances, royalties, rninera?rights, oil and gas rights, a11 water and riparian
rigfits, ditches, and water stock and all existing and future improvements, structures, fixtures, nnd rcplncemeiits (flat
may now, or at any time in the future, be part of the real eslate described above (all referred fo as "Property").

I

I

3,

MAXIMUM OBLIGATEONLIMfT. The t o l d principaI amount secured by this Security Instrument a! any onc Li~ric
shall not exceed $ ....$263.!.000:.!?a
.........................................Tl~islimitation of amourrt does not incfude inlcrcst and
other fees and charges validly made pursuant to this Security Instrument. Also, this lirnitation does not nppty Lo
advances made under 111e terms of this Security instrument to protect Lender's security and to p e r r ~ r ~any
n of tile
covenants contained In this Security fnstrprnent,

4.

SECURED DEBT AND FUTURE ADVANCES.The term "Secured Debt" is defined as follows:
A. Debt incurred under the terms of aif promissory note($), contract(a), guaranty(s) or olfler evidence of deht described
beIow and all their extensiom, renewals, modifications or substitutions. (Witert refircnciry fJic debrr helorv if ir
sttggested ?lint yort include rtenzs srdt os borrorvers' nanres, !role wIOKinIS i~iteresfram, ~iionrrilydotes, dc.)
Loan to Sky E n t e r p r i s e s , LLC, J e r r y Lee Losee,@nd JoC.r.1
Losee dated
7/1/04 i n t h e amaunt o f $261,030.00 w i t h a m a t u r i t y of 7 / 1 / 0 5 .

i
I

I

. . .
....
. . .

!

B. All futiire advances from Lender to Granlor or other fr~tureobligations of Grantor to ~endei'underany pronrissory
note, conlract, guaranty, or atl>eievidence of debt executed by Grantor in. favor of Lender executed after this
Security Instrument whether or not this Security Instrument is specificaliy referenced. If more than onc pcrsorr
signs this Security Insfrnnlent, each Grantor agrees that this Security lnslrunxent will secure all fulurc advances and
future obligations that are given to or incurred by any one or more Grantor, or any one or more Granlor and
others. Ail future advances and olher future obligations are secured b this Security Inslru~rrcnteven though 1111or
part may not yet be advanced. Ail future advances and other iuture ogligatio"~are secured as if made on Ihe date
of this Security Instrumenl. Nothing in this Secuiit instrunrent shall constilute a conrmiln~entto makc additional
commitment must be agreed to in a separate writing.
or future loansor advances in any amount. Any
C. All obligalions Grantor owes to Lender, which may later arise, to the extent not prullibitcd by law, incltiding, but
not limtled lo, liabiiitics for overdrafts relating toany deposit account agrcetnent bctwecn Grantor and Lender.
D. Ail additional sums advanced and expenses incurred byLender for insuring, preserving or othenvisc protecting
the Properly and its value and any other sums advanced and expenses incuncd by Lendcr undcr the terms (if
this Securitylnstrument.
'Ibis Security instrumenl will no! secure any othcr debt if Lcnder fsiin to give any required nollce of rl~er i a l of rcsuission
PAYhIEhTS. Granlor agrees that all pa rnrnts under thc Srcurrd Debt will bc paid whcrl due and in uccardnnc!:
hith the t e r n o f the Seemed Ihhr
and
- ~.
. thtr Secuiihr,...Instmrnont.
.
~ ~ ~ ~ . . ~ .
W A R R A N N OF?ITLE. Grantor warrants that Grantor is or will be lawfirlly scizcd 01 the estare cun\cyud by lhii
Security Instrument and has the right to irrevocably grant, bargain, seU and convey the Properly lu Trustee, in rrusl.
~ i t ouwcr
h
of sale. Gzantor also wsnants tl~atIhe Yronenv is unencnrr~bered.exceol for cneurni,ronrcs of recurd.
PRI~R
SECURITY INTERESTS. With regard to a$ olher mortgage,deed of trisl, sccurily agrcenrcnl nr ollror iicn
docunrenl that created a oriorsecurilv Interest or encumbrance on the Pro~ertv.
, Grantor acrccs:
"
A. To make aU payments when due and Lo perform or comply with all covenants.
B. To promptly deliver to Lender any notices that Grantor receives from the holder.
C. Not to allow an modification or extension of, nor to request any future advances under any note or agreement
secured by tlreifen documint witlionl Lender's prior written consent.
CLAIMS AGAINST TITLE. Orantor will ay all t&es, assessments, liens, encumbrances, lease payments, round
rents, utilities. and olher charges relating lo t i e Properly when due. Lender may require Grantor lo provide to Ecnder
cu )ies of ail notices tlnat such amo~mtsaredue and the rccclpts evidencine 0rant;lr's pny~ncnl.(iianlar will deI:nd
lilk: lo the Properly against any claims that would impair tho 11r.nofthis Sccuril) laslrutnenl. (;xa#llot ngruci lo assign
to Lender. as rcuurstcd bv Lendcr. anv rieltlr. daimr or Jcicnscs Grantor m a v ltavc aeoinst
.ir~rlicswho rui,~,lv
.. li~bor
or materials to rrialntain o; imorovi t h i P ~ o e i t v .
DUE ON SALE OR ENCU?;IBRANCE. Lender nta , a t its option, deciarc the cntirc baiunce ofllte Srcu~edDebt lo
be inrmedialely due and ayable n on the creation a{ or eonlrnct fur the crcalion 01, an lien. ~ n ~ n l b r ; l ntransfer
c~,
or sale uf the Prooertv. f h t s rieht rs S U ~ ~ C CtoI the rrstri~lionsimuosed bv federal law (r2 ~1';. 591). as am~lic;tl~le.
This covenant shill r i n with l6e Propekv
. . and shall remain in dfect uniil the S e c u r d Debt is pnid'is full'and this
,Secnt.ity Instrument is released.'
PROPERTY CONIIITION, AtTERATIONS AND INSPECTION. Grantor will keep the Property i n good
condition and make ail repairs that are reasonably necessary. Granlor shall not comrnlt or allow any waste.
inrpairmenl, or deferioralion of the Property. Grantor wili keep the Properly free of noxious wccds arld grasses.
Grantor agrees that the nature of the occupancy and use wili not substantially changc without Leader's prior wrilten
consent. Grarrtor wili not permit any change in any license, restrictive covenant or casenrent will~outLender's prior
written consent. Grantor will notify Lender of all demands, proceedings,clalms, and aclions against Grantor, and of
any loss or damage to the Property.
Lender or Lender's agents may, at Lender's o lion, enter the Property at any reasonable lime for the purpose of
a
Inspecting the Property. Lendcr sl~allgive &antor notice at the time of or before an ins ection
reasonable purpose for the inspecllon. Any inspection of the Properly sitall be entirely for lender's e n e f ~ and
l
Grantor wiirin no way rely on Lender's inspectioii.
AUTIIORITY T O PERFORM. If Grantor fails to perform any duty or any of the covenants contained in li11s
Security Instrument, Lender may, witl~outnotice, perform or cause them lo be perfomred. Grantor appoints Lender
as attorney in fact to sign Grantor's name o r pay any amount necessar for performance. Lender's right to 11crlt111nfor
Orantor sl,ail not create an obligation to perfom, and Lender's failure to perform will no1 precilldc Lender fmnl
exercising any of Lender's other rights under the law or tlrls Security Inslruntenl. If any c o n s t r ~ c t i ~onn tile Property IS
discontinued or no1 carded on in a reasonable manner. Lender mav take ail stens necessary. lo .Drolect Lender's
security interest in the Property. including completion of the constructibn.
ASSIGNMENT 0,F LEASEs AND RENTS. Grantor irrevoc'ably rants, b?rgains, sells and conveys to l'r~lst?e, in
trust for tirc bcnefrl of Lender, as additional secuiity a11 the right, tftie and interest In and to any and all e+ltng or
future lcascs, subleases, and an other wrillen or verbal agreements for the use and occupancy of an porlron of llrc
Property, including any extens ans, renewals, modlficatl6ns or s~~bstitutions
of such agreements (aKrekrred to as
"Leases") and rents, issuu and profits (all referred lo as "Rena"). Granlor will promptly rovide Lender with true
and correct copies of ail existing and future Leases. Grantor ntay collect, receive, enjoy a n l u s e the Rents so l u q as
Grantor is not m default under the terms of this Security Instrument.
Grantor agrees that this assignmen! is immediately elfcctive between the parties lo this Security Irrstms~c~~l.Gr;r~itor
agrees that this assignment is effeclive as to tlrird aities on Orantor's defnull when Lender or Trustee lakes aflirn~c~tive
action prescribed by lmv in tile State of Idaho. &less &enui-'pr.~liibited or pre8cih.4 by slntc in,v, Grantor agrees
that Lender or Trustce may take actual possession of the roperty without tho necessity of co~ninencingany le dl
action or proceeding and Grantor agrees that actual
s deemed to occur when Lender, or its agent, notilfls
Grantor of default and demands thal Grantor and Grantor's tenants pay all Rents due and 10 beconre due directly to
Lender. Immediately aner Lender gives Grantor t l ~ enotice of default, Grantor agrees that either Lendcr or Grnntor
may imnrediateiy notify tile tenants and demand tirat ail future Rents be paid directly to Lender. On receiving notice of
defaull, Grantor will endorse and deliver to Lender any payment o i Rents in Ornntor's osscssiom and wiii receive any
Rents in ttust for Lender and will not commingle the Rents with any other funds. Anp amoi~ntscollected will bc
applied as provided in this Security Instrument. Grantor warrants tirat no default exists under the Lcnses or any
applicable landlordhenant law. Grantor also agreos lo,mainlain and require any tenant to conrply with the lerms o l the
Leases and applicable law.
LEASEHOLDS! CONDOMINIUMS; PLANNED UNIT DEVELOPMENTS. Granloi agrees lu crnnply !villi the
provisions of any lease 11thts Security Instrument is on a leasehold. If the Property includes a unit in a cand~,ntinium
or a planned unit deveiaprnent, Grantor will erform ail of Grantbr's dutiss under !he covenanls, by-lays, or
regulations of the cunduminiuln or p!anned unit Jkv~lapment.
DEFAULT. Granlor wili be in default if any party obligated an the Secured Ccbt fails to make pagn~nllwhen due:
Granlor will also be in default if the prospect df payment, perforn,ance, or realization 01 collatarii is significantly
impaired.
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E. REnIEDWS ON DEFAULT. 1?1 some iustauccs. federal aod state Paw will require i.eodrr to provide Granlar with
noticu of lhc ngllt to cure or athcr noticcs and ma) establish time rcl:eJulcs ior foiec1osr:re act~ons.Subject lo there
limitations, if any, Lcndrr may accelerate tlic Sccsrcd Debt and i~~rcclorc
lhls Secur:ts !~~drurnrnl
III a rnann:r
provided by law GGrantor is in-default
A t the option of Lender, all or any part of the agreed fees and charges, accrued interest and principal shall become
immediatel due and payable, after giving notice if required by igw.upon the occunerice of a default or anytime
thereafter. addition, Lender shail be entitled to all the iemedies provided by law, the t e r n of the Secured Debt,
this Security Instrument and any related documents, includiugwithout hitation, the power tg sell the Property.
I f there is a default, Trustee shall, in addition to any other p e w e d remedy, at the request of the Lender, advertise
and sell the Property as a whole or in separate parcels at public auction to the highest bidder for cash and convey
absolute tide free and clear of all right, title and interest of Grantor at such time and place as Trustee designates.
k t e e shall give notice of sale including the time, t e r n and place of sale and a description of the property to be sold
as required by the applicablelaw in effect at the time of the proposed sale.
Upon sale of the pro eny and to the extent not prohibited by law, T m t e e shali make and deliver a deed to the Property
sold which conveys agsoiute title to the punhaser, and aftcr tirst p+ying all fees, charger and casts, shall pay to Lender all
moneys advanced for repairs, taxes, insurance, liens, assessments and prior encumbrances and interest thereon, and the
principal and interest on the Secured Debt, paying the surplus, if any, to Grantor. Lender may purchase the Property.
The recitals in any dee? of conveyance shall be prima facie evidence of the facts set forth therein.
AH remedip aredistinct, curnulatiye and not exclusive, and the Lender is entitled to allremedies provided at law or
equity, whether o m o t expressly set forth. The acceptance by Lender of any sum m aymout or partial payment on the
Secured Debt after the balance is due or is accelerated or after foreclosure procee8mgs are iiled shall not constitute a
waiver of Lender's right to require complete cure of any existing default. By not exercising any remedy on Grantor's
default, Lender does not waive Lender's right to later consider the event a default if it continues or happens again.
EXPENSES; ADVANCES ON COVENANTS; ATTORNEYS'FEES; COLLECTION COSTS. Except when
prahibited by law, Grantor agreesto pay all of Lender's expenses if Grantor breaches any covenant in this Security
nstrqment. Grantor will also pay on demand any amount incurred by Lender for insuring, inspecting,.ptescmn or
otherwise protecting the Property and Lender's security interest. ThUe expenses will bear interest from the date ofthe
payment until paid in full at the highest interest rate in cffectas provided in the t e r n of the Secured Debt. Grantor
agrees to pa all costs and expenses incurred by Lender in colieoting, enforcing or protecting Lender's rights and
remedies under lhis Security Instrument This amo,unt may include, but s not limited to, attorneys' fees, court costs, and
other Iegal expenses. This amount does not include attorneys' fees for a salaried employee of the Lender. This Security
Instrument shallremain in effect untilroleased. Grantor aerees to nav for anv recordation costs of such release.
17. ENVIRONMENTAL LAWS AND HAZARDOUS S~~~STANCES.
As ised in this section, (1) Environmental Law
means, without limitation, the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA.
42 U.S.C. 9601 et seq.), and all other federal, state and local iaws, reguiat~ons,ordinances, court orders, attorney
general opinions or interpretive letters concerning the public health, safet , welfare, environment or a hazardous
substanae; and (2 Hazardous Substance means any toxic, radioactive dr gazardous material, waste, pol1"tant or
contamioant whtc has characteristics which render the substance dangerous or potentially dangerous to the public
health, safetv. Weifare or environment. The term includes. without lim~tatiou.anv substances defined as "hazardous
mate&," "fokc substances," "hazardous waste" or "hazar'dous substance" u k e r inv Environmental Law.

&

h

B. Exce t i s p;eviously disclosed and acknowledged in writing to Lender, Grantor and every tenant have been, are,
and s R a ~remain in N1 com~llancewith anv, aoolicabie Environmental Law.
C. Grar.to: shall m r d i a l e i y notify Lender ii a release or threstcucd release ui n Hazardou Srlbstanrc oc'urr an.
under or about the Propctiy or there is a violation of my Environmcnt~lLaw concerning the Propcity. In such
311 evest. Grantor shall t a k ~
all neccsrarv remedial sctiun in accordance will! anv Iinviro~rmcntali aw.
I). Grantor shall immediately notify Lender in writicg as soon as Grantor ha, rcason to believe there is an)
ending or rhres~enedinvestigation, claim, or proccedjng relating to tlie 1ele3sc or threateiled rehasr of any
Razardous ~utrstanceor the nolation ufanv Environmental Law.
18. CONDEMNATION. Grantor will give Lznder romp1 notice of soy pcnding ur thr?atcncd acliun, by privatc os
public entitics to purchase or lahe any or all of :Re Piopcrty throueh condemnation, emhen! dumain, or an) olhcr
rneans. Grantor authorizes Lrrdcr to intervrnc in Grantor's t~anlr:ui any of ihc above drscribrd acticns or cisitnr.
Grantor assigns tu Lender the procczds of any award or dab,for daniages cunnected with a condcrnnatiun or other
taking of all or any pan of the Property Such proceeds slrall be consideredpaymen:s 2nd ail1 applied 3s providcd In
this Security Instrument. This assignmmt uf proceeds is s:ibjec: tu tlie terns of any prior inoneago. dsrd of tmsr,
sccuritv arreemcnt
or other lien docurnen!
"
U. INSURANCE. Gran:ur shall keep Pro erty :nrurrd against loss by t r e , flood, thef! acd utlier lraz3rdr and risks
reasonably arroclatcd witli the ~ r o p c n yd l c tails type and lcc~tiui~.
'Ibis insu:3nce s h d be rnainiained in the amounts
and for t i l t periods that Lender ieqliirzs. 'Thc irsurancc camer ~rovldinp:he hsunncc shall be choscr. by Grnnloi
subject to Lender's approval, whicli shall not be unreasonably irithheldy If Grantor fails to maintain thecoverage
described above, Lender may, at Lender's option. obtain coverage to protect Lender's rights in the Property according
to the terms of this Securihi Instrument.
AU insurance policies and;encwals shall be acceptable to Lender and shall include a standard "mortgage clause" and,
where appllcnble, "loss ayee clause!' Grantor shaU immediateiy notify Lender of cancellation or termination of the
insurance. Lender shall gave the right to hold the policies and renewals. if Lender requires, Grantor shall immediately
give to Lender all receipts of paid premiums and renewal notices. Upon loss, Grantor shall give immediate notice to
the insurance camer and Lender. Lcndcrmay make proof of loss if not made immediately by Grantor.
Unless othenvise agreed in writing, all insurance proceeds shall be ap lied to the restoration or repair of the Property
or to the Secured Debt, whether or not thendue, at Lender's option. l n y application of procaeds to.principa1shall not
extend or postpone the due date af the scheduled ayment nor change the amount of any payment. Any excess will be
paid to the Grantor. If the Property is acquired y! Lender, Grantor's right to any insurance policies and proceeds
resulting from dama e to the Property before the acquisition shall pass to Lender to the extent of the Secured Debt
immediately before t i e acquhitioa .
20. ESCROW FOR TAXES AND PfSURANCE. Unless othmvise provided in a separate agreement, Grantor will not
be requued to pay to Lender Funds for taxes and insurance m escrow.
21. FINANCIAL REPORTS AND ADDIllONAL DOCUMENTS. Grantor will provide to Lender upon requcst, any
iinancial statement or information Lender may deem reasonably necessary. Grantor agrees to sign, deliver, and file
any additional dociunents or certifications that Lender may consider necessa to perfect, continue, and preserve
Grantor's obiigations under this Security instrument and Lender's tien status on%e Property.
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22. JOWE AM) W D M D ~ L , L ~ I L ~ X : . , : ~ - S I G N E R SSUCCESSORS
;
-&NO ASSIGNS BOUL$~:~ i duties
i
under this Security
are joint and individuai. If Orrtntor signs this Security Instrument but does not sign an

evidence of debt, Grantor does so only to mortgage Grantor's interest in the Property to secure payment ,of the
Secured Debt and Grantor does not agree to be personaily liable on the Secured Debt. If this Security Instrument
secures a guaranty between. Lender and Grantor, Grantor agrees to waive any rights that may prevent Lender from
bringing any action or claim against Grantor ar any party indebted under theobUgation. These rights may include, but
are not limited to, any anti-deficiency or one-achon Iaws. Grantor agrees that Linder and any party to this Security
Instrument may extend, modify or make my change in the terms of this Security bstruxnent or any evidence of debt
without Grantor's consent. Sucfi a change wiil not release Orantor.from tlte.tem of this Security Xns~unteqt.The
duties and benefits of this Security Instrument shall bind and benefit the successors and assigns of Grantor and Lender.
23. APPLICABLELAW; SEVEMBILWY; llVTERPRETATXQN. This Security Instrument i s overned by the laws of
the jurisdiction in which Lender is located, except to the extent otherwise required bp the fawn of the jurisdiction
where,ttte Pro erty is located. T h i s Security Instrument is com@cte and fully integrated. This Security Instrument may
not bc amenled or modified by oral agreement. Any sect*oa in this Security I n s t m e o t , attrehmm8, or sny
agreement related to the Secured Debt that conflicts ivith applicable law will not be egective, unless that law'expressly
or impIiedly permits the variations by written agreement. If any section oftbis Security Instrument cannot be enforced.
accordin to its terps, that section will be severed and will not affect tfic enforceability of the remainder of this
security !bwument. Whenever used, the singular shall include *he plural and the plurlthr sin ular. The captions and
headings of the sectionsof thjs Security Instrument are for convenience only and are not to t s used to interpret or
definethe terns af this Security Instrument. Timeis.of the essence in this Security Instrument.
24. SUCCESSOR TRUSTEX. Lender, at Lender's option, may from time to time remove Trustee and appoint a
successor trustee without any other furmalit than the designation in writing. The successor trustee, without
conveyance of the Pmpcrty, shall succeed to alythe Bda, power and duties confeued upon Trustee by this Security
Instrnrnent and applicable law.
25. NOTICE. Unless otherwise required by law, any notice shaii be @;en by delivering it or by mailing it by first claks
m+ to the ~ppropriateparty's address on page 1 of this Security hshiunent, or to any other address designated in
wrrtbg. Not~ceto one grantor will be deemed to be notice to aU grantars.
26. WAIVERS. Except to the extent prohibited by law, Grantor waives all rights to homestead exemption. appxaisemeat
and the marshalliag of Liens and assets relating to the Property.
27. DECLARATION. Grantor declares that the'Pr0perty.i~either not'more than twenty acres.in area or that the
Property 1s located w i t h q incorporated city orviuage.
28. OTHER TERMS.If checked, the follodng are applicable to this Security Instrument:
0 Line.of Credif. The Secured Debt indudes a revolving Line of credit provision. Although the Secured Debt
may be reduced to a zero baiance, this Security Instrument will remain in effect until released.
Construction Loan. This Security Xnsrrurnent'secures an obligation incurred for tlie construction of an .
improvement on the Property.
Fixtare FBhg. Grantor grants to ~ e n d e ar security interest in all goods that Grantor owns now or in the
future and that are or will become fixtures related to the Property. Tbis Security Instrument suffices as a
financing statement and any carbon, phot0,graphicor other reproduction may be filed of record far pirrposes
of Articte 9 of the Unifom Commercial Code.
Riders. The covenants and agreements of each of the riders checked below are incorporated into and
supplement and amend the terns of this Security Instrument. [Check all applicable boxes]
Condominiurn Rider
Planned Unit Development Rider
Other ......................................................

.
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Additional Terms.

a

a

SIGNATURES:By signing below, Grantor agrees to the terms and covenants contained in thi ecurity Instrument and in
any attachments. Grantor also acknowledges receipt of a copy of ihisSecurity Instrumcnf &e
7[1/04
............................................
(Date)
(Sign

.........

el

date stated on page I.

..................................................................
7/1/04
(Date)

V

..............................

STATE OF
l[d.?h?. ...................................TB.....,
COUNTY OF
] ss.
On this 19: ............ day of
&?$x?.,..??*.$
......................
before me, a Notary Public, personally appeared
Jerry.Lee Losee and docarol. Losee
..........................................................................................................................................................................................
of ...........................................................................) to
acknowledged to me that

.....

......

'.
TO TRrnTEE:
The undersigned is the holder of the note or notes secured by tIlis Deed of Trust. Said note or notes, together with
ali other indebtedness secured by tbis Deed af Trust, have been paid in fuil. You are hereby directed to cancel this
Deed of Trust, which is delivered hereby, and to reconvey, without warranty, all the estate now held by you under
this Reed of T m t to the person or pcrsons legally entitled thercto.

.................................
....................................................................................................................................................
(Authorized Bank Signature)
Dale
_
_
l
.

,

oZ-2O 1g9d B

M ~ syslamr.
B ~
lnc.. s:. ~ i o u dMN
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THE IDAHO COMPANY
151 N. RIDGE, SUITE 260
IDAHO FALLS, IDAHO 83402

SKY ENTERPRISES. LLC

JERRY LEE LOSEE
JOCAROL LOSEE
9253 Frandsen Road
Lava Hot Springs, ID 83246
DEBTOR'S NAME, ADDRESS A M ) SSN OR TIN
("Z""we," "me" "my" or ''us" means each Debtor
who s i w . )

Loan No. oO?.
Amount: $ ~ ~ ~ , o o o . o o
Loan Fee:, $0.00.
Filing ~ e ..e f$496.00
. ,.

I

SECURED PARTY'S NAME A i ADDRESS
('You" means the Secured Party, its successors and
assiens.)

Date: July 1, 2004
-Maturity: July 1,2005

"

,.

.. ..

I

SKY ENTERPRISES, an Idaho Limited Liability Corporation, JERRY LEE
LOSEE, and JOCAROL LOSEE, after date without grace, for value received, I, we, or
either of us promise to pay to the order of THE IDAHO COMPANY at 151 N. Ridge,
Suite 260, Idaho Falls, Idaho, TWO HUNDRED SIXTY-ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS AND
OO/lOO ($261,000.00), payable in lawful money of the United States, with interest thereon
PLUS FOUR P E R C (4%)
~
per
at the variable rate of WALL STREET JOURNAL P*
anaum,fully floating and as pubiished in
Journal, from the date hereof,
payable as follows:
The principal sum o u t ~ i n e @ ~ W @ maximum amount of principal I can
borrow under this note. On July
'U receive the amount of $205,936.80 and.
fixture principal advances are cont&&,ted. This is a closed-end credit. You and I agree
that I may borrow up to the maximum only one time (and subject to all other conditions.)
I may request draws in person, telephone or in writing until midnight on June 30,2005.
Interest will be calculated on a 365/365 basis.
All payments hereinabove provided for shall be applied first to accrued interest
and the balance to reduction of principal. Any payment not paid when due shall, at the
option of the legal holder hereof, bear interest at the rate of WALL STREET JOURNAL
PRIME PLUS NINE PERCENT (9%) per annurn until paid. In case of default in the payment
of any installment of principal or any portion thereof, or in the payment of any
installment of interest, or any portion thereof, the entire principal sum and all unpaid
interest shall, at the option of the holder hereof, become immediately due, payable and
collectible, and action may at once be instituted for recovery and collection of same in
any court of proper jurisdiction. If this note is collected by an attorney, either with or
without suit, the undersigned agree(s) to pay all costs and expenses, including a
reasonable attorney fee.

SKY ID 2390

The makers and endorsers of this note waive demand, notice of non-payment and
protest, and agree that this Note may he extended in whole or in part w&thout their
consent.
SKY ENTERPRISES, LLC

By:
Title:
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EXHIBIT B
Pledge of Security
Dated July 1,2004

PLEDGE OF SECURITY

I

SKY ENTERPRISES, LLC
JERRY LEE LOSEE
JOCAROL LOSEE
9253 Frandsen Road
Lava Hot Springs. ID 83246

THE IDAHO COMPANY
151 N. RTDGE. SUITE 260
IDAHO FALLS, IDAHO 83402

DEBTOR'S NAME, ADDRESS AND SSN OR TIN
("I," "we," "me" "my" or "us" means each Debtor
who signs.)

SECURED PARTY'S NAME AND ADDRESS
('You" means the Secured Party, its successors and
assigns.)

I

We pledge this security to you on July 1,2004.

SECURED DEBTS. We agree that this Pledge will secure the payment and performance of the debt and
obligation, described below, that we owe to you now or in the future:

, -#

CI

l5

Speciiic Debt. The debt, liability or
2004, executed by us, and in the
THOUSAND DOLLARS AND
modifications and replacements
Security Interest. To secure the payment and
obligations, I give you a security interest in all
In the future (including, but not limited to, all
properry), wherever the property is or may be

Note dated 1 July
renewals, refinancings,
e above described Secured Debts, liabilities and
described below that I now own and that I may own
essories, repairs, improvements, and acoessions to the
and products from the property.

ALL DEBTOR'S ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE TOGETHER W R H ALL ACCOUNTS, INSTRUMENTS,
DOCUMENTS, CHATTEL PAPER AND OTHER RIGHTS TO PAYMENT ARISING OUT OF ALL
PRESENT AND FUTUREDEBT AND OBLIGATIONS RECEIVABLE AND ALL PROCEEDS
THEREOF. ALL GENERAL INTANGIBLES.
ALL EQUIPMENT INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ALL MACHINERY, VEHICLES,
FURMTURE, FIXTURES. MANUFACTURING EQUIPMENT, FARM MACHINERY AND
EQUTPMENT, SHOP EQUIPMENT, OFFICE AND RECORDKEEPING EQUIPMENT, AND PARTS
AND TOOLS. ANY EQUIPMENT DESCRIBED IN A LIST OR SCHEDULE WHICH I GIVE TO YOU
WILL ALSO BE INCLUDED IN THE SECURED PROPERTY, BUT SUCH A LIST IS NOT
NECESSARY FOR A VALID SECURITY INTEREST IN MY EQUIPMENT
ALL INVENTORY WHICH I HOLD FOR ULTIMATE SALE OR LEASE, OR WHICH HAS BEEN OR
WILL BE SUPPLIED UNDER CONTRACTS OF SERVICE, OR WHICH ARE RAW MATERIALS,
WORK IN PROCESS, OR kUTERIALS USED OR CONSUMED IN IMY BUSINESS

I. PLEDGE OF SECURITY
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WE A G m E TO THE TERMS SET OUT ON ALL, PAGES OF THLS AGREEMENT. We have received a
copy of this document on today's date.
SKY ENTERPRTSES, LLC

-

G E N E U L Y "You" means the Secured Party
identified on page I of ttris agreement. "I," "we,"
"me,"'"us" and "my"means each person wfio'signs
this security agreement as Debtor and who agrees to
give the property described in this agreement as
security for the Secured Debts. All terms and dutics
under this agreement are joint and individual. This
Pledge af Securiq may variously be referred to as the
upledge" the "agreement," or the "security
agreement." No modification of this security
agreement is effective uniess made in writing and
signed by you and me. This security agreement
remains in eZect, even if the note is paid ancf 1owe
no other debt to you, until discharged in writing.
Time is of the essence in this agreement.
APPZICMLE LAW I agree thar this security
agreement will be governed by the law of the state of
Idaho. If property described in this agreement is
located in another state, t i i s agreement may also, in
some circumstances, be governed by the law of the
state in whch the property is located.
To the extent permitted by law, the tems of
this agreement may vary applicable Iaw, If any
provision of applicable law may not be varied by
agreement, any provision of this agreement that does
not comply w i d that law will not be effective. If any
provision of this agreement cannot be enforced
according to its tems, this fact will not affect the
enfbrceabilitjr of the remainder of this agreement.
OWlVERSHlP A i i D DUTIES TOWARD
PROPERTY - I represent that I own all of the
property, or to the extent this is a purchase money

-

2.
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security interest:I will acquire o-xship
of the
property with the proceeds of the Ioan. I will defend
it against'any other claim. Your claim to the propexty
is ahead of the claims of my other creditor. I agree
to do whatever you require to protect your security
, interest gnd to keep your cIaim in the property ahead
of the claims of other cxeditors. I will not do
anything to harm your position.
I will keep books, records and accounts
about the property and my business in general. I will
. .lit you examine these records at any reasonable h a ,
I will prepare any report or accounting you request,
which deals with the property.
I will keep tfie property in my poss&ss~on
and will keep it in good repair and use it only for the
purpose(s) described in this agreement. Iiwill not
change this specified use without your express
written pennisdon. I represent that-I am the original owner of the property and, $1 am not, that I have
provided you with a Iist of prior owners of the
property.
I will keep the property at my address Iisted
on page 1 .of this agreement, unhss we agree; I may
keep it at another Iocation. If the property is to be
used in another state, I will give you a list of those
states. I will not try to sell the property uniess it is
inventory or 1 receive your written pe&ssion to.do
so. If I sell the property I will have the payment
made payable to the order of you and me.
You may demand immediate payment of the
debt(s) if'the debtor is nor a natural person and
without your piior written consent (1) a beneficial
interest in the debtor is sold or transferred or (2) there
is a change in either the identity or number of
,

27
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members of a partnership or (3) there is a change in
ownership of more than 25 percent of the voting
stock of a corporation.
I will pay a11 taxes and charges on the
property as they become due. You have the right of
reasonable access in order to inspect the property. I
will immediately inform you of any loss or damage
to the property.
L ~ ~ T A T I O N- Shis agreement will not secure a
debt described in the section entitled "Secuied Debts"
on page I:
if you fail to make any disclosure of the
1)
existence of this security interest required by
law for such other debt;
if
this security interest is in my principal
2)
dwelling and you fail to provide (toall
PURCHASE MONEY SECURITY INTEREST For the sole purpose of determining the extent of a
purchase money security interest arisingunder this
security agreement: (a) payments on any nonpurchase money loan also secured by this agreement
will not be deemed to apply to the purchase money
loan, and (b) payments on the purchase money loan
will be deemed to apply fmt to the non-purchase
money portion of the loan, if any, and then to the
purchase money obligations in the order in which the
items of collateral were acquired or if acquired at the
same time, in the order selected by you. No security
interest will be terminated by application of this
formula. "Purchase money loan" means any loan the
proceeds of which, in whole or in part, are used to
acquire any collateral securing the loan and all
extensions, renewals, consolidations and refinancings
of such loan.
AUTHORITY OF SECURED PARTY TO MAKE
ADVANCES AND PERFORM FOR DEBTOR
I agree to pay you on demand any sums you
advanced on my behalf including, but notlimited to,
expenses incurred in collecting, insuring, conserving,
or protecting the property or in any inventories,
audits, inspections or other examinations by you in
respect to the property. I f I fail io pay such sums,
you may do so for me, adding the amount paid to the
other amounts secured by this agreement. A11 such
sums will be due on demand and will bear ihterest at
the highest rate provided in any agreement, not or
other instnunent evidencing the Secured Debtfs) and
pexmitted by law at the time of the advnnce.
V I fail to perform any of my duties under
this security agreement, or any mortgage, deed of
trust, lien or other, security interest, you may without
notice to me perform the duties or cause them to be

-
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.

'

persons entitled) any notice of right of
rescission requiredby law for such other

debt;
to the extent that this security intezest is in
3)
"household goods" and the other debt to be
secured is a "consumer" lo& (as those terms
aredefmed in applicable federal regulati~ns
governing unfair and deceptive credit
pra~tices);
i f this security interest is in margin stock
4)
subject to the requirements of 12 C.F.R:
Section207 or 221 and you do not obtain a
statement of p q o s e if required under these
regulations with respect to that debt or
if this security interest is unenforceable by
5)
law with respectto that debt.
performed. I understandthat this authorization
includes, but is not limited to, permission t o (I)
prepare, frle, and sign my name tb any necessary
reports or accountings; (2) notify any account debtor
of your interest in this property and tell the account
debtor to make the payments to you or someone else
you name, rather than me; (3) place on any chattel
paper a note indicating yoiu interest in the property;
(4) in my name, demand, collect, receive and give a
receipt for, compromise, settle, and handle any suits
or other proceedings involving the collateral; ( 5 ) take
any action you feel is necessary in order to realize on
the collateral, including performing any part of a
contract or endorsing it in my name; and (6) make an
entry on my books agd records showing the existence
of the security agreement. Your right to perform for
me shall not create an obligation to perform and your
failure to perform will not preclude you iiom
exercising any of your other rights under the law or
this security agreement
INSURANCE - I agree to buy insurance ou the
propeny against the risks and for the amounts you
require and to furnish you continuing proof of
coverage. I will have the insurance company name
you as loss payee on any such policy. You may
require added security if you agree that insurance
proceeds may be used to repair or replace the
property. I will buy insurance from a firm licensed to
do business in the state of Idaho. The firm will be
reasonably acceptable to you. The insmnce will last
until the property is released from this agreement If
I fail to buy or maintain the insurance (or fail to name
you as loss payee) you may purchase it yourself.
WARRAYTIES AND REPRESENTATIONS - If
this agreement includes accounts, I will not settle any
account for less than its full value without your

written permission. I will collect all accounts until
you tell me otherwise. I will keep the proceeds from
ail the accounts and any goods which are rehmed to
me or which I take back in trust for you. I will-not
mix them with any other property of mine. I will
deliver them to you at your request. If you ask me to
pay you the fullprice on any reiuhed items or items
retaken by myself, I will do so.
If this agreement covers inventory, I will not
dispose of it except in my ordinary course of business
,at the fair market value for the property, or at a
min&um price established between you and me.
If this agreement covers farm products I will
DEFAULT I will be in default if any one or more
of the fobwing occur: (1) I fail to make a payment
on time or in the amount due; (2) I failto keq, the
property insured, ifrequired; (3) I fail to pay, or keep
any promise, on any debt or agreement I bave with
you; (4) any other creditor of mine attempts to collect
any debt I owe him through court proceedings; (5) 1die, am declared incompetent, make an assignment
for the benefit of creditors, or become insolvent
(either because my liabilities exceed my assets or I
am unable to pay my debts as they become due); (6) I
make any written statement or provide any financial
information that is untrue or inaccurate at the time it
was provided; (7) I do or fail to do something which
causes you to believe that you have dificulty
collecting the amount I owe you; (8) I change my
name or assume an additional name without first
notifying you before making such a change; (9)
failure to plant, cultivate and harvest crops in due
season; (10) if any loan proceeds are used for a
purpose that will contribute to excessive erosion of
highly erodible land or to the conversion of wetlands
to produce an agricultural commodity, as further
explained in 7 C.F.R. Part 1940, Subpart G, Exhibit
M.
REMEDIES If I am in default on this agreement,
you have the following remedies:
You may demand immediate payment of all
1)
I owe you under any obligation secured by
this agreement.
You may set off any obligatiqn I have to
2)
you against any right I have to the payment
of money from you.
2)
You may demand more security or new
parties obligated to pay any debt I owe you
as a condition of giving up any other
remedy.
You may make use of any remedy you have
4)
under state or federal law.

-

-
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provide you, at your request, a written list of the
buyers, commission merchants or selling agents to or
through whom I may seil my farm products. In
addition to those parties named on this written List, I
authorize you to notifi at your sole discretion any
additional parties regarding your security,iuterest in
my farm products. I remain subject to all applicabie
penalties for sellingmy farm products in violation of
my agreement with you and the FoodSecurity Act.
In this paragraph .the terms farm products, buyers,
commission merchants and seiling agents bave the
meanings given' to them in the Federal Food Security
~ coft 1985.
If I default by failing to pay taxes or other
5)
charges, you may pay them (but you are not
required to do so). If you do, I will repay to
you the amount you paid plus interest at the
highest contract rate.
You may require me to gather the property
6)
and make it available to you in a reasonable
fashion.
You may repossess the property and sell it
7)
as provided by law. You may repossess the
property so long as the repossession does
not involve a breach of the peace or an
illegal entry onto my property. You may
sell the property asprovided by law. You
may apply what you receive f b m the sale of
the property to: your expenses; your
reasonable attorneys' fees and legal
expenses (where notprohibited by law); any
debt I owe you. If what you receive from
the sale of the property does not satisfy the
debts, you may take me to co&t to recover
the difference (where permitted by law).
I agree that 10 days written notice sent to my address listed on page I by firs1
class mail will be reasonable notice to me
under the Uniform ~ommercialCode.
If any items not otherwise subject
to this agreement are contained in the
property when you take possession, you
may bold these items for me at my risk and
yon will not be liable for taking possession
of them
In some cases, you may keep theproperty to
8)
satisfy the debt. You may enter upon and
take possession of ail or any part of my
property, so long as you do not breach the
peace or illegally enter onto the property,
including lands, plants, buildings,
machinery, and equipment as may be

PLEDGE OF SECURITY
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necessary to permit you to manufactnre,
produce, process, store or sell or complete
the manufaciure, production, processing,
storing or sale of any of the property and to
use and operate the property for the length
of time you feel is necessary to protect your
interest, all without payment or
compensation to me.
By choosing any one or more of these
remedies, you do not waive your right to later use
any other remedy. You do not waive a default if you
choose not to use any remedy, and, by electing not to
use any remedy, you do not waive your right to later
consider the w e n t a default and to immediately use
any remedies if it continues or occuri again;
FILING :A carbon, photographic or other
reproduction of this security agreement or the
fmancing statement c o v e ~ the
g property described
in this agreement may be used as a financing
statement where allowed by law; Where permitted
by law, you may file a financing statementwhich
does not contain my signature, covering the property
secured by this agreement , ,
CO-MAKERS If more than one of us has signed
this agreement, we are all obligated equally under the
FURTHER ACTS We promise to commit, or
cause to be committed, such further acts, or
execute such further documents, as you
might reasonably request to provide forthe
security intended by this Pledge, &d to
ensure prompt and full repayment of the
amounts owing'you and secured hereby.
Such further acts may specifically include,
but are not limited to, the exercise of the
options pledged as security hereby, and in
our own names, and the immediate transfer
of the shares obtained thereby to you. We
further promise to provide you with such
further and additional security as you may
request should the security provided for
herein be inadequate or should you be
othenvise insecure.

-

.;.:

-
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agreement. You may sue any one of us or any of us
together if this agreement has not been carried out,
You do not have to tell me$any term of the
agreement has not been carried out. You may release
any co-signer and I wii'i still be obligated under this
agreement. You may release any of the security ind
I will still be obligated under this agreement Waiver
by you of any of your rights will not affect my duties
under this agreement. Extending this agreement or
oew.obligationsunder this agreement, will not affect
my duty under the agreement.
WAIVER We hereby waive any and all defenses to
the enforcement of this Pledge based on any
restrictions contained in any document or option plan
promulgated by, or agreement between us and, the
Bank of Idaho Holding Co. and 1or:the Bank of
Idaho, which might otherwise prohibit or restrict our
right to assign such options as security.
ASStrmPTION OF RISK We&sume any and all
liability and risk which may be associated with the
violation or breach of any policy or guidelines
promulgated by, or agreement between us and, the
Bank of Idaho Holding Co. and 1or the Bank of
Idaho.

-

-

EXHIBIT C
Report of Harold L. Latin Dated March 30,2004

Mi. William F- Rigby, President
The Idaho Company
15-1.N- Ridge Avenue
Idaho falls, I
D 83452
Dear Bilk

91V

This is a repart on the visit Daryl Snyder and 1made to Sky Enterprises. First - Day1 will
do an excellentjob in accounting setup, operating and repoxting. She and JoCarol are
planning to have JoCarol write checks and receive money and Daryl wilI do the
accomting on Quick books. Daryl is even trying to set up so &at JoCml can enter the
checks in Quick Books and then Davl wilt access the data and make distribution to the
correct accounts. E Dq!needs help with more complex accounting matters she d l call
me.
I had J o C m l go over the parts &at make up the unit andthe cost She estimates the parts
cost at $6 to $8 per unit. Accounthg for parts inventory should present no-probiems-I
believe that buying in lost of 4,000 those prices are reasonable. I did not attempt to
determine the labor cast but the assembly appears to be simple and can be perfomxed
with little training and assemblers should be able to do mdtipie jobs. They bave thought
about assembly and bzve developed some simple tooling. The labor cost can be
accounted for simply.
JoCaroi says that the company started in September 2003 with construction o f the shop
building. She says that she and Jerry were given a draw of $5,000 per monh for the last
three months of the year. However no payroll system was established and no accounting
was made for the draws. Because the year is over and no payroll reports were submitted
to Social Security and E S 1 don't believe that the draws can be considered as pay for the
Jhsees- I believe that: the best approach is to show the draws as advances to be
considered as loans. Then in fhesecond quarter of 2004, after Day1 has set up a payroU
system, the advances can be shown as pay to the Losees with hcome tax and Social
Security taxes withheld. The same thing can be done for the advances made in the &t
quarter of 2004. Daryl and 3bCaroI agree with this approach

'

If the expenditures in 2003 were for equipment and building there would be no expenses
in 2003 and therefore no tax deduction for Sky Enterprise, The Idaho Company and the
Losees. Any cost for supplies, etc can be inventoried and then converted to expense in
2004. I don't know if you have considered the 2003 tax return for Sky but it seems
appropriate that The Idaho Company tax preparer should also do Sky. I suggest that
because of the relationship with the Losees, the same person also do their personal return
and charge the cost to Sky because they can't do their return without Sky. Your taxmm
will probably also request extensions for both Sky and Losees.
SoCarol told us that Sky is reimbursing her $1,000per month for the payments she is
making on a judgment from a previous distributor. Ifthese reirhbursements are
authorized I think they should be recorded as an asset. If you tax man wants them written
off, I have no objectioa In any even if they are authorized I suggest tbat the entire
balance be paid off quickly reducing the interest cost. Your taxman will also determine
how the Losees treat the $25,000 judgment they paid off and the reimbursement they
received from Sky for tax purposes.
Both Daryl and I have some concern about what appears to be the Losees spending.
They purchased a vehicle, which hopefully was authorized, and appear to be generous
with Sky money. I saw nothing that indicated improper expenditure but just lack of
W i n e s s . For example, I saw a very high performance copy machine that seemed out of
place in such a small organbtion. This is all just something for you and Ron to watch
for. Darly will keep you informed of details. You might consider having D q l authorize
any expenditure over $1,000 for anything but inventory.

I don't know if you considered rent on the ground the plant stands on or paying the taxes
on the ground. The property tax on the building should be assessed to Sky a s it is the
owner. I telephoned JoCarol who said that both the building and auto are in their
personal names. She agrees that both should be in the Sky name and said that she will
have ownership changed.
I have given you a lot of questions but they are mostly tax question regarding Sky, The
Idaho Company the Losees which will be taken care of my you tax man. Daryl wiU have
the accounts in order and will not only submit monthly reports but will add her verbal
coments. I would like to have copies of the reports to determine if they are providing
the material I believe you should have.
Please call when you would like to discuss Sky, its accounting and taxes with me. If you
like, I can meet with or telephone your Idaho Company taxman.
Sincerely,

SKY ID 142s

EXHIBIT D
Correspondence to William F. Rigby and Ron Warnecke
Dated August 29,2004
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S X X ENTERPNSE LLC
9253 FTCANDSEN XID. LAVA EOT SPRINGS IDM30.83246

TEL # 208-776-5566 PAX # 208-776-5119 email - skvl@wblueli,qht.com
August 29,2004
Am: Bill and Ron,

,a,$
*

We want to sbrt off by expressing our feelings of gratefulness to you both. You Wo have given us
tremendous help in getting our business started. We appreciate it so much to the point that regardIess of any ill
feelings that have come about, it does not hold a candle to our appreciation to you both and we will continue to feel
this way.
Now for the issues at hand that wi: would like to resolve. The follo&;ring is how we must bandie things. FoL
yon will. know that this wilt be of no great surprise, for we have stated this god m n y times since the very beginning
of our business relationship.
We all know that when it became time that we couId run this business on our own, we would. That was ouultimate goal and we know this to be fact because you both told us that you are not trying to take over and ruri t h i s
business, you just want to be there far help when we agree that we need it or when we ask for it. For the past seven
years it is something that has given us great drive and ambition in knowing that someday we wauld be running our.
own business and we feel that this day has come. We 'are going to move further into that goat. For you know that
having your own personal successhl business to run, gives you the feeling of great accomplishment and drive in lifeAt first we were very shocked and disappointed in how the situation with the checks were handled For it
would have been dramatically b&r for you to call us personally as partners, to get our understanding of the situation,
and we hopefully befieve that you would have felt and responded differently in doing so, But because of how the
Shation proceeded we carne to a better awakening and understanding of haw we are needing to proceed with this
business.
I. Our first step will be &at in order to run this company we a x going to need to open up a fkesh new
business checking account. A11 future sales will need to go through this account we b o w and you
both know that we cannot mn a business with out it. We also know that it has been a nervous
situation for Bill, which is v a y understanding, it also has made us very nervous. At this time we are
checking on a way to make it so that Bill will in no way be in danger of such a s~tuation.
2. We feel that we are ready to go fidl stride into bringing in sales and making the business a selfsustaining one. We regrettably know that you bath have'put in far more funding than what we f ~ s t
anticipated that it would take to get to this point. We b o w that you are in need of pulling the plug OR
funding into this company or tbat it sounds as though you already have, in which we are in no way
shocked of this decision but in total agreement:with you. This is why we are going to take full
responsibility and fullstride into making this company work &urn here an out.
3. Please provide us with if any volunteering help that the Idaho Company may still want to offer us that
we may take into consideration that might be of beneficial help to the future success of Sky
Enterprise.
4, In running this company we still want to keep Daryt and John fully involved but will need to h o w
what k i r salaries and my other infamation may be needed for u s to evaluate to keep things
proceeding forwar$ and again we want ta stress that we shl'fwant you both involved, even more so,
but more so meaning being as equal partners.
5. We are very excited for it is looking to be a very successful business, for through rt all, and mth this
latest experience of this week, we had a long discussion between the twa a f us, and most important
we feel that we got that most important
in the eve and rhaf hop in our sfen again. We know
that you both will be very happy parhers with us again, please keep an open mind. and undersbnding
that we would never atrempt to jeopardize the company or most of all the relationship with you both.
6. On a happy note we have invented two new b e products h t we hope to work on soon.

Thank you for you're understanding and hope to hear from both, in inquiring
Jerry and JoCarol

3
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EXHIBIT E
Idaho Company Correspondence to the Losees
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IDAHO
COMPANY
Via Facsimile @ (208) 776-5119 and
First Class Mail
Jerry Losee and JoCaroi Losee
Sky Enterprise, LLC
9253 Frandsen Road
Lava Hat Springs, I
D 83246

Dear Jeny and JoCmI:
. The Idaho Company will not be advancing any additional funds for the operation
of Sky Enterprise, LLC, nor for yaw sdaries.

a'?

Recent deve~opmemtsindicate that you, as individuals, mangers and co-owners of
Sky Enterprise, LLC, have violated the express terms o f the Operating Agreement, as
well as the various loan documents between The Idaho Company, Sky Enterprise, LLC,
and yomselves individually.

At this point, The Idaho Company is willing to resolve these problems without
involvement of attorneys. The Idaha Company is willing to cooperate with you and work
within the fimework ofthe LLC's Operating Agreement, and in good faith. The IdIdaho
Cornpay is willing to attempt a resolution with the assistance of an independent third
party. And mediation is required by the'express terms of Sky Enterprise, UC's,
Operating Agreement at $ 17.12(b) under circumstances such as those we are currently
facing.

For these reasons, The Idaho Company has scheduled a mediation before
mediator John Bailey. W; Bailey is an attorney and mediator with the law fm of
Racine, Olson, Nye & Budge located at 20 1 E. Center, Pacatello, Idaho. We chose Mr.
Bailey, nat only for his reputation of fairness, but also because his lacation is equally
convexliexlt to a11 parties. It is o u intent to attempt a resolution in a m m e r fair to all .
parties.
. .
We have scheduled mediation for 1:00 p.m. &is Friday, the 17" of September

2004.

It is i m p o a t that this attempt to resolve our differences through mediation take
place at tbe time and place currently schkduled. Unless this conflict is resolved promptly,

151 North Ridge Ave

-

3 7

-

Suite 260 ldaho Fails, Idaho 83402 (208) 542-0488 * Fax: (20
P.O.Box 51216 ldaho Fails, ldaho 83405-1216
C

1

IDAHO
COMPANY
The Idaho Company will have no choice but to pursue the legal remedies available to it
as both a creditor and member of Sky Enterp~ise,LLC.
Please advise as to your willingness to attend this mediation at your earliest
opportunity.
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151 North Ridge Ave Suite 260. Idaho Falls,Idaho 83402 (208) 5 4 2 5 4 8 8 . Fax: (208) 552-2533
P.O. Box 51216 ldaho Falls, Idaho 83405-1216
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EXHIBIT G
Mediation Report

ATTORNEYS
490 MEMORIAL DRIVE
POST OFFICE BOX 51630
IDAHO FALLS, IDAHO 83405-1630
TELEPHONE (208) 522-3001
FAX (208) 523-7251
E-MAIL anhsaanhs.net

Douglas R. Nelson
Blake G. Hall
Mawin M. Smith'
Scott R. Hall
Joel E. Tingey
Steven R. Pany*
Brian T. Tucker
Jeffery W. Banks
Wiley R. Denneri
W. Joe Anderson
(1923-2W2)

'*

member af Utah her

Ron Wamecke
151 N. Ridge, Suite 260
Idaho Falls ID 83402
Jerry Zosee

9253 Frandsen Road
Lava Hot Springs ID 83246
Re:
,, 1 hdl.

Sky Enterprise, LLC -- Mediation

Dear Mr. ~ a m e c k and
e Mr. Losee:

,,.I

.

.

As youknow, amediation was conducted on Friday, September 17,2004. Present at the mediation
were Bill Rigby, Ron Wamecke, Jerry Losee and JoCarol Losee. The mediation was conducted by
Marvin M. Smith, mediator.

At the conclusion of the mediation, the following was agreed by and between the parties:
1.

The Losees will have until Friday, September 24,2004, at 4:00 p.m. to have a loan
arrangement wherein they, the Losees, can "cash out" the Idaho company from their
investment in Sky Enterprise, or the Losees can obtain an investor who, with the
Losees, can offer a payout program in installments to the Idaho Company with the
understanding that such payout program would include at least a $50,000.00 down
?%wentwith a payout over a maxunum of four years at an interest rate of between
7 and 8 percent or 2 or 3 points over the prime rate.

2.

If the above stated t e r n are not met by the Losees by the time limit imposed
(September 24,2004, at 4:00 p.m.), the Losees have agreed to the appointment of a
fifth person, Duane Fugelberg, to the management board of Sky Enterprise. Further,
the Losees understand that upon the appointment of the fifth member of the
management board, a special meeting of Sky Enterprise's management board will
immediately take place as soon as practicable.

~ ~ t l i o ~ e ~ r eagreed
s e n tto the above stated terms. It was ipecificaHy understood by the Losees that
the fifth member of the management team could vote in favor of removing all production and
management decisions from the hands of the Losees.

September 21,2004
Page - 2

I believe that the foregoing correctly and tmthfully represents the discussions and the conclusions
of the mediation conducted on Friday, September 17,2004.

Marvin M. Smith
MMSlDCB

EXHIBIT H
Notice of Special Meeting of the
Board of Managers of Sky Enterprises

N o t i c e of special Meeting of the Board of ~ a n a ~ e r s
of Sky Enterprises, LLC
Jerry Lasee
Sky Enterprise, LLC
9253 Frandsen Road
Lava Hot Springs, ID 83246

William F. Rigby
President
The Idaho Company
151 N. Ndge, Suite 2611
Xdaho Fdls, ID 83402

JoCml Losee
Sky Enterprise, LLC
9253 Fmdsen Road .
Lava Hot Springs, 313 83246
'

Ron R- Warnecke
1 5 3 N. Ridge;suite 260
Idaho Falls; XD 83402

Duane Fugleberg
3 840 Waodhaven Ln.
Xdaho Fdls, D 83404

.!
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Pursuit to Idaho Code 9 5 53-62 1 & 53-623; thi Oprating Ageemen* of Sky
Enterprise, LLC at M c l e 6, Section 3; and as requested by two members of the current
, Management:Board:

YOU ARE HEREBY NOTPIED that a special meeting of the Management
Board of the limited liability company will be held at 9:UQam. on Monday, the 1la of
October, 2004, at the offices of Pike & Smith, P.A., located at the OE BeU Center, 151N.
Ridge, Suite 210, Idaho Falls, ID.The purposes of this special meeting shall include:
1.

To introduce the new member of the ~ a n a ~ e k eBoard,
nt
Duane
~ugelbk~;

2.

To discuss, propose and adopt an Operating Plan and Budget for the
coming year;

3,

To designate a manager for the oversight of operations, which manager
sbdl have authority to conduct the day to day business on behalf of the
Management Board, with &I1 power to act with respect to items
characterized as "infomal
under the Operating Agreement at
Article 2, Sectioa 8;

4.

Such other md W h e r business as tse Management Board may deem
appropriate and necessary.

.

Ron R.Wankrke, Managenent Board lMernber

v.5

E.W. Pike (ISB #650)
E. W. PIKEb ASSOCXATES,P . k
151 N. Ridge Ave., Suite 210
P.O. Box 2949
Idaho Falls, ID 83403-2949
Telephone: 2081538-6444
Telefax:
208/528-6447
Attorneys for Defeizdants
IN THE DISTFUCT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNO

JERRY LOSEE and JOCARQL LOSEE,
husband and wife, and as Mernbers and
Employees of Sky Enterprise, LLC, an
Idaho Liinited Liability Company

1
1
1
1
1

1

Plaintiffs,

)
)

THE IDAHO COMPANY, an Idaho
Corporation, SKY ENTERPRISES, LLC,
an Idaho Limited Liability Company, and
WILLIAM F. RTGBY, individually,
Defendants.

1

CASE NO: CV-06-908-OC

MEMORANDUM IN OPFOSXTXON TO
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

1
1
1

1
1
1

Defendants, jointly and severally, submit the fo:oliowingmemorandum in oppositioi~to
Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on file herein:
1. FACTUAL BACKGROUND

Sky Enterprises, LLC ("Sky") is an Idaho limited liability company, organized ilz
September, 2003. The initid management board of Sky consisted of Plaintiffs Jeny Lasee and
JoCarol Losee ("the Losees"), Defendant William F. Rigby ("Rigby") and Ronald R. Wamecke
B

44
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p

'

("Warneclce").

Defendant The Idaho Company ("Idaho Company") is an Idaho B~tsinessand

Industrial Development Corporation and a 50% equity owner and member of Sky; the remaining
50% of Sky is owned by the Losees.
The business relationship between the Losees and Idaho Company began in
approximately August 2003 when JoCarol approached Idaho Company President Rigby
regarding financing for an invention the Losees were attempting to market. Thereafter, on
September 23, 2003, a Membership Interest Purchase Agreement ("Purchase Agreement") was

'4

executed between the Losees and Idaho Company.' That same date, the Operating Agreement of
Sky Enterprise, L.L.C. ("Operating Agreement") was executed by the Losees and Idaho
C ~ m p a n y The
. ~ agreements provided that in return for financing, Idaho Company wotiici receive
50% interest in Sky, and for selection of a fifth member. The Idaho Company initially agreed to
provide $

l

m

i

n

g

, and it was understood and agreed by all parties that this

financing would constitute the "Investor's Capital Contribution" to Sky as set forth in the

-

Purchase Agreement, Section 2.' It was also understood that this financing was the
consideration for transferring a T

t in Sky to Idaho Company, and that Idaho
C____4

-T

ership interest in Sky by arranging for and providing the
%

-~~

$135,000 o p y g line of credit to Sky.4
C

See Plaintiffs' Verified Complaint for Wages, Declaratory Judgment, Discri~~-~ination,
Damages, Qaiet Title, and for Judicial Dissolution of an L.L.C. ("Complaint"), Exhibit "B."
I

'See Complaint, Exhibit "A,"
3See Complaint, Exhibit '33," p. 2, Section 2.
4 Complaint, Exhibit "B," p.1; Transcript of 10/27104 Hearing in Bannock Couuty Case
No. CV-2004-0004501-OC, cited portions of which are annexed hereto as Exhibit "I" ("Exhibit
'I"'), pp. 50-51, pp. 54-55, p. 117,ll. 6-22.

Y;l
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Thereafter, additional funding was required, and the Losees asked Idaho Company to
increase the operating line to $261,00K)JlQ.' In exchange for the additional funding, oil or about
-

c

3.

-

July 1, 2004, the Losees executed a Promissory Note, Deed of Trust and Pledge of Secur~ty."
\

From September 23,2003 to March 2004, the Losees were responsible for all accounting
functions. During this time, the Losees spent Sky v

y on it

in the budget and .for non-

business-related expenses, to the financial detriment of Sky. In March 2004, Idaho Company

h
requested a review of the financial statements and accounting procedures because reports were
not being prepared and provided for review to the Sky management board by the Losees as
required by the Operating Agreement. The review was conducted by Hal Latin and Daryl

4%

Snyder. They found significant and material failures and Mr. Latin made a written report to
y.~
after this review, Idaho Company took over all accounting and all
Idaho C o ~ ~ i p a n Shortly
major check writing functions, hiring Ms. Snyder to head this effort. In approximately May
2004, Sky began manufacturing the Rite-Back, and Losees hired employees to support them in
that effort. Shortly thereafter, it came to the attention of Idaho Company that the Losees had
hired an employee under the age of 16, as well as the Losees 13-year-old daughter. Idaho
Company informed the Losees that Idaho law prohibited their hiring employees under age 16 to
work in a manufacturing operation; however, within a month thereafter, the Losees hired a 15year-old nephew.'

'Exhibit "1," pp. 86-88; Affidavit of William F. Rigby in Opposition to Motion for
Partial Summary Judgment ("Rigby Affid."), p. 2 , 7 4.
6RigbyAffid., q/?/ 5-7, Exhibits "A" and "B."
7Rigby Affid. fl 13-14, Exhibit "C."
'See Exhibit "1," p. 91,ll. 17-24.
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As Snyder began working on the Sky books and records, it became apparent to her that
some invoices andlor receipts were missing, and that there were charges and debits for which the
Losees had not provided supporting documentation. Snyder repeatedly asked the Losees for the
missing documents, and to support their contention that the charges were legitimate business
expenses. The Losees failed and refused to provide any documentation. Ultimately, Snyder
conducted her own investigation regarding some of the charges and came to the conclusion they
were not business expenses. She learned, for instance, that a $1,000 payment debited ns "Maple
Street" was in fact to "Maple Street Sit and Sleep" for the purchase of bedroom furniture for the
Losees' personal use.9
The business relationship between the Losees and Idaho Company continued to
deteriorate, due to the Losees' misuse of company funds, failure to keep records, failure LO
properly account for company funds, hiring of underage worlcers and other violations of the
Operating Agreement and the Losees' employment agreements with Slcy. The runds Idaho
Company committed to Sky were e x b a m d m . Slcy was not earning any appreciable
revenue. Several telephone conferences and in-person meetings were held from May 2004 to
August 2004 in an attempt to address the problems; however, the Losees continued to be
unresponsive and uncooperative. On August 29,2004, the Losees sent a letter to Rigby and
Warneclce stating, among other things, that they were opening a new bank account for Sky under
the Losees' exclusive control, and that they intended to "run this business on their own."'"
Losees did, in fact, open a new banlc account, into which they deposited company funds." They

'See Affidavit of Daryl Snyder filed in Bannock County Case No. CV-04-4501 iDC,
annexed hereto as Exhibit "2."
"Rigby Affid., 7 16, Exhibit "D."
"Exhibit "I," p. 75,ll. 7-25, p. 76,ll. 1-17.
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then utilized those funds for their personal expenses.'2 On September 3,2004 the Losees were
informed that Idaho Company would advance no further funds.'?
Idaho Company sent a letter to the Losees, again informing them that Idaho Company
would not advance any additional funds for Sky's operation, including salaries.'QY this time,
Idaho Company had advanced $271,058.02.'' Idaho Company also invoked the ~nediation
clause of the Operating Agreement, and requested the Losees participate in ~nediationas
required by that agreement." A mediation was conducted on Friday, September 17,2004 under
the auspices of Marvip.M. S

iator. An agreement was reached, wherein Losees had

until Friday, September 24,2004 to arrange a buy-out of Idaho Company interest in Sky. The
agreement further provided that should the,Losees fa-oliut

within the time

Duane Fugelberg ("Fugelberg") would be appointed the fifth member of the
'management board, and that a special meeting of the management board would take place as
soon as practicable.'7
The Losees failed to arrange a buy-out, and Fugelberg assumed his position as the fifth

t

-

member of the Sky management board. On October 11; 2004, a special meeting ofthe board
was held. Notice was duly provided to the Losees, but they failed to attend.'"t

the special

I2Exhibit"1," p. 77,ll. 2-23; pp. 112-113.
I3RigbyAffid., 7 17.
I4RigbyAffid. 7 18, Exhibit "E."
"Rigby Affid., q/ 19, Exhibit "F."
I 6 ~ i g bAffid.,
y
7 18, Exhibit "E."
"Rigby Affid., 1121, Exhibit "G."
''Rigby Affid., q/ 23, Exhibit "H."
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meeting, the Sky management board resolved to move operations from Lava Hot Springs, Idaho
to Idaho Falls, Idaho.
On or about October 13,2004, Sky filed a Verified Complaint for Claim and Dellvery in
the Sixth Judicial District Court of the State of Idaho, Bannock County Case No. CV-04-4501
OC. A Temporary Restraining Order was entered on or about October 15,2004 in said action,
restraining the Losees from interfering with the physical facility and operation of Sky. At a
subsequent hearing held October 27, 2004, a stipulation was reached between the parties. The
parties agrced (1) to dissolve the temporary restraining order; (2) to conduct a joint inve~ltoryof
Sky assets; (3) that the Manage~nentBoard of Sky would consist of the Losees, Rigby and
Warnecke, and that a fifth member of said board would be jointly selected; (4) that a new bank
.*'

a

I
account would be opened at Ireland Bank for Sky, into which all business proceeds froill sales or
any other source would be deposited, (5) that no money would be withdrawn from said account
except by agreement of counsel; ( 6 ) that each party would inform the other before accessing the
premises for any reason; and (7) the parties would keep each other fully informed of sales efforts
and the results of said efforts. The District Court approved the stipulation, and entered an Order
requiring the parties to abide by its terms."
The Losees failed to comply with the terms of the stipulation and order, and on Sanuary
24,2005 the Court issued an Order to Show Cause directed toward the Losees. A show cause
hearing was held February 1,2005. At the hearing, JoCarol Losee admitted that since the
previous hearing she had withheld sales documentation from her own attorneys and from Idaho
Company and that she had converted Sky funds to her own personal use.20Finding that the

"Minute Entry and Order dated October 28, 2004, Exhibit "3," annexed hereto.
"Exhibit "4," Transcript of 2101105 Iiearing ("Exhibit '4"'), pp. 93, 109-110
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Losees had violated the previous stipulation and order, the Court granted immediate possession
of all Slcy assets to Sky, to be managed by Idaho Company. The Losees were prohibited from
entering the Sky premises." Thereafter on March 1,2005, the court entered an order permitting
Idaho Company to move Sky property from Lava to Idaho Falls.z2
On February 28,2006, the Losees filed the within action, alleging claims for wages,

declaratory judgment, discrimination, quiet title and for judicial dissolution of an LLC.
Thereafter, on or about February 22,2007, they filed their motion for partial summary jiidgsnent,
seeking to quiet title to the real property.
11. STATEMENT OF FACTS PRECLUDING SUMMARY JUDGMENT
1.

The Losees and Idaho Company executed the Purchase Agreement on 01-about

September 23, 2003.23
2.

Regarding the Losees' sale of membership interest to Idaho Company, the

Purchase Agreement specifically provides, at Section 2: "It is understood that the Investor's
Capital Contribution may be in the form of assistance with obtaining an operating credit line for
Slcy Enterprises, L.L.C."24

3.

--

The Losees understood
that the initial contribution 0$$135,000.00 by rile idaho
'./
/

Company was in the form of'assistance wiubtaining an operating credit line for Sky, and

-

would have to be repaid.z5

"Exhibit "4," pp. 122-123; Minute Entry and Order dated February 2, 2005, annexed
hereto as Exhibit "5."
"Minute Entry and Order dated March 1, 2005, annexed hereto as Exhibit "6."
2iComplaint, Exhibit "B," p. 1.
24

Complaint, Exhibit "B," p. 1, Section 2.

"Exhibit "1," pp. 54-55.

.5&
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4.

Idaho Company did, in fact, assist S l y in obtaining an operating credit line of

$135,000.00, thereby fulfilling its obligation under the Purchase Agreement.'"
5.

Thereafter, additional financing was required, and the Losees requested ldaho

Company provide additional financing.27
6.

In consideration for the additional financing, the Losees executed a Deetl of Trust

in favor of Idaho Company on July 1,2004, pledging their real property as security f o ~(he
additional financing, up to $261,000.00.28
7.

,/

3

The loan was made to the Losees individually and to Sky, and the Losees

individually signed the Pro~nissoryNote for repayment of the

;
I

8.

The Losees individually executed a Pledge of Security in favor of Idaho Company

on or about July 1, 2004.30
9.

The Losees were aware that the purpose of the Deed of Trust in hvor of Idaho

Company was to secure the l d r o m Idaho Company."
,-----_

10.

The Losees understood that Idaho Company could look to their residence as
7

security and as an alternate means of collecti~~g
the debt owed to it.32

*"Rigby

Ai'fid., 7 3; see also Exhibit "1," pp. 86-87.

'7Exhibit "1," pp. 86-88; Rigby Affid., 7 4.
"Exhibit "1; p. 55? 11. 11-19, p. 56,ll. 4-8, p. 56,11. 18-25; Rigby Affid. tj 5, Exhibit
"A,"
29RigbyAffid. 7 6, Exhibit "A"; Exhibit "1," pp. 55-56.
"Rigby Affid. 77, Exhibit "B."
3'Exl~ibit"1," p. 56, 11. 4-25.
"Exhibit "1," p. 57,l. 14.
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1 1.

The tosees had actual and constructiv~knowledge that Idaho Company i i3tended

to, and did record the Deed of TrustT3'
12.

At no time prior to the commencement of litigation did the Losees objecl to the

fact that the Deed of Trust had been recorded.j4
13.

'The documents executed by the Losees clearly state that: the $261,000.00 is a loan
X

--.-r,

14.

The Losees did, in fact, autl~orizethe $261,000.00 loan to themselves ancl to

15.

The Lasees utilized some af the loan proceeds individually, for their own

Sky,36

personal benefit.37
16.

The Losees have retailzed items purchased with loan proceeds, and utiiized thein

for their own personal
17.

The garageishop building on the Losees' property was constructed with proceeds

from the $261,000.00 loan to tlze Losees and to Sky,39

"Rigby Affid. 17 10-1 1.
&

'"

34RigbyAfEd. 12.
j5Rigby Affid., Exhibit "A."

'"xhibit

"1 ," pp. 5 5 - 5 6 Rigby Affid.118.

j7Exhibit '' 1," pp. 80-82; Exhibit "2,''
pp. 109-1 10.

7 9, Exhibit "A,"; Exhibit "4,"

pp. 92-93,i 1. 17-4,

"Id ;Rigby Affid. 77 27-28.
I

3gExhibit"I ," pp. 86-88; Rigby Affid. fifl26,28.

S-.Y
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18.

The Losees have retained the garagelshop building for their own use and benefit,

without reimbursement to Idaho Conlpany or to Sky?'
19.

Idaho company advanced in excess of $261,000.00 to Sky pursuant to the

Promissory Note and Deed of Trust, and Sky andor the Losees individually expended a1I of the
funds advanced?'
20.

The amounts owing to Idaho Company under the Promissory Note and Deed of

Trust are i o w past due.42

4"

21.

No payments have been made on said Promissory Note by either the Losees

individually or Sky?
111. POINTS AND AUTHORITIES
A.

Summary Judgment Standard.

Summary judgment is only proper "$the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file,
together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any matei-iai fact and
that the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law."44 In determining a motion for
summary judgment, the Court should liberally construe all facts in favor of the nonrno\~ii~g
party,
and should likewise draw all reasonable inferences from the facts in favor of the nonl~ioving
party?' Summary judgment must be denied if the record contains conflicting inferences, or

4'Rigby Affid. 728.
4'RigbyAffid. q/r/ 19-20, Exhibit "F."
42RigbyAffid. 1 2 9 .
4iRigby Affid. 1/ 30.

45SeeS. Gu@n Consti., Inc.

V.

Cify c.fLewiston, 135 Idaho 181, 185, 16 1'.3d 278,282

(2000).
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reasonable persons could reach differing conclusions from the evidence presented.46 At all
times, the moving party has the burden of establishing the lack of a genuine issue of inaterial
fact.47 To meet this burden, the moving party must challenge in its motion and establish through
evidence that no issue of material fact exists for each element of the nonmoving party's case.48
The nonmoving party "may not rest upon the mere allegations or denia.1~
of that party's
pleadings, but the party's response, by affidavits or as otherwise provided in this rule, inust set
forth specific facts showing that there is a genuine issue for triaL4' This requirement, however,
does not change the standard of favorable construction, set forth above, which is applicable to
summary judgment motions.50
B.

,' I*.

Idaho Code 5 53-626.

d

In support of their motion for partial summary judgment, the Losees cite to Idaho Code 5
53-626, which states:
Contributions to capital. - A limited liability company interest may be issued in
exchange for cash, property, services rendered, guarantee of an obligation of thc
limited liability company, a promissory note or other obligation to contriburc?
cash or proper8 or to perform services or other valuable consideration.
(Emphasis added.)
Clearly, Idaho Company's perfonnance of its contractual obligation, set forth in the
Purchase Agreement, to assist S l y in obtaining an operating credit line, falls within the
performance of services andlor other valuable consideration provided for by the statute. The

"Northwest BEC-Corp. v. Home Living Service, 136 Idaho 835,383; 41 P.3d 263,266
(2002).

4 8 ~ m i tv.h Meridian Joint Sclz. Dist. No. 2, 128 Idaho 714,918 P.2d 583,588 (1996).

SoGardnerv. Evans, 110 Idaho 925,929,719 P.2d 1185, 1189 (1986).
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Losees' claim that Idaho Company failed to comply with I.C. $ 53-626 is frivolous.,without
merit, and is contradicted by the Losees' own sworn testimony:
JO CAROL LOSEE: Well, it came to our, when we first went into this together,
it was to our understanding that a hundred and thirty five thousand dollars, we
understood, was going to be given to us right up front.
MILLER:

Uh-huh.

JO CAROL LOSEE: Which it was not. We only got little bits here and there
MILLER: Okay, stop there, if you would. What was the Idaho Company going to
,
get in return for that hundred and thirty-five hto-a-i

-

JO CAROL LOSEE: Fifty percent.

MILLER: Fifty percent of Sky Enterprise?

7

JO CAROL LOSEE: Yes.''
7

MILLER: When did you signed (sic) that?
JO CAROL LOSEE: We signed it, it was either January or February.
MILLER: Okay, now if you would turn to section, you don't even have to turn,
section two .of that membership interest and purchase agreement. Could you read
the last sentence?
JO CAROL LOSEE: It is understood that the investor's capital contribution nlay
be in the form of assistance with obtaining the operating credit line for Sky
Enterprise, LLC.
MILLER: Okay. Now was that your understanding at the time you signed this?
Because you testified that the hundred and thirty-five thousand was to purchase a
membership interest, correct?
JO CAROL LOSEE: It was.
MILLER: Okay, Did you understand that those funds would have to be reoaid to
aho Comoany?

"Exhibit "1," pp. 51-52.
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JO CAROL L O S E E S y .
MILLER: Okay. So vuith that initial hundred and thirty-five, it is your testimony,
was in the form of a loan that would have to be repaid?
r
JO CAROL LOSEE: Yes.
/

)L-c-s

k

MILLER: And it was also a purchase of an equity interest in Sky Enterprise?
JO CAROL LOSEE: Yes but we never received-"

***

MILLER: Okay. It was your testimony earlier than ;hen you first got the
advance of a hundred and thirty-five thousand dollars, it was your understanding
it would get the joint venture, L.L.C., they'd take a fifty percent interest.
JO CAROL LOSEE: Yes. But I didn't get the whole money up front
MILLER: I appreciate that. You didn't get the whole money up front, but it was
your understanding, they were getting a fifty percent equity stake in the business?
1

$55

-

J 0 CAROL LOSEE: Yeah.

MILLER: Okay. They would have necessarily gotlen fifty percent of tile profits,
too, right?
JO CAROL LOSEE: That would have came out of their, yeah, the distributions
/
after the loan was paid offs'

.

The testimony of Jo Carol Losee, given under oath in prior legal proceedings, establishes
that the Losees understood the form by which Idaho Company would purchase its 50% equity
interest in Sly. In addition, the Losees received the benefit of their bargain with Idaho
Company. There is no dispute that Sky received the $135,000 initial operating line and spent the
whole of it; nor is there any dispute that those funds were expended during the time ihe Losees
were in charge of Sky operations and financial matters.

S2E~hibit
"1," pp. 54-55
s3Exhibit"1," p. 117, 11. 6-22.
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C.

Deed of Trust.

In the spring of 2004, it became apparent that the initial operating line secured by Ida110
Company was insufficient to take the company through the manufacturing process The Losees
agreed to pledge their real property, located in Bannock County, as security in excl~angefor
Idaho Company's agreement to nearly double the line of credit. At a hearing in the previous
case, Jo Carol Losee testified:
MILLER: Okay. There came a time when a hundred and thirty-five thousand
wasn't enough, is that correct?
JO CAROL LOSEE: Yes.
MILLER: Why?
JO CAROL LOSEE: Because the molds were delayed for producing them
MILLER:

Did tl~eIdaho Company advance you further funds?

JO CAROL LOSEE: Yes.
MILLER: From the initial hundred and thirty-five thousand dollars, were you able
to build the facility next to your house, the production facility? Was it done by
the time those funds were expired?
JO CAROL LOSEE: I don't h o w , because I didn't have traclc of how much had
been put into there. They had the running total of how much was all put in.
MILLER: Okay.
JO CAROL LOSEE: And it took more because of the cost of lumber that had
gone up and the price of building the facility, too.
MILLER: Okay. So it came to be an expensive facility?
JO CAROL LOSEE: Yes
MILLER: And the Idaho Company advanced funds to Sky to pay for that facility'?
JO CAROL LOSEE: Yess4
"Exhibit "1," pp. 56-88.
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Sky needed additional funds because the Losees had expended the entire operating line
provided by Idaho Company, and Sky was still not up and running. In consideration for
increased funding, up to and including $260,000, the Losees agreed to provide some security to
Ida110 Company. Jo Carol Losee testified:
MILLER: Now let's turn to the deed of trust that I handed you, which I believe
is B. Do you recall signing that document?
JO CAROL LOSEE: Yes.
MILLER: And what was the date you signed that?
JO CAROL LOSEE: July first, 2004.
MILLER: Also the date of the promissory note?
JO CAROL LOSEE: Yes.55

LC

***
MILLER: Would you represent that this deed of trust is one of the things the
Idaho Company could have looked at for repayment of that two hundred and sixty
thousand dollar obligation?
JO CAROL LOSEE: Yes.'"

MILLER: You granted your house as security for the loan from the Idaho
Company, is that correct?
P
/

JO CAROL LOSEE: Yes.
MILLER: And you executed a deed of trust in favor of the Idaho Company, so the
Idaho Company could foreclose on your home, if needed, to collect this debt,
C
correct?

"Exhibit ''1," p. 56,11.4-8.
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+**
MILLER: Okay. Would it be your belief that the Idaho Company could loolc 10
your house as security as an alternate means of collecting that debt?
.TO CAROL LOSEE: Yes.'*
Idaho law does not permit a party to contradict by affidavit previous sworn testiil~ony
within a summary judgment c~ntext.'~
The affidavit filed by JoCarol Losee in support of'
plaintiffs' motion for summary judgment is a sham, contradicts her previous sworn testiruony,
and must be disregarded.
Moreover, the par01 evidence rule, well-established in Idaho law, bas been explained by
e___

/

the Idaho Supreme Court as follows:
u

If the written agreement
, - n risoc
110 andano~dor
mistake being alleged, extrinsic evidence of prior or contemporaneous
negotiations or conversations is not admissible to contradict, vary, alter, add to or
detract from the terms of the written c o ~ l t r a c t . ~ ~
In this case, written agreements, consisting of the Purchase Agreement, Operating Agreement,
--I

-

Promissory Note and Deed of Trust, were signed by the parties. The Losees are attempting to
present testimony regarding alleged preliminary oral stipulations, agreements or negotiations,
made prior to execution of the Promissory Note and Deed of Trust. The plain language of the
Deed of Trust pledges the real property in question as security for the loan to the Losees and

"Exhibit '1;

p. 57,11. 11-14.

59TolmieFarms v. StaufJer Chem. Co., 124 Idaho 607: 610,862 P.2d 299,302 ( 1993);
Keeven v. Estate ofKeeven (in Re Estate c~fKeeven), 126 Idaho 290,298,882 P.2d 457.465 (Ct
App. 1994).
6oThornCreek Cattle As.c'n, Inc. v. Bonz, 122 Idaho 42,46,830 P.2d 1180, 1184 (1992),
citing Valley Bank v. Christensen, 119 Idaho 496,498, 808 P.2d 415,417 (1991).
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Sky. The Losees are atteinpting to vary the terms of the Promissory Note and Deed of Trust
with extrinsic evidence, which is not permitted under Idaho law.
Finally, the Losees' contention that Idaho Company agreed not to record the Deed of
Trust they executed flies in the face of the requirements of Idaho statutes. As the Idaho Supreine
Court recently stated: "The design of the recording statutes conlpels the recording of instruments
affecting title, for the ultimate purpose of permitting purchasers to rely upon the record title.'"'
Failure to record the Deed of Tiust would have effectively rendered it null and void. It simply
makes no sense that Idaho Company would have gone to the trouble of obtaining a pledge of
security, and then negated that pledge by agreeing not to record the deed. It did not do so, and
$-.,

that fact is established both by the testimony of JoCarol Losee and the affidavit o:f Willinin F.
Rigby, filed contemporaneously herewith.

D.

Losees' Individual Use of Sky Funds.

Idaho Company has docun~entedthe Losees' use, for their individual benefit, ol' Slcy
funds.62 The Losees have admitted to titling a vehicle purchased with Slcy funds in their own
names, and later encumbering the same, retaining the loan proceed^.^' They have adiliitted to
depositing Sky funds into their personal bank accounts, and utilizing the funds for tk~emselves.~"
They took a trip to Disneyland, paying their expenses with Slcy funds!'

They bought a bedroom

"Kulange v. Renchev, 136 Idaho 192, 196,30 P.3d 970,974 (2001).
"See, e.g. Exhibit "2."
"Exhibit "1," pp. 80-8 1
64E~hibit
"I5" pp. 76-78; Exhibit "34" pp. 92-93
"Exhibit "1." pp. 8 1-82,
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set with Sky funds.66 They ate at restaurants frequently, paying for their meals with Sky loan

proceed^.‘^ The garagelshop building on their property was constructed with proceeds of the
loan, and has uildoubtedly enhanced the value of their property.
However, the most compelling evidence of financial impropriety on the part o l the
Losees coines from JoCarol herself. At the February 2,2005 hearing, JoCarol testified. iiilder
oath, that she lied, both to her counsel and to John Rigby, a Sky representative, about invoices
for product she had shipped out between October 28, 2004 and February 2,2005. During crossexamination by Mark Miller, attorney for Sky, JoCarol stated:
MILLER:

So you were keeping secrets from your counsel, is that correct?

JOCAROL:

Yes, and I was stupid for doing that.

MILLER:

Why did you tell John Rigby that you did not have invoices for (he
product that had been shipped?

JOCAROL.

Because it, he wasn't the attorney.

MILLER:

But you did tell him that?

JOCAROL:

Yes.

MILLER:

You told him there was 1x0 papenuorlc?

JOCAROL:

Yes.68

JoCarol also admitted she had coilverted Sky funds to her own use and benefit:
MILLER:

Okay. You testified previously that you have gotten checlcs payable to
you -

JOCAROL:

Yes

"Exhibit "2," 'lj 9, Exhibit "A."
67E~hibit
"2," Exhibit "A,"
"Exhibit "4," pp. 92-93,ll. 17-4.
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;

k'

!,

MILLER:

For the sale of units to such places as Brass Sales and others?

JOCAROL:

Yes.

MILLER:

What did you do with those funds when you received them?

JOCAROL:

Put them in my checlciag account.

MILLER:

In your checking account?

JOCAROL:

Yes.

MILLER:

What happened to those funds after that?

JOCAROL:

They were used for our personal use so I could -

MILLER:

Okay.

JOCAROL:

- so I could put food on the table for my

The loan in question was made to Sky and to the Losees individually. The Losees
individually reaped the benefits of the loan proceeds. It is disingenuous at best for the Losees to
now ask this Court to set aside their pledge of security for a loan which they received and
utilized, at least in part, for their personal benefit.
E.

Cotnpany Mismanagement.

Much of the outstallding debt of which the Losees complain is directly related lo their
mismanagement of Sky during the time lhey were in charge. The Losees' personal expenditures
and misma~~agement
depleted Sky resources, so that there were not sufficient fu: d s to continue
manufacturing Rite-Back units or to continue paying Sky employees. Their mismaliagement
made it necessary to terminate the employment of all Sky employees, including the Losees.
Because of their malfeasance, the company could not move forward to manufacture, market aud
sell the Rite-Back. Therefore, no funds were available from sales to repay the loan o~veclto

69Exhibit"4," pp. 109-110.
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Idaho Company, or to reduce the sums for which the Losees had personally obligated theinselves
and their property.

1V. CONCLUSION
Summary judgment is appropriate only where the movants can show that 110 ~ e i i i ~ i n e
issue of material fact exists, and they are entitled to judgment as a matter of law. I11 tl~ccase
before the Court, there are clearly controverted factual issues precluding summary judgment.
Plaintiffs' rnotion should be denied, and Defendants should be awarded their attorney ikes and
costs pursuant to I.C. 5 s 12-120 and 12-121

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this

-J-/.-

day of October, 2007.

E.W. pike
Attorneys for Defendants
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

X hereby certify that I caused to be served ,a' true and correct copy of the foregoing, ro the

v/
A

following, by the indicated method on this

r-11

day of October, 2007, by U.S. mail. hand

delivery or facsimile, with the necessary postage affixed thereto.

Nick L. Nielson
120 North 12"' Ave., Suite 7
Pacatello, ID 83205-6159

[J] U.S. Mail
I Fax

Craig R Jorgensen
Attorney at Law
1246 Yellowstone - Suite A4
PO Box 4904
Pocatello, ID 83205-4904

[wj' U.S. Mail
I. 3 Fax

f

Wand Delivered

[ ] Hand Delivered

c--*
: -*
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EXHIBIT 1
Excerpts from Transcript of 10127104 Hearing

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK

1
2

I/ SKY ENTERPRISE, LLC,
I

)
\

I

Plaintiff,
VS

)
)
)
)

.

JERRY LOSEE, et ux,

COURT:

I/

oc
TRANSCRIPT
OF
10/27/04 HEARING

)
)
)

Defendants,

I1

Case No. CV-2004-000450

. . . .OC, Sky Enterprise, LLC v. Jerry

Losee and Jo Carol Losee.

I set this matter for

11 hearing today, pursuant to my Order and I also have

several other things that have since been added to the

12

agenda.

And it seems to me that based on what's been

added to the agenda, I need to take those up first.
The first motion that I had added to the agenda was a
motion filed on the 2znd of October by Mr. Hawkes to
preclude the plaintiff from calling Mr. Warnecke as a
witness.

Did you want to argue that today?
HAWKES: Yes, Your Honor.

20

1 I felt that Your Honor gave us

At a prior hearing,

I

authority to not be

surprised when we came in here today and so we served
some discovery. And I believe that we were to get
certain documents two days prior.
24

So, two days prior

/[ to the time would have been nine o fclock Monday, and

/I

25 so we scheduled some depositions because the discovery

Transcript of 10/27/04 Hearing

4

#

h

EXHIBIT

I 1
-

-

Page 1

I

I

I

I

J O CAROL LOSEE: July l S t ,2 0 0 4 .
MILLER: So it's contemporaneous with the

~romissorynote?
J O CAROL LOSEE: Yes.
MILLER: Could you look at the signature page?
J O CAROL LOSEE: Did you sign it?
MILLER: Did your husband sign it?
JO

CAROL LOSEE: Yes.

MILLER:

So there was at least one other

iocument you signed on the first?
J O CAROL LOSEE : Yes .
MILLER: Okay.

It's your testimony that you

iid not understand that the Idaho Company was becoming
i.

member in Sky Enterprise.

Is that your testimony

:oday?
J O CAROL LOSEE:

It has come to our knowledge

.hat that's how it is.
MILLER:

It was not your knowledge prior to

.hat that the Idaho Company wanted what we can an
!quity interest in the LLC?
J O CAROL LOSEE: Well, it came to our, when we

irst went into this together, it was to our
inderstanding that a hundred and thirty five thousand
Lollars, we understood, was going to be given to us
.ight up front.

*
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MILLER: Uh-huh.
30 CAROL LOSEE: Which it was not.

We only

got little bits here and there.
MILLER: Okay, stop there, if you would. What

was the Idaho Company going to get in return for that
hundred and thirty-five thousand, the initial JO CAROL LOSEE: Fifty percent.
MILLER: Fifty percent of Sky Enterprise?
JO CAROL LOSEE: Yes.
MILLER: Okay.

So the initial advance of

money was to purchase fifty percent of Sky Enterprise?
JO CAROL LOSEE: Yes.
COURT: Let me see that MILLER: Okay.

I'll deliver it to you, Your

Honor. Hang onto that exhibit and I will ask COURT: I already have it, so 1/11 hand it

back.

l9

il

I'm trying to look at these at the same time,

MILLER: I understand.
COURT: So I can make some decisions.
MILLER: If I may approach again?
COURT: Well, why don't you just give it to

the clerk, unless MILLER: I ask that this be marked as

plaintiff's exhibit b.

-

Transcript of 10/27/04 ~ e a r i n g
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CLERK: Plaintiff's exhibit B has been marked.
MILLER: And while you're looking at that, I

move for admission of exhibit A.
COURT: Any objection?
HAWKES: To the extent that you represent that

this is a copy of the original. Without having had a
chance to examine that, 1'11 just reserve that and
allow it to be admitted.
MTLLER: Okay.

1I

And you'll notice, there is a

number in the corner, we have produced -

10

COURT: You have what?
MILLER: Produced it.
COURT: Okay

l4

I1

MILLER: Mr. Hawkes has been provided a copy

1I

COURT: Oh, I see. So that's what you're

l5

16

saying?
HAWKES: Well, we

17

1I

-

COURT: What he's reserving is the right to

l8
19 Ilobject to foundation because he doesn't know.

And

20

frankly, based on this witness' testimony, I wouldn't

21

let it in without that reservation, because she didn't

22

know either.

23

KILLER: I understand.

Go back to plaintiff's

24

A, if you will, which is the purchase agreement.

25

Could I ask you to turn to page -

you?
COURT: She does now.
MILLER: And that's a document that you signed

on July l S t ,also.
J O CAROL LOSEE: No, it was not.
MILLER: No?
J O CAROL LOSEE: NO.
MILLER:

When did you signed that?

J O CAROL LOSEE: We signed it, it was either

January or February.
MILLER: Okay.

Now, if you would turn to

section, you don't even have to turn, section two of
that membership interest and purchase agreement.
Could you read the last sentence?
It is understood that the

JO CAROL LOSEE:

investor's capital contribution may be in the form of
assistance with obtaining the operating credit line
for Sky Enterprise, LLC.

I

MILLER: Okay.

Now, was that your

understanding at the time you signed this?

Because

you testified that the hundred and thirty-five
thousand was to purchase a membership interest,
correct?
J O CAROL LOSEE : It was.
MILLER: Okay.

Did you understand that those

Transcript of 10/27/04 Hearing
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funds would have to be repaid to the Idaho Company?
J O CAROL LOSEE:
MILLER:

Okay.

Exactly.
So, with that initial hundred

and thirty-five, it is your testimony, was in the form
of a loan that would have to be repaid?
J O CAROL LOSEE:
MILLER:

Yes.

And it was also a purchase of an

equity interest in Sky Enterprise?
J O CAROL LOSEE:
MILLER:

Yes, but we never received -

Thank you.

Mr. Hawkes will follow up

on that, I'm sure. Okay. Now let's turn to the deed
of trust that I handed you, which I believe is B. Do
you recall signing that document?
J O CAROL LOSEE:
MILLER:

Yes.

And what was the date you signed

that?
J O CAROL LOSEE:
FIILLER:

Also the date of the promissory note?

J O CAROL LOSEE:
MILLER:

July first, 2004.

Yes.

Okay. Your affidavit states that the

Bank of Idaho, excuse me, the Idaho Company was
otherwise secured, is that correct?
J O CAROL LOSEE:
MILLER:

What do you mean?

Oh, that they had security for the

debt that was against you individually and that they
Transcript of 10/27/04 Rearing
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1 had adequate security means to collect, is that

correct?

2
!

3

JO CAROL LOSEE: Yes.

MILLER: Would you represent that this deed of

4

5

trust is one of the things the Idaho Company could

6

have looked at for repayment of that t w o hundred and

7

sixty thousand dollar obligation?

8

1

9

JO CAROL LOSEE: Y e s .

HAWKES: Objection, The question assumes that

10

they had a right to look to that at the time they s h u t

I1

the business down.

12

MILLER: I ' m asking for her understanding.

13

COURT: Well, I understand.

>

rju

Is that the

14 extent of your o b j e c t i o n ?
15

HAWKES: Yes.

16

COURT: Well, then, okay, to that extent, 1'11

sustain the objection.

17

MILLER: You granted your house as security

for the loan from the Idaho Company, is t h a t correct?
JO CAROL LOSEE: Y e s .

MILLER: And you executed a deed of trust in

Savor of t h e Idaho Company, so the Idaho Company could
foreclose on your home, if needed, to collect this
d e b t , correct?

JO CAROL LOSEE: Okay.

I
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MILLER: And was it your representation in

1

2 your affidavit that that was sufficient collateral and
3

the Idaho Company was otherwise secured?
HAWKES: Objection.

4

I'd ask counsel to point

5 to what paragraph of the affidavit so states.

MILLER: You know, you discussed her affidavit

6

7 in general terms.

I think I should be free to.

COURT: Well., frankly, when he discussed it, I

8

9 didn't have any objections. Now I have one and I have
10

to sustain it.
MILLER: Okay.

11

Would it be your belief that

12 the Idaho Company could look to your house as security
13

as an alternate means of collecting that debt?

14

JO CAROL LOSEE: Yes.

15

MILLER: What would you say your house is

16 worth?

,

JO CAROL LOSEE: Well, it depends, because now

17

18 the facility has been put on there and stuff and so I
19 haven't had it appraised since the facility's been put
20

there.

21

MILLER: What was the last appraisal?

22

JO CAROL LOSEE: A hundred and thirty

23

thousand?
MILLER: Do you have a first mortgage on your

24
25 house?
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MILLER: Does that letter indicates that there

1

2 have been some significant problems discussed between
3

the Losees and Mr. Rigby and Mr. Warnecke?

4

JO CAROL LOSEE: Yes.

5

MILLER: Okay.

6 paragraphs.

You have a number of numbered

Please read paragraph one.

JO CAROL LOSEE: Our first Step will be that

7

8 in order to run this company, we are going to need to
9 open up a fresh, new business checking account.

All

10 future sales will need to go through this account.

We

11 know that you both know we cannot run a business
v\ 1.

12 without it.
13

We also know that it has been a nervous

situation for Bill, which is very understanding. It

14 also has made us very nervous at this time and we are
15

checking on a way to make it so that Bill will in no

16 way be'in danger of such a situation.
MILLER: Did you in fact open that checking

17

18 account?
19

JO CAROL LOSEE: Yes.

20

MILLER: Was it at Ireland Bank?

21

JO CAROL LOSEE: Yes.

22

MILLER: Was it in the name of Sky Enterprise?

23

JO CAROL LOSEE: Yes.

24

MILLER: Did you use Sky Enterprise's tax I.D.

25

number?
Transcript of 10/27/04 Hearing
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JO CAROL LOSEE: Y e s .
MILLER: D i d you make either Run Warnecke or

Bill Rigby a signatory on t h a t account?
30 CAROL LOSEE: N O .

MILLER: You denied both M r . Warnecke and
Rigby access t o t h a t account?

JO CAROL LOSEE: N o , I d i d n o t .
p u t t h e m on the signature t h i n g s .

1 j u s t didn't

I wasn't put on the

payroll signature card up there at Bank of Idaho,
either.
MILLER: Did you deposit moneys i n t h a t

account?

. .

30 CAROL LOSEE: Yes.
MILLER: Where d i d you get the funds

you

d e p o s i t e d in t h a t account?

JO CAROL LOSEE: Fzom the check t h a t David
Abernathy sent to me for buying units.

MILLER: Now explain to me how that worked.
30 CAROL LOSEE: B e did work

for us.

MILLER: And you sent him a check?
JO CAROL LOSEE: And we sent him a check.
MILLER:

From the Idaho Company?

30 CAROL LOSEE: Yes.

MILLER:

No, from -

From Sky Enterprise.

JO CAROL LOSEE: Yes.

Transcript of 10/27/04 Rearing
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around and bought units from us for him to sell.
MILLER: How many units did he buy from you?
JO CAROL LOSEE: It was sixty-three.
MILLER: How much money sits in that account

at Ireland Bank today?
JO CAROL LOSEE: Probably eight dollars.
MILLER: Where did the rest of it go?
JO CAROL LOSEE: TO pay for bills.
MILLER: Which bills?
JO CAROL LOSEE: Phone bills, power bills,

iifferent things like that.
MILLER: Did you have authority or consent

'rom any of the other managing members of the board to
)pen up that account?
JO CAROL LOSEE: NO.
MILLER: Did any of the other managing members

)r any of their agents indicate to you that that would

)e an improper thing to do?
JO CAROL LOSEE: John.
MILLER: And he advised strongly against it,

idn't he?
JO CAROL LOSEE: He said it would probably be

lest if you didn't.
MILLER: He didn't indicate that in fact that
,auld be criminal, perhaps?
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An act of conversion, an
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act of SO CAROL LOSEE:

NO.

- willful

MILLER:

-

okay. Did you plan for

just more right backs?
J O CAROL LOSEE:

Well, yes.

That's the only

way you can sell them.
Okay, and sell them?

MILLER:

J O CAROL LOSEE:

10

And where would you put the proceeds

MILLER:

9

Yes.

from those sales?
J O CAROL LOSEE:

11

Into that checking account to

12 run the company.
MILLER:

13

And it would be strictly under your

14 control?

15

J O CAROL LOSEE:

Yeah.

I f they wanted to get

16 records, they could.
17

MILLER:

18

COURT:

That's all I wanted, thank you.
There's probably another thing that

19 you ought to know about this Court.

When I'm in

20

charge, and I ' m hearing new evidence, it doesn't do me

21

any good to, that's all you need to say, you're

22

counsel can give you more questions.

23

MILLER:

24

COURT:

I understand.

That only says I don't want to hear

25 what anything else is, I just want to make it, I just
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1 work for my husband's cousin.

2

MILLER:

3

J O CAROL LOSEE:

4

MILLER:

5

JO

6 process

-

Is that the only source?
Yes.

YOU were not paid by Sky Enterprises?

CAROL LOSEE:

No, because we were in the

we weren't doing anything, except for, I

7 guess, the months, the ending months when we started

8 i n the venturewith 'the Idaho Company.
9

MILLER:

...

..

.

Prior to the tax year 2003, have you

10 ever filed tax returns?

8

11

30 CAROL LOSEE: No.

12

MILLER:

13

J O CAROL LOSEE:

14

MILLER:

15

J O CAROL LOSEE:

16

MILLER:

17

JO

18

PIILLER:

19'

J O CAROL LOSEE:

Has your husband, do you know?
I don't know.

What did you drive here today?
A

Tahoe.

Whose name is on the title?

CAROL LOSEE:

ours.

How was it paid for?
With the Idaho Company and I

20 told Bill that it would be a per-, he said we could
21 either have it underneath a personal vehicle or a
22 business vehicle, and I told him I would like to have

23

it underneath a personal because it would be easier to

24 keep track of for the business.

And he said that

25 would be fine and we would pay for that back out of
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our distributions at the end.
And that is included, though in the

MILLER:

promissory note?
J O CAROL LOSEE:
MILLER:
JO

So it's secured twice again?

CAROL LOSEE:

MILLER:

Jisneyland?

Okay.

Yes.

Yes.

What was the purpose of your trip to

-

.......

J O CAROL LOSEE:

~

..

..

.

~

,

.

We went down there to meet

tiith a mold maker that we had done, that didour mold
Eor another invention that Jerry had come up with.
MILLER: And

what was that other invention?

J O CAROL LOSEE:
MILLER:

A shop socket?

J O CAROL LOSEE:
MILLER:

Yes.

IS that patented yet?

J O CAROL LOSEE:
MILLER:

It's called a shop socket.

Not yet, it's in the process.

You're in the process of patenting

t?
J O CAROL LOSEE:
MILLER:

Who will hold the patent?

J O CAROL LOSEE:
MILLER:

Yes.

Jerry will.

Jerry will hold it individually?

J O CAROL LOSEE:
MILLER: Okay.
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Disneyland?

1

JO CAROL LOSEE: Sky Enterprise.

2

MILLER: Why would Sky Enterprise pay for your

individually to go to Disneyland to secure a patent
that would belong to Jerry individually?

1

MILLER: Because we were doing research for

the sockets.

They said that they would get any

proceeds out of making money from those, also, from

I
I
I
I

that product.
MILLER: So it's your testimony here today

-

JO CAROL LOSEE: ~ n d
I told Daryl that on

personal things that were on there, we would pay back
out of our individual things, that it wouldn't have to
come out of Sky Enterprises to do it that way.

It

took longer down there because of food poisoning and
all that.
MILLER: I'm sorry, I had rabies in California

once, so it's not pleasant.

It's your testimony here

today that Sky Enterprise paid for that trip because
it was in furtherance oi something you were working
for Sky Enterprise?

Is that correct?

JO CAROL LOSEE: Yes.
MILLER: Okay. Do you have, does Jerry have

other inventions, other ideas that could be turned
into patented inventions?

8
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J O CAROL LOSEE:

Yes, but we didn't, thought

that it was going to be for the whole amount up front
and not little bits here and there.
MILLER:

Okay. So there was some

misunderstanding about how it would be made.

And at

that time, Mr. Warnecke indicated, or close to that

Il

7

time, that it would be necessary to execute an

I1

8 operating agreement?
J O CAROL LOSEE:
MILLER:

g9

Yes.

And you did, in fact, execute an

11 operating agreement?
J O CAROL LOSEE:

12

I1/

MILLER:

One that he drew up, yes.

I understand.

As well as the

purchase and sale of an interest in Sky Enterprise?
JO CAROL LOSEE:

-

I

MILLER:

I

I1

The membership one, is, that

Jo

Yes.

CAROL LOSEE:

MILLER:

Yes.

Okay. And employment agreements for

you and your husband?

!I

a

J O CAROL LOSEE:
MILLER:

Yes.

Okay. And that was all prior to the

two hundred and sixty thousand dollar note?
J O CAROL LOSEE:
MILLER:

Yes.

Okay. There came a time when a
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1 hundred and thirty-five thousand wasn't enough, is
2

that correct?

3

JO CAROL LOSEE:

4

MILLER:

5

JO CAROL LOSEE:

6

Why?
Because the molds were

delayed for producing them.
MILLER:

7

8

Yes.

Did the Idaho Company advance you

further funds?

9

J O CAROL LOSEE:
MILLER:

10

Yes.

From the initial hundred and thirty-

11

five thousand dollars, were you able to build the

12

facility next to your house, the production facility?

13

Was it done by the time those funds were expired?

14

JO CAROL LOSEE:

I don't know, because I

15

didn't have track of how much had been put into there.

16

They had the running total of how much was all put in.
Okay.

17

MILLER:

18

J O CAROL LOSEE:

And it took more because of

19

the cost of lumber that had gone up and the price of

20

building the facility, too.

21

22

MILLER:

Okay.

facility?

23

J O CAROL LOSEE:

24

MILLER :

25

So it came to be an expensive

Yes.

And the Idaho Company advanced funds

to Sky to pay for that facility?

JO CAROL LOSEE: Yes.
MILLER:

Idaho Company advanced funds to Sky

to buy your loans?
JO CAROL LOSEE: YES.

MILLER: Idaho Company advanced money to Sky
to pay for the parts for the production of the back

right?
SO CAROL LOSEE: No, the right back.

MILLER: Right back, s o r r y . But it was that

product that the Idaho Company

-

30 CAROL LOSEE: Yes, uh-huh.

MILLER: Sky, r i g h t back?
JO

CAROL LOSEE: Yes.

MILLER:

So, a l l of the a s s e t s located in t h a t

facility were purchased by Sky ~ n t e r ~ r i k e ?
JO CAROL LOSEE: Not all( of them.
HAWKES: O b j e c t i o n .

Purchased with money for

which they were obligated.
COURT: Well, do you have an objection?

I

know that1s a speaking objection, it really doesn' t

tell m e why you're objecting.
EAWKES: okay, maybe I didn't hear the

question.

I thought he was saying that the Idaho

Company purchased assets. They didn't, they loaned
money.

8 C
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says, is it acceptable if I have my thirteen year old
work up there, not all the time, she just wants to
make a little extra money

-

MILLER r Uh-huh.
JO CAROL LOSEE:

- during the summer time.

And they says, well, let's put her on a two week trial
period and see how she does.

So I put her on a two

week trial period and after that, nothing more was
said so she has not been back since. And the day that
you came and signed that, she was not working, she had
gone up to give her father a message.
MILLER: Who was working the day that I came?
JO CAROL LOSEE: Arthur Kim and Patricia

Frandsen .
MILLER: And how old are they?
JO CAROLLLOSEE: Sixties and fifties.
MILLER: Did you ever have an nephew working

there?
JO CAROL LOSEE: He came for three days.
MILLER: But you did have him working there?
JO CAROL LOSEE: Yes, because Daryl was saying

MILLER: Okay, how old is he?
30 CAROL LOSEE: He's fifteen.

MILLER: Okay.

i
I

1 sold another twelve u n i t s to another sales rep in

1 Salt

Lake.

I can't t h i n k o f f t h e top of my head.

I

know I've s e n t , John Rigby got like thirty-six units
1

or something like that. A n d T i m had t w e n t y some

I

'units. We've sent samples out to different sales reps
and d i s t r i b u t o r s and companies. I've,

1 can't remember

I

o f f t h e top of m y head.

I gave t h e i n f o r m a t i o n t o

Daryl, though, so she could file the things.
MILLER: How much total have you invested,

deposited in t h e account you opened at Ireland Bank?
JO

CAROL LOSEE: There was twelve hundred and

sixty, and then another check f o r like seven units,
was a l l .
MILLER: How many units did t h e twelve hundred

and sixty dollars r e p r e s e n t ?
JO CAROL LOSEE: Sixty-three.

'

HILLER: What happened to the money f r o m all

the other u n i t s ?
JO CAROL LOSEE; Those ones, the only ones

that were sold, Daryl has the check for that one, and
t h e o t h e r ones were sent out as samples.

We haven't

Sent t h a t many samples o u t .
MILLER: You have

sent t h a t many samples?

How

many units did the twelve hundred dollars represent?
30 CAROL LOSEE: Sixty-three.
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MILLER:

Sixty-three units?
Yes.

J O CAROL LOSEE:

1

MILLER:

You have manufactured approximately

four thousand units.

You have received income for

sixty-three, plus seven?
J O CAROL LOSEE:
MILLER:

Uh-huh.

That makes seventy units that you've

deposited in Ireland Bank.
J O CAROL LOSEE:
MILLER:

Right.

How much money does Daryl have

representing the sale of units?
J O CAROL LOSEE:
MILLER:
JO

I don't know.

Do you know if she has any?

CAROL LOSEE:

She has some from us, and

then I guess John has sold a couple.
MILLER:

Did you sell units and take the money

yourself?
J O CAROL LOSEE:
MILLER:

Then how did you pay Daryl?

30 CAROL LOSEE:
MILLER:

1 didn't pay Daryl.

You said she had some from us.

J O CAROL LOSEE:
MILLER:

NO.

What are you meaning?

You said DaryZ has some from us.

J O CAROL LOSEE:

Oh, a check from that

distributor. I had sent her that check to deposit

1 about two hundred units, you're saying?
2

JO CAROL LOSEE: Uh-huh.

3

MILLER: Okay.

Did mediation get you what you

needed?

4

JO CAROL LOSEE: Yeah.

5

1

MILLER: Okay.

It was your testimony earlier

that when you first got the advance of a hundred and
thirty-five thousand dollars, it was your

/ understanding

it would get the joint venture, L.L.C.

they'd take a fifty percent interest?
JO CAROL LOSEE: Yes.

But I didn' t get the

whole money up front.
MILLER: I appreciate that.

You didn't get

the whole money up front, but it was your
understanding, they were getting a fifty percent
equity stake in the business?
JO CAROL LOSEE: Yeah.
MILLER: Okay.

They would have necessarily

gotten fifty percent of the profits, too, right?

I

JO CAROL LOSEE: That would have came out of

their, yeah, the distributions after the loan was paid
off.
MILLER: Okay. Thank you.

That's all.

COURT: Anything else, Mr. Hawkes?
HAWKES: It's not clear to me, Mrs. Losee, how
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EXHIBIT 2
Affidavit of Daryl Snyder

Mark J. 1MilJer
P m & SmTH P.A,
15I, N, Ridge Ave., Suite 210
P.Q. Box 2949
Idaho FaIls, 11) 53403-2949
Tdephone: 208/528-6444
Telefstx:
2081528-6447
ISB # 5192
for

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TE3X SIXTR JUDICIAL, DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO,

61 i

AiW FOR TED3 COUNTY OF BhUNUCK

SKY ENTERPNSE, LLC, an Idaho
iimited liability company,

1
1

Case No. CV-04-4501 PC

Plaintiff,

JERRY LOSEE and JOCAROL LOSEE,

1

Defendants.

STATE OF IDAHO
County af Bonneville

)

1

husband m d wife,
4

1

1

> ss

Daryl Snyder, being'first d d y sworn, deposes m d says that:
f

1.

I am the owner of Competitive Advantage Services; which has been retained by
* .

The Idahp Company to perform boolckeeping services for Sky Enterprise, LLC,and therefore

have actual. howledge of the matters stated herein.
1. AEFDAVIT OF DARYL ShYDER

2.

h e x e d hereto as Exhibit "-4;'is a Missing Invoices or ~ e c e i ~list.
t s A copy was

provided to Lowell Hawltes prior to 27 Ociober 2004
?

.

This list was generated from Sky Enterprise banic statementsprovided by the

Losees. It is a list of charges and debits for which the Losees have not provided supporting
documentation; there are no receipts or invoices.
4.

Prior to any claim or litigation, I repeatedly asked the Losees for all documents

supporting their contention that the charges reflected on Exhibit "A" were legitimate business
expenses.
5.

JoCaroi Losee has been provided multiple updates of this Missing Invoices and

Receipts list.
.:v

:..:

*: ,.

<X

6.

For purposes of preparing and filing Slcy Enterprise's 2003 taxes, appropriate

documentation and proof of legitimate business purposes is required. Otherwise, such expenses
will be converted to a liability of one of the members.

7

7.

h e x e d hereto as Exhibit "B" is a Sky Enterprise generalledger.

8.

SoCarol Losee has been provided multiple updates of this gene& ledger.

9.

It is my judgment and experience that many of the charges reflected in the general

ledger are not legitimate business expenses. By way of example only: I have recently learned
that a $1;000.00 payment to "Maple Skeet" was in fact to "Maple Street Sit and Sleep" for the
purchase of bedroom firnitme.
10.

,

The Losees agreed to review &is general ledger and to assist in its completion by

providing missing information and documenting h e business purpose of many of the
expenditures.
2. AFFIDAVIT OF DARYL SNYDER

72

11.

The Losees have never responded to my multiple requests for information

concerning tlus general ledger.
12.

I have not been provided any dormation concerning recent transacrions, or items

sold since is Court's last Order of 28 October 2004, which information is immediately
necessary for tax purposes.
13.

Annexed hereto as Exhibits "C'; and "D"are two invoices fkom Ucon reflecting

substantial charges made to the Sky Enterprise account subsequent to this Court's Order of 28
October 2004.

DATED this &ay

of January, 2005.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this
2005.

3 WFIDAVIT OF DARYL SNYDER

24%ay

of January,

Ihereby certify thar I caused to be served a true and correct copy of the foregoing, to the
foilowing, by the indicated method on t h i s e d a y of l a n u u y 2005, by U . S mail, hvld
delivery or facsimile, with die necessary postage affixed thereto.
Lowell'Hawlces
1322 E. Center
Pocateilo, L
D 53201

4. AFFIDAVIT OF DtUcYL SNYDER

[ ] U.S,Mail

s

&

d Delivered

Missing Invoices or Receipts
CHECK
NO.
992

1

PAYEE

DESCRLPTION

j
Rusty Crofts

993
994

C3
William Roskelly

996
998

Flags West
William Roskelly
P

1004
1005
1006
1007
1008

36

-blikeFrandsen
Uncle Jim's
Pampered Pets
Kmart
Bannock Animal Medical
Center
Digital Printing
Technologies
Fred Meyer
RustyCrofts

1010
1011
1013

.

1014

Big 0
-Flags West
Wal Mart
Ruth Losee

1016
1020
1022
1025
1027
1030
1032
1033
;

1034

1

GC Services Ltd.
Partnership
Jersey Strand & Cable
Wal rMart
Chevron
'
Rusry
Rusty Crofts

1035

1043
1044
.
!
1045

AMOUNT

SEW

1 Prairie Pacific
Prairie Pacific
William Roskelly

1
1

1i

Construction for shop materials and labor
First mold - SLC
Researching parts and
samples
Food
Service for building
crimping station and
materials
Pick up.parts for shop
Food
Dog grooming
????
Dog X-rays

$7,400.00

Copy machine

$1,080.00

$9,270.00
$100.00
$23:07
$300.00

$100.00
$25.94
$111.00
$20.00
$295.80

Office supplies???
Construction for shop materials and labor
Tires for Firebird before
Tahoe was purchased
Food and cash advance
???
Reimbursement for disc
from Radioshack
Bill collection phone???
Cable
DVD???
Gas
Construction for shop materials and labor
Construction for shop materials and labor
Registration for
tradeshow
Cords

$48.75
$5,200.00
$363.95
$61.26
$17.27
$15.89
$85.18
$2,280.01
$262.88
$26.1.1
$5,000.00
$2,550.00
$100.00
$1>810.25
$1,400.00
$50.00

Building crimping
station and researching
~~

73-

~

$

1048

1049
1051
1052
1057
1058
1059
1060
1061
1063
1065
1067
1068

lO69

1077
1075

lO80
1085

1086
1089
1090

1091
1093
I 1095

samples
2 NOS. HD (1/2 HD)
70/30 BRASS CL
C26000,.045 (+-.001)
SLIT 0.5" (+0, -.007),
12" MinID., 36" Max
OD., 100 LB Max Coil
Wght. (packing list
$995.00)
Bitterroot Precision Down payment on mold
(mont:ma)
Uncle Jiin's
Food
Uncle Jiin's
Food
I
Todd Hunzeker Chevrolet :Tahoe
Caribou Comity
Registration for Tahoe
David Losee
Priorconrnrrritmenton
lien on house
RSK Enterprises
Contractor -labor on
shop
Bitterroot Precision
Mold - Montana
Bob's Marine and
Fee for retnmed Tahoe
Recreation
to enter auction again
Todd Hunzeker
Repair for Tahoe - not
covered under warranty
Bill Rigby
Payback for loan from
Bill Rigby
Ricky Frandsen
Equipment rental ditch witch $175 and
pre-existing
commitment on lien on
house $2,000
Mike Frandsen
Equipment rental for
backhoe for digging
trenches for shop
Data Voice
Office computer
Communic,ations
LaDawn Brinlanann
Cash
Uncle Jim's
I
Mendenhall Oil
I
Leis Mongolian BBQ
I
Tyhee Trailer Sales
I
Royal
I
I
I Miles & Patty Frandsen I
I
I
I Todd Hunzeker
Industda1wlachining
Service

$1075.00

I
$3,300.00
$18.13
$26.00
$8,999.00
$34.75
$150.00
$850.00$1,100.00
$310.00
$200.00
$3,200.00
$2,175.00

$573.00

$2,131.6~
!

$1,200.00 ,
$500.00
$29.40 I
$500.00
$29.98
$2,902.00
$41.96 I
$440.00
I
$337.12 !

Progressive Plastics
Senior Iguana
U.S. Cellular

1176
1177
1178

P

J

$1,091.061
$3 1.40
$87.40

I

10114EFT
12/16EFT
' 12/17EFT
'12/1,7
EFT
12/22EFT

1

U.S. Cellular Cell phone
Wal Mart
???
X TREME CLEAU
Car waih
ACE Hardware & Out
???
ATT 800-452-2248
Appears to be duplicate
payment see Check
AT&T BUS

/ #I072

12/29EFT / 7663 333 N Yellowstone
Ave
01/05EFT U.S. Cellular
01/06EFT Progressive
01/08EFT The Home Depot 1807
01/13EFT Outlet Computer Eti
01/15EFT Riverwalk Cafe
' 01/20EFT Riverwalk Cafe
01/26EFT Ecoquest Internati
01/28EFT Global Cas
02/02EFT U.S. Cellular
02/03EFT PayPal
02/04
- EFT Progressive
02/04EFT Pacificorp
02/09EFT Chevron
02/10EFT PayPal
02/17EFT SoR Pouch
02/18EFT PayPal
02/23EFT X TREME CLEAN
02/26EFT Vagabond Inn
03/02EFT Pacificorp
03/02EFT PayPal
03/04EFT Progressive
03/08EFT Viking Office Products
03/12EFT PayPal
03/15EFT X TREME CLEAN
03/17EFT Riverwalk Cafe
03/17EFT PayPa1
03/17EFT Pacificop
03/22
EFT X TREME CLEL4,Y
03n5 EFT PayPal
03/31EFT / Washmgron Mutual

$140.42
$175.04
$6.00
$31.73
$55.36

I

I

\

!
I
I

$40.00
$87.52
$129.55
$690.90
$199.00
$41.47
$34.39
$262.33
$202.00
$88.73
$568.00
$143.35
$164.07
$24.94
$22.50
$20.00
$34.50
$6.00
$158.70
$149.52 1
$174.3
$143.35
$128.69
$35.84
$6.00

-

1

p
p

1

p
p

i
1

---___i

-

p
,

1

$135.50
$144.54
$6.00,
$120.00
$80.00l

4

j Performance Suspen
1 Uncle Jim's
/ X TREbE CLEAN
Pacificorp
QWEST
C-A-L RANCH STORES
/ Progress~ve
Dlal, May & Ramrnell,
Chartered '
06/15 EFT Weeks Distributors
07/07 EFT Progressive
07/22 EFT AT&T

04/21 EFT
04/22 EFT
04/26 EFT
054 5 EFT
05/26 EFT
05/27 EFT
06/04 EFT
06/09 EFT

1

I-

1

I

$145.00 /
$19.33 1
$6.00
$167.35
$277.81
$44.25
$138.20
$200.00
$9.95
$139.20
$12.25
$139.20

Sicy Enterprise, LLC

General Ledger
As of January 10,2005

-.

Type

Dale

.

Nus)
-

Name

Melsro

Checking

--

\

- --Split

Total Ct~~~v~lblng
Payroll Checklog
Tolal Payroll Checking
ACCOU~IS
Re~sl~abla
7oial Accounls Receivable
inventary
Tolal lnventoiy
Shsrelmldor Recolvable.Losee
General Jouioal
71512003
General Jwatnal
811412003
General Joiiiiiai
91312003
Geiieial Jovinal
91412003
General Journei
9,4,2003
General Journal
91412003
General Joulnal
91412003
General Jouinal
91412003
Geneial Journal
91512003
General Journal
91512003
Geiieial Journal
915,2003
General Jourwl
91512003
General Journal
~1512003
General Journal
91512003
General Joiiiovi
91512003
Genecal .Journal
915R003
General ~auinai
91812003
Getleiat Joomal
91812003
Gensrsl Journal
9,79,?oo?

General Josilal
Cheek
General Journal
Check
General Joiiinai
Geneial .Jniiinal
General Journal
Geileial Journal
Checll
Checic
Clw&
Check,
General Journal
ChecL
Check
Geneial Journal
Geiieral Journal
Check
Oeneial Jouirial
Chech
Check
GeneralJournai
Check
Check
Ctkeck
Check
Gi,eral Jaurnnl

......
9123,2003
912412003
9125,2003
912512003
912612003
912e12003
9126,2003
1M1012003
11111312003
~011312003
1011312003
lOIl3,2003
101i612003
1011612003
1012012003
10120,2003
10~012003
1012012003
101261200~
1OQ712003
1012712003
10128~003
1012812003
1013012003
111312003
11i312003
111412003

Taco JOl,"'S
URS
Uncle Jim's
McCammon Cllevi..

u ~ i ~ o n 0rdei.DoM
e y
and DOM M.O. Fee
Food
AQUAVISTA. NUT ROLL. SI<tCKERS. SPITZSPIC
Food
Food
Clolhingand Food
AQUAVISTA. NUT ROLL, SNICKERS, SPIT2 $PIC
Juice
Food
~ood

The Covnliy Boys
McCammon Chew...
Chevron One Stop
T a w Tlme and A ...
Texaco 5 Flsgs W...
MB-N-LOU'S
Food
Food
Cheuon USA Inc.
BAF.VIENNA C, SPRITE REMIX, BAP.BERRY C l i
Chevron One Stop
Julca
Chevron USA inc.
Gar. BAP-VIENNAC. SPRITE REMIX. BAP-BERRY CH
Flying J Travel Pis..,
Cd Giiss
Fwd
Thad's
Food
Butg~ii(lw
Food
Burger King
Food
TncaTlme and A ... Food
Chang's Garden
Food
J B JAUlobody
Car iCF8lE foi'89' Fiieblid before Tahae was purchased
McCammon Clievr... PLNT PK 08, AQUAVISTA, 1202 Cork
Mccamnion Clievi..
PLNT PK DB. AQUAVISTA, 12or COFFEE
Losee
Pereonel Draw
Food
Flags West Twck
~ o o (no
d receipt)
Flying J Convenie... G 7 Gills
LW'sCl~euioii
AquaJna 200. Coliee, 1602
Red Iguana
Food
Uncle Jim's
Food
Banno* Anlmal M... w g x-.a,,
KMART Slore 7057
777 (noreceipt)
Pampered Pets
Dog omoinlng (no receipt)
Uncle Jim'r
Faod (no receipt)
Golden Coiial
Food
Big 0
nies for rlrebiid belare lahoe (no invoice)
LWs Chevron
uoublelnint PIHABA
Teraco 6 Flags W.,.
Food
Red Iguana
Food
Flags WesI T u c k
Faod and eashedvanca (M)recstpi)
Royal Hotel BedlB
Food
Losee
WEB TRANS
Wal Maii
7777 In0 receipt)
Red iguana
F W ~
Rvlil Losee
Child care (no recnipt)
Losee
WEB TRANS
OBice Max #662
5 Piece Gray Luggage Sel
Wal Marl
DVD77 (no iecelpt) (note 2nd DVD purchase fee General Journal entiy dalsd 1212912003)
Idaho Unlimited
Food

...

21
35
102
1008
1007
1006
1005
113
1014
1019
32
33
1016
108
EFT
1020
114
1021
EFT
1031
i030
41

Fond

...
..

Parher One Inveslrnents
Parlner One Invedmeiib
Parher One lnvestn~ents
Parlnei One lnverlmenla
Partner One Invesln>ents
Pailner One lnveslmenls
Partner One inucslnienls
Partner One 11,vsslmenls
Paitner One lnveslmenlr
Parlner Oiie lovertrnents
Parlner One lnvertments
Partner One Inverfmentr
Pailser One lnveslmsnls
Paitner One li$vcslmads
Padner One lovesiments
Pailnei one ~aveslmantr
Partner one l"ve.lmcnC
Paitner One ii,vestrnei~l~
Padoer One lnveslmenlr
Partner One Inveslnienls
Psilnei One It,vcslmenls
Checkina
Partner 6ne investinenis
Checking
Parlner One lnueslinenls
Psrlnei One lnvaaimenlr
Partner One In~eabnenls
Pailner One Inueslmerrls
Cliecklno
a>eain;i
Checkino
~hecidng
Pannei one investiaents
Checking
Cl,eckiog
Partner Olie lilverlmeiit5
Partner One inverlmenls
Checking
Padner Oiie lnveslmeiils
Cl,esklng
Checklng
Padner One Investments
Checking
Clleckino
checkin;
Checking
ParIl3.r One l,,"erl,ne,ilr

Sky Enterprise, !.LC
General Ledger
As of January 40,2005

.Genwal Jounml
Geneial Jwlnal
General Journal
Ge~~eral
Journal
Getieial Journal
C1,wk
General Journal
Geneial Journal
Geoersl Journal
Geriersl ~oua>al
Checll
Geneial Journal
General Journal
General Journal
Checll
Cheek
C1,~k
G ~ n e i aJournal
l
General .loumai
Geitezal Journal
ChecL
General Journal
Getieiai Journal
Check
Geeerai ~ovrnai
Clieck
Gsricral Joiirnal
General Journal
Geneial Journal
Genatal Journal
General Journal
Genemi Jouinal
Check
Geneiaidownai
General Jocmai
Geileial Joun>al
Geileial Joiimal
Check
T,,eck
Check
General Joun,al
Ganeial Joun~al
General Joumal
Geileiai Journal
CI~BCL
check
Cheek
General Journal
General jouilia1
Check
Ciieck
General ~ o v i n a l
Check
General ~ounlai
Geneial Journal
General Journal
General Jouiciai
Check
Chrck
Check
General .Journal
Check
Cliedt
Check
Gkarai Jouir>al

42
44
79
124
45
EFT
40
60
39
43
1025
49
50
51
1037
1035
EFT
110
58
111
EFT
10
109
1051
6
1052
112
126
107
101
105
11
1059
115
6
7
13
1067
EFT
1068
61
103
106
121

DC
EFT
1075
104
9
1078
EFT
46
1079
38
47
61
78
1080
EFT
1084
209
1085

DC
DC
228

Memo

--

Food
Food
Bowsng
1N.W MOVIE CFVIRGE
Food
Loree
TRANSFER TO 3103559
Vlco's Ruiillos @ I... Foad
The OneaoeHole1
2 MENS SOCi(S and 1 CardsDice
Flying JTiavel Pla ... Food
HMSHSSIBurger
GC Services Lld.
Biicilecllon - phone??? (no invoice)
Taro Time and A ... Faod
Rivewalk Cafe
Food
Rivewalk Cafe
. .-.
The Home Depot 1... 200 AMP PACK, HOM15ASPLBRK. HOMZMSPLBRK, l3141PCHLSAW. H20ADBLPLBRK. and H5oADBLPLB...
Tne Hame Depol 1...
410 te1ecl"c cable ieluined)
Losee
WEB TRANS
Riverwalk Cale
Food
Food
Golden Orily ~ e s...l
Food
Losee
WEB TRANS
Uncle Jim's
Food
Plum toco
Food
llnrle ~ l m r
Food (no receipt)
Uncle Jim's
Food
Uncle Jirn's
Food (no receipt)
Uncle Jim's
Food
The Home Depol l...
POlNTSElTlA
Ueniiy's if67lo
Food
Chang's Garden
Food
Canleias
Food
Uncle Jlm's
Food
David Losee
Prior cornmilined on lien oo house (no recelpl)
RlvelNlalk Cale
Food
Unds Jim's
Faod
Unde Jim's
Food
Uiicle Jim's
Faod
Bill Rigby
Payback lot loan born Bill Rlgby (tio i e ~ e l p t i
L05C0
WEB TRANS
Ricky Frandsen
pre~exisliogcommilmenl on lien on house
Gall Sports M02
ASSORTED MEN' NOS
Uilde Jlm's
Cllapaia Mexican
Foad
n r n g ~ ~ i a vPia
ei
UECTRONICS (stereo for work area) (2nd sleiea for work ares see check 61079) AND GROCERY
Wal Man
????(no iecelpt)
WEB TRANS
(00recelpl)
F oad

...

...

...

...
...

'

Losee
Tl>ad'S
Flying J Tiavel ma..
Chaas Mexican Re..
Tl~ads
WsI Man
Victerr Weslern S.
C~sh

.

..

Losee
Oiilce Max 8562
Uncle ~lrn's
Unde.lim's
1'11eoldspaghd~i
Flags West Twck ...
Rivewalk Caie

..

Cash draw loo reccipl)
WEB TRANS
Food
Elec~lionic$(Sleieo ior oflice)
Food
Food
PorIabie DVD PlayeifoiTlade Show (2nd DVD see Check 61030)
F u r l BOOT COVERLARGE(JaCarol saM ttss Ispobably personal iinless1L can be claimed as work c..
(DO r e ~ ~ ~ i

Pafitlei One lnveslrnei~is
Pafiner One lnveds,enls
Padoer One InveClinenls
Paniier.One lnYe5tmet%ts
Pallner One Inveslrnenls
Checklng
PaitOei One Investments
Parliier One Investmen$
Pafinerone inveslmenlr
Pafinetone lnvaelcels
Checking
Paitner One Inveslrneds
Parlner One Inveslrnenk
Paltrier One ln~e5lment$
Cltecklilg
Checltlng
Ctbecklng
Pafiner One Inveslme,,is
Partner One inueslinents
Partner One lnverlrnenls
Checkillg
Pailiiei Oiie lovesimenls
Psrlt,ei One invesln>enl5
Checking
Pafiner One lnveslirients
Checking
Partner One Inverlrnenlr
Pailner One lnve'.linenls
Petlilei One IilveSlmenls
Pafiner One lnveslrneols
Parlner One bveslrnenls
PsiInez One laves(me,ils
Checliing
Parbier Oiie lnvdsimenis
Partner Oiie lnvesllneols
Pnilnei One lnveslmenls
PalVlei One Invesliiianis
Checklng
Checklng
Clieckli,g
Paihei One lriveslrneiils
Partner One lnveslinenls
?sri?!er One lrcveslmenir
Partner One liiveslrnenis
Cheching
Checking
Chechhg
Pailner One Inveslmelils
Partner One inveslrnenls
ciieclting
Checklog
Pailner One li,vestineiPs
Checklrig
Partner One lnveslinenb
PallneiOne lnverlmems
Pari,>eiOne ~i~vevesirneo~~
Partner One lnvelmenls
Checking
Checliing
CI,ecklng
Pafiner Oise bl~leslme~%i%
CheciJng
Checking
Checkin0
Parlnei One inveslmerlls

'.

Sky Enterprise, LLC
General Ledger
As of J a n l l a r y 1D, 2005
Type
-.
Geilerei Journal
General Joiirnal
General Jou,aul
Cheek
Ctieel<
General Jourhial
Check
Check
CheCs
General Journal
General Jounial
Geocibl Journal
Check
Cheek
Citeek
General Jwinal
Clied
Check
Clieck
Che*
c11ecl;
Gciiersl Jouriial
Check
Check
Clleck
General Journal
Genere! Journal
Genenl Jouinai
Gencial .Joi!rnal
Check
Clieck
Clieck
C1,sck
Check
Check
General Journal
Check
General Journal
Gerbelal Journal
Clieck
c1,ec1<
Check
General .iouinai
Check
Check
Check
Gcnenl Jaur"a1
Cllecli
Clieck
Check
Cliecli
Genemi Journal
Geiier* Jouinal
Clieck

Cllect
Clleck
Clieck
Check
Clieck
Check
Geiwal Joun,al
General Journal
Clleci;
Check
G&neral Journal

Nuin
229
230
231
1089
EFT
227
EFT
1091
EFT
211
208
210

Erl
DC
DC
219
1094

EFI
i096
OC
EFT
207
OC
DC
DO
205
206
217
234
1104
DC
OC
OC

nc

DC
232

UC
233
203
1114
DC
OC
201
OC
DC
OC
202
i>C
DC
DC
OC
213
214
DC
EFT
OC
OC
OC
DC
OC
215
216
DC
DC
238

Nalne
--

Rivenvalk Cafe

--

-

,

spa1

..~

Pailner One 1nvestrne;lls
Food
Palmer One Invcglrnails
Food
Parlnei One Inuertmenic
ieir MonoaUan BE
(noieceipl)
Checklna
Losee
WEB TRANS
Cliecklng
Johnny's Reslaured Food
Paiher One lnveslrnsnts
Losee
WEB TRANS
Cbectlng
~oyai
(no recelpO
CheeWng
Losee
WEB TRANS
Checkliq
Food
PadlieiOne l i i v e ~ l n ~ c o l ~
IHOP 111772
Food
Partner OnZlnvestmenls
Subwdy SandMa... Food
Parlnai Olie Invesl~~~enls
Rivewalk Cale
(noiecelpl)
Checking
Leis Mongoasn 8 8
Food
CheeGlng
Johnn s Rertauranl Food
ClbecWng
WAR? Store 7057
HN TliRML 1.RG A, FOOTWEAR, and MAGAZINE
Pafiner One Invesllnel~lls
cnnn
Inlelnauonsl llous
"-"
ChecWng
Rlveiwalk Cale
(no rccelpl)
Checking
Alco D i r c o ~ nSioi
l
BElG GLiDER ROCKER, DOG FOOD. I-IANES TEE DKGREY.L, HAMES PKTT GRY LG. POCKETTEE, and I-I... Checking
Rlvenvalk Cafe
Fwd
Che*~
Lone*
WEBTRANS
Checklng
l a c 0 Time and A ... F w d
Paz1ner One ln"erlniei,ls
Chapala Mexican
Food
Cbecklng
Papa Msrpliy'a 10.5
Food
Cliecking
iincie $:in'$
Food
ChecWiig
Oaris Resort Casi... Food
Pannei One lt~ves~n,ei~ls
Oasis Resoil cas1... Faoo
Pailnei One lnveslrne,Xs
Paula's Mexican F...
Food
Pailner One L ~ ~ i s r t n ~ e n l r
Food
Paitiler One lrlveslmenic
Uncle Jim's
Food
Checktrig
Meii"8(5 Fine Merl
Food
C1,eeking
Rlvenvaik Care
Food
CheeWng
Uiicle Jlin's
Food
Vhediibg
Village Inn
Checking
R i v w a L Csre
Ckecklng
F. Guadalajara
Parlner One inve~in~enls
large1
Cliecklq
Royal No%\ eieddiR...
Patlner One Invesmlci~ls
Paiti,ei One lc~ve~lmenlr
Cllecking
Checkbg
CheckP,g
Uncle Jln,'~
Penner One lnveslmanls
Subway Sandwich...
Checklng
Fred Mevrr
Checking
Checking
Pailnei One lnveslmenls
Checking
Checklng
Cliecklilg
Mia's
Food
Checklng
Plaza liln Olrneyla
Food
PamtnerOile lnverirneiils
Vlliage Haus Dlsn...
Food
Parlner One Imeslmentr
Carlows 7038
Fwd
Cl~eehlng
Lolee
WEB TRANS
Clxeskl~,g
Carrows 7038
Food
Checking
T a ~ l ePilols Uisns ... Food
Cliecltl~~g
Taste Pllols Dime...
Checkitg
Cale Scuba
Checklng
Canom 7038
Ch~ckroq
Bengai EWQ Oisne...
PaimeiOlle l n v e ~ l r n e n i ~
Buigei Wng
Pailssr Ona lnveslrnenls
Naooiint
Clleclrlng
Checklng
Parlnw One I,,verlrne,~lr

...

...

... .
...
...

...

...

Sky Enterprise, LLC
General Ledger
As ofJanuary ~0.2005
Type
Genciallouiod
Geiteial Jouci~ai
Clieclr
General Journal
Cheek
Check
Check
Cl~eck
General Journal
Check
Check
General Journal
Geile~aiJournal
Check
Check
Check
General Journal
General Journal
Gens31 Juurnsl
check
General Journal
Clbed
Gr@ieml
Journal
General Jauolal
Check
Gecieiai Journal
Check
General Journal
Genemi Jaurnai
Check
Geneiai Jovi,;ai
Clicck.
Cl,eck
Checic
Checic
General Joimai
Check
Check
c1,eck
Check
Clierk
Ch%k
Cbeclr
Che&
Cheek
Check
Cli~k
Clleck
Genere1 .louinai
General .losinal
Checli

Date

Nun)
237
238
DC
212
1116
UC
1127
DC
195
DC
DC
239
204
DC
DC
DC
220
221
222
DC
198
EFT
225
228
1152
197
EFT
223
200
DC
199
1136
1135
1137
DL'
198
OC
1141
i)C
1142
DC
OC
EFT
1143
1145
DC
DC
DC
224
181
DC
DC

OC
Geireial Journal
General Journal
Check
cl%eck
Clleck
Check
Clieck
Genera! Journal
Cbock
Check

EFT
282
153
1153
OC
1155
1158
&FT

DC
148
EFT
DC

.

Memo

Nanie

Burger King
Rip GriMii Travel
Cocinlry Market Bv. ..
ChangasGarden
Rivelwalk Cale
Mendenhall Oil Ca...
Chapala Mexican
Chapala Mexlcaii
Rivenvae Caie
Wal Mart
Rivewalk Cale
Taco n m e and A
Wilsoiilane Chevron
Fags WeslTiizen
Rivenualk Cals
Rivewalk Care
Riverwalk Cafe
The Royal
mvenwk c a ~ e
TacoTime *,id A ...
Loree
Chzpala Medean
R i v e w ~ lCale
l~
Johnny's Reslaumnl
Rivewalk Cale
Rlvecwalk Oaie
flags West Tmck
Flying J Travel Pla.
Tuesday Morning,
Chzpala Mexican ...
UnCie dm's
Royai
Cl5apaia Mexican
Rlveiwalk Cale
Tseo n m e and A ...
Rlveiwalk Cale
Taco Time atld A
Wendy$
Flags WestTluck
Checker Aulo Pails
Rivenvalk Care
Losee
Johnny's Reslauian!
Royal
Melina'r Fine Mexl...
Rlvewalr ale
Red Iguana
Thad's
NAPA Aulo Parts
Rivewalk Cafe
PIUili LOCO
Riuenuali; Cale
Losee
New 110 Ho Resla,..
Red Lion Hoke1
The Panlry Collee
Wai'Mail
Taco Tlme and A

...

...
...

...

...

...

...
..

...

...

...
...

TI)* R

...
...

~

~

Losee
Riverwaik Cafe
Uncle Jlin's
Uncle Jim's
Chapala Mexlcan

~

...

..

Food
Food
Food
Food
Food
Food
Past Propane Accaunl
Food
Fwd
Fond
FUSION NAVY
Food
Food
DalW
Food
Food
Food
Food
Food
Food
Fwd
WEBTRANS
Food ~'
Food
(no ieeelpl)
Food
(no receipt)
GROCRY, CAFE. and LOTTRY
Food
OUmOOR POP UP FOUNTAIN. SOFTTOUCH CULTIVATORF O O D CIIOPPER. RELEASABLE BULB PLAN..

Food

Food
!no iecelpl)
!no receipt)
Food
Food
Food
Food
Food
Food
KEYRING
Food
WEB TRANS
(no ieceipl)
("0 iecelpl)
Fwd
Food
Fond

,

=""A
"""

20 02 WAl
Food
Food
Food
WEB TRANS
Food
Food
!no receipt)
rECORDER (,adlo for oflice)
(no reeeat)
I Food
WEB TRANS
Fwd

Spll!

-

-

PAnnei one iovesllnelilr
PBiUler One lnveslmciil~
Checking
Padner One li,vealmen!$
r,hecking
Checklng
Clieckiiig
Checkliig
Paitner One inveslmeols
Checkliig
Cllecklng
Parlnei One lnveslmenir
Partner One Investmw,ls
ChecWng
Checking
Chedlng
Paiiner One irivestinenln
Partner One Investmei,b
Partner One lnveslnienls

'.

Ckealng
Panner One Ibtveslmenls
Parlileione lilveslnien!~
cliecidng
~ a r ~ none
e i inverin,enis
Cheddng
Parlnei One Inverlinen!~
Pailner One iiiverln,enis
Cliecking
Pannet one lnveslnxenis
Checldng
Checklog
Checklng
Checklisg
Padner one lnveslmenls
ChwMilg
Checideg
Cilecka~g
Checking
Cllecklng
Cliecking
Checking

Checking
Chechiiig
CheckIl!g
Checking
Checklng
Pallliei One It,verlti,enla
Pailiieioae li,veslin@n!$
Clle~tllig
Che&,king
Checking
Clieckbg
Pailnei One Eqully
Plinnar one ~nvesimen~s
Chedlng
Checklng
Checking
Checking
Clleekirig
Chemag
Pallnei One lnveslmenls
Checking
Checking

...

Amotrnt

-

.-

--Balanco
-. -..--.

Sky Enterprise. LLC
General Ledger
As of January 10,2005
.- -.Dale
.-

Type

Clleck
Gerbeml Journal
General Jwrtiai
Check
General Jo~iinal
General Journal
Genemi Journal
General Jnuinal
General Joilrnal
Geiierel Journal
Geiieial Jouinai
General Jouioai
General Jouiiial
General Joiiinal
GeneraiJounral
General Journal
General .Jouiibai
C1,eak
General Joiieial
Check
Check
Cieneml Journal
CReck
Genela1Joiiinal
Clbeck
Cll~ct
General Journal
Check
Cheek
Ckeck
Check
Bill

Num

412612004
412812004
412812004
4BO12004
51112004
51112004
51512OO4
51512004
5n12001
51912oo4
511112004
511212004
512212004
511412001
511512004
511712004
511712004
512412004
5125/200.1
512512Oll4
817120011
512412006
612612004
71112004
71112004
71112004
717120011
71812004
719120011
71912004
811012004
91112004

Mamo

DC
159
162
EFT
185
187
172
170
174
168
176
153
175
154
169
157
158
EFT
256
DC
EFT
253
H77
251
1180
1179
244
EFT
EFT
EFT
EFT
DRS

Uncle l m ' s
Tam limeand A
Thad's
Losee
R i v e ~ ~ aCale
lk
Rlvewalk Csie
RIveiwalk Cale
Colima
Rivenvaik Cale
Rivewiilk Caie
Rivewalk Cafe
Uncle Jlm's
The Royal
Taco Timc andA
P i r q Hut lnc.
Thad's
Taco Time and A

Loses

Lasee

Uildeno?ltad Ftlt>dr
Equlpmet,~
r ~ l aEijuipsnent
l
Leasellold lmpiovernents
Toial Leasellold linprouemen~~
q

~

SDlt~are
Tolai Soilwale
Voliicleg
Tolal Vel?icles
Startliii Costr
Tolai Slarlup c o r b
A C C ~ U ~Payable
I.

Tola1Acmtinlr Peyebie

Customer Deposits
l'olal Cusloinet Depmils
Payroli ~lahilitior
Total Payroll liabililies

i

~

~

~

...
...

Tolal Unde~oriledFutids

iblal OHlce Eijeipaiei~l

Fa06

...

Taco Jol>n's
Leis Mongolian 8 0
Losee
Johnnvs Resleuiant
Senor iguanar
senor iguanas
Plum Loco
Uncle Jim's
Rivewalk Gal.
Losee

Tola1 Sliarehoidei Recelvabls.Losee

onice ~

...

~

~

t

Food
Food
Fwd
WEB TRANS
Foad
Food
Food
Fwd
Food
Flood
Fwd
Fwd
Food
Foad
Food
Food
WEB TRANS
Food
Food
WEB TRANS
Food
(npieceipl)
Fo3d
Food
Food
Foad
WEB TWNS
WEB TRANS
WEB TWNS
WEB TRANS
DRS

SPllt
Cheekltlg
Parlnei Olle lnverlinenlr
Parfiler One lnvesi,nenls
Checking
Pa:tnei One lnuerlmen~g
Padnei One Investmena
Parlt~etOne investments
Pannei One iiiven~ments
Parlner One lnverlmenls
Paiiniione Investmenis
Paiinei One~inveslmenlr
Partner One lh~veslme3s
Pailnei One Inveskien!~
Paiiner One lnveslmet,ls
Parllier One irivesl~nenls
Paslnei One lnveslrnenls
Partner One lnveslmenls
Clieckiao
Parlnei 6ne lnveslmenl~
Cliecklng
Cllezklng
Parlnei One Invedn,eiiis
Checking
Pannei One lnveslrnenls
Checking
Cl>eckino
Partner One lnueslmerils
Cllecklng
Checking

Sky Enterprise, LLC
Generaf L e d g e r
As of Janiiary 40,2005
Type

Num

.- Date

Nam~

Memo

Saien Tax Payable
Tolal Sales Tax Payable
Idaho Company
TOW Idaho Company
OPcnlns Bat Equity
TOM ~

paai EQU~IY
~

~

i

~

~

~

Partner One Eqully
Partner ogre ~ , r &
Tolal Pailner One Diavs
Psrlner Olle Earnings

Taco John's
QWEST
U.S. Poslal Service
DRS
U.S.Cellula,
Ulal, Power
CDM
Ulicla Jim's
McCamrnon Chevi...
McCammon Chevr. ..

Shareholder Raceivable.Las ...
Tslephone and Fax
Postageand Shipplilg
Shaieholder Recelvable:ion..,
Telepiione 2nd Fax
UtiIiUe5
Conlracl Labor
Shareholder Receivable.Los ...

Food
Telephone Biil
Paslsge
DRS Money Ordei-DOM and OOM M.O. Fee
Ceii Phons Payment
Ulillile~
Pad Design and ConsulUng and Oiavln~s
Food

G3E
Gsr, AQUAVISTA, NUT ROLL, SNICKERS. SPIT2 SPIC
Food

Food
The Caunliy Soy$
McCammon Chevr
IHTL SLCAiipoit
Chevron one Slop
Taco Time and A
Taaco 5 Flagi W..
Me-N-Lou'*

...

...

Clothing. Food, Aulomotv, Hardware, Painl, and Eiecldc
Gas, AQUAVISTA, NUT ROLL. SNICKERS. SPIT%SPiC
Hole1 '
Gas, Juice
Food
Food
Food

.

General Journal
Geneial Journal
Geneial Jauiial
Gerieial Joiltnal
Geiieial .iauo,al
General Journal
Genetal Joiiinal
Geneial Journal
General Journal
General Jouiiial
Ganeial Journal
General .Journal
Genetel Journal
Genemi Joiiinal
General Jovinal
General Jaursial
Geiieial Journal
General Jauinsl
Oeiierzi Joutnal
Geeierai Journal
GeneralJoun,ai

9112rLou3
911212003
911212003
911212003
911212003
9112Q003
911312003
9llM2O03
911612003
9116Q003
912312003
912312003
912412003
912412aO3
912412003
9125,2003
912612003
912612003
912612003
912612003
912612003

"""
Secielaiy of Slate
Filed Business Name with Ike Siale
Flyliig J Tfavel PI.
Gas
Fied Meyer
2301 Stod,s
Thaffs
Food
Burger King
Fo~d
Burger Kisg
Fo~d
McCamnion Chevi... Gar
McCammon Cheui... Gas
Taco Time and A
Food
Chane's Gardes
Food
6 . ;,..I?ZC~I
Car rcprrr io. d s ' i roo 'e se'wr T o i i e uar a ' r n o r c i
,,.cc~ o ~ - cC?r o ~ .i PLI.T P < 38. AO-A\ 5TA. 1202 Cc4c Gar
T
O r e .
"LhTPK Do,AQJA\IS:A
'~czCCFFECaqc GAS

...

,..

.

--.

-SPLITShareholder ReceNsbie.Los ...
Shareholder Recsivable-i.or~..
.SPLIT.sPLn.
Travel
-SPLIT.
Sirareholder Receiuabic-Lor..
Shareholder Receivable-Lor ...
Shareholder Receivable-Los...
Shaielioldei Receivable-Lor...

.SPLITShaiehaldeiReceivable-Lon ..
Ltceilses and Perlnllr
Gas
Olllce Supplies
Shaieholde~Receluabie.Los ...
Shaieii~ideiReceivable-Los...
Shaiehalder Receivable-Lor...
Gas

;G
;
Shareholder Receiuzble-Los...
Shsreholdei Receivable-1.05
Shareholder Receivable-Los...
-SPLIT-

...

.SWl ii.

G?s

tiaibw FrelghlTo?ls

C ~ ~ D E BSAW8
I,
DISC. BIT SET 01

1lebeiNo.Tit.Mart
Flying J Canrenie
LWs Chevron
Red Iguana
Heber No. Tri-Mait

Gar
Food
Gas
Gar and C-7 Gll$
Aqualioa 200. Coffee, 1Eoz, Gas
Soad
Gar

...

..
'-*
..

~~

Gas
Sharenoider Resebabls-Lo+...
Gas
-SPLIT
-SPLITShaieholder Reeeivahle-ios ...
Gas

-10.01
-4258
-16.36
-6.22
-5.05
3~i d

Sky Enterprise, LLC

General Ledger
As of Januaiy 10,2005
..

TY1,O

Geneial Journal
Gessral Josmal
General Journal
Geneia! Journal
General Journal
General Joiiriial
General Journal
G e ~ m aJouma!
l
General Jaimkal
General Journal
General Journal
Genemi Jouaial
General Jovn,al
Ger,eial Jouinal
General Jouinai
Gencial Journal

Dale
Campuler Syslem SIN: DVC30612 (Total sb,slem cml5885.10: $400.00 paid by Losee and 5485.10 psld.
Gas
C"""
"d
Uncle Jim's
The tlome Oepo: i...SIERRA GA PN, PAD REFILL. VINYL GLOVE. SHUTLEREFI, SHUPADPOLE,AND TRIM41
)Val Mait
File rolders
TheHome Depal i..: S l ERR& GA PN
U.S. Poslal service
P ~ ~ b g i
Golden Conal
Food
The Hoine Depol i...
VERTICAL, SUPERSOIL, and hlORTlLE MAT
Fnnd
Texaco5 Flaps W...
""Red lgvana
Food
Paypal
ROYAL ILX310 DIGITAL SHIPPING SCALE 310 La NEW
Royal liolel Bed16
Food
Radioshack 01.4007
PK2O BuII Conoec!
Red Iguana
Fwd
Noiiaiid Cotnpany
8 SOLID SOFT DRAINN &ARE COPPER WIRE
Radloshack 01-4007 PlllilipS 5OPK CD-R
Ranch tiand Chev
Paint & Equip Sup...
Idaho Unllrnlled
TheOrleans Hole1
Food
ilMSH0~twe11 Sli
Food
Yellow.Checkei-Sl
Cab Fare
Yeilow.Checkei-St
Cab Fare
The Orleans
Bowling
The Orleans
IN-RM MOVIE CIIARGE, SAZIOS RESTAURANT.COURTYARD CAFE, PHONE LONG DISTANCE. INTERNE.

.

134
32
33
123

ion

54
114
145
63
(7

Leasehold Improuentenls
"OFL~QB end Shioan~'i

.

...

,. ,

Shaieholdei Receivable-Los...
CoS. of Goods Sold, Suppiles
Shareholder iReeeivable-Los...
C O Eof~ Goods Sold Suppile$
Officesupplies
Gas
Ofilce S u ~ p l i e ~
ShareholdeiRecelvableLos...
Shareholder Recelvablk-Los...
Shareholder Receivab1e.Los ...
Ttavei
Travel
Sliaieiiolder Receivable.Los ...
-SPLITFood
Shaiehoider Receivable-lor...
Cab Fare
Travel
Cab Fare7717
'riavei
Cab Feie
Travel
Food
Share1,aldar Rscelvabie-Lns...
OUT'SHIP 0.15 LB and UPS
P051ageaild Shipping
Cab Fare
Travel
2 MENS SOCKS and 1 Cardsoice
Shaieholdei Receivahle-Las...
F-d
Shareholder Receir.nble.Los ...
Food
Sl?eiehoIdei Recelvnble-Lm..,
Cab Fare
Travel
Food
Shareholder Receivable-Los...
~~.
Shareholder Receivable-1.0s ...
Food
Shaiel~oldeiReceivable-Lor
41ieine0 couplings and 4" ABS Wye
Leazetiold lmpiouemet$!s
4PKAAAikaline Ban, 314.416 HOLE SAW. 4" Colipling IixH, and&l0'ABS
Pipe
Leasehold linpiovemenb
Gas
Gas
112" -100 Bm. 1LB. LAM SCRW, 44W EPICLAMP, 12GWDVAC, MAiN LUG. FAN, 41N BOX, STEEL BOX. HO
Leaseliold linprovernenls
112HMWR UCA. HOLESAW, MAS. BLADES. 9'XTREME BL. 9"XT BL.MTL. 6 OTLT SAG. ELEC 10 IIOLL, I... Lnrc
e ~ ~ e h olmpiovenientn
ld
Gas
-""
Shareholder Receivable-Lo$.
Sllzieholder Receivable-Los...
Golden Onlv Resl...
Food
Sharellolder Receivable-Lon..
The tlome bepol 1..
AND DRV I
Leasehold Improvemenis
The Home Depol I...FRAMER. GR024, AIRCOMP OIL, TOOL OIL. 5V PVCDAYGLO, CPSII/IRP, 114 COUPLER, CONNECTKIT,
Leasehold lmprovemei,lr
Kelly's Exxon
Gas
Ullde Jim's
Food
Plum Loco
AuloZona 1 I90
BUL 6 G W E . FRONT WHEEL 5E. WliEEL BEARING 5, MINI GREASE 60, WARRANTY 31441 MULTI GR...
Flyiiig J Travel Pis
6
---1 ~
Uncle Jlnl'~
Food
Fl$ng J Convenie
Gas
U"d@JIrn.6
, """
The Home Depot!..,
42illBULB, AQUAMEND. FASTSTEEL AND POlNTSmTlA
Harbor Fielshl Tools AIR PRESSU. GLUE, MAXI, AIR ACCESS. SAW MINI C. AND 0OLLY.MOVE
S~lnnyrideSlndair
Gas
Daonfs 16710
Food
Top Slop 35
Gas
Chang's Garden
Few

-

...

...
...
...
...

. ---

...

&

...

GenenI'Jouinai
Gene-I Journal
Geileial Jauiiial
General Journal
Getleral Jouiitai
General Jouinal
General Journal
Geneial Journal
General Journal
General Joanal
Gobeiel Journal
General .loi&mal
General .louinal
General .ioue,ai
General Journal

I~AMMER

...
...

<...

.

Sky Enterprise, LLC
~ e n e r a Ledger
i
As of January 10,2055

-

Type .-

General Jounrai
Geneiai Journal
Gei,erai Journal
General Jo$~mal
General Jouiiial
Geneial .Journal
Gmwel Jouriiai
Gerieral Joumnl
General Joumal
General Jolirnal
Geneial Jcisinal
Geneva1Jouelal
General Journal
General ~ounial
Geileial Joilmal
General Journal
Genecot Jouo>zl
General Journal
Geoeial Journal
Geoeral Joilrrlal
General Journal
General Jou~nai
Geneial Journal
Genersl Journal
Goieral Journal
Ge#leieiJournal
General Journal
General Jo~iinal
General Journal
General .lotirwi
Gerieral Journal
General Jouroal
Geiieial Journal
General Journal
Geneial Jou~nal
Geoeiai Joun,al
Gsilerai Journal
General Joiiinal
GDnerai Jouinal
Geilcral Joiiriial
Genela1 Journal
General Joulsal
General Journal
Geneial Journal
Geiieial Journal
Geileial Journal
General .Journal
Gencml Jounwi
Geiieral Journal
Gelieial Journal
GeRSial Joumal
General .iouinal
Geneiai Journal
General Joitrnal
Generai Joulnal
General Journal
Generai Journal
General Journal
General Journal
General Joilrniii
Gelbeial ~ournal
Geiierai Joim,sl
Geneial Jouiiial
General Journal
Genecai Jovri,al

Vale
Plasma Globe (air lrp~hneii.llifra Rei 2 !airfred.nilil 1M W.rihorslr5

AuloZDne 1190

and Toni Sri

Cole chevrolel
GUARD PKG
Max Mlillei
Reoai! la! oboe
Cantwar
Checker Aulo Parlr
Door Mold Chrome, Snow Shovel, and 4D" SIool S
Uncle Jim's
Paod
Rivenvalk Cafe
' Food
Wiiiie,s Pit Slop
as^
U.S. Poslal Service
Postage
Uncle Jim's
Food
Uncie Jim's
Food
Unde Jimt
Food
Weslwdod Discount
Podage
Deserel kndusliies
Lg As Is (painlings for oflice)
Gait Spons dl02
ASSORTED MEN' NOS
Utlele Jim's
Food
Ciiapala Mexican ... Food
C4.L RANCll ST ... "445-T1121PX 1!2lP x 4 8 ' " FL.469.T 112FIP X 112C ST. SIOP, 1 X 112 G REDUCER, 112X2GALVN
Flylns jT<avelPie ' ELECTRONICS(Sleieo lor rvoikaiea) (2nd rleieo far work area see check n1079) AND CRGCERY
LWal Man
Tle Down5
RadloShack Deale
GP 3-IlDPH STR ADP
Loiena's Restsuisiii Faod
Uhlclc Jim's
Food

FW~

Gas
Repairs & Maintenance
Repairs & WbMenwice
shareholder Receivable-1.0s..
-SPLITShareholder Recelvabie-Las..~
Shaiiholdei Raccivable-1.0s ...
Gas
\
Shipplrkg 8 Handling
Si,sreliolder Receivable-ior...
Shareholder Recelvab1e.Los ...
SharehoideiReceivable.L~s
Pasiage and Shipping
Oflice Supplies
Sharehoidsi Receivable.l.os~..
Sliareliolder Receimble-Los
Sheietililder Receivable-Lo. ...
Leasehoid lhnpiow,neriln
Skiareholder Recsivabie- as
O f l l c ~Suoolies
cmce su'biiies
Sliaieholder Recelvable.~os...
Sharei\c4der RaceIv~ble~Los
...
Shareholder Receivable-Los...
Siiareiiolder R~.celuable.Los
Sharei,older Re~elmb1e.Lo~
...
Shareholder Recelvsble-1.0s.

..

...
...

...

...

...

...

."""

...

?".

Cllaas Mexican Re ... Food
Food
Thad's
Wui Mail
Posizbie DVD Player loriiade Show (2nd DVD see Check%1030)
ACEHDWE X Out... TOTEROUGH IGLDKINDIGO
' Vi*ers Wesiein S...
F W l BOOTCOVER LARGE [JaCarol raid this Is probably persons1 unless 11can be claimed a3 woik c
ORica Max #682
Relumed PSC2110All-!"-One, 1yr Psrpil. 8 Eiec foiCX5400Ali-In-One, 1yiPeiph. & Elec $100
Uncle Jim's
Food
Rivewalk Cafe
Food
RIveweIk Cafe
Food

...

....

Paik.A-Way RV. kc.
IliGP 11772
Subway Sandwich
KMART SLoie 7057
Taco Time and A ...
Oasls ReSoit Carl
Oasis Resorl Caa,..
Paula's Mexican F...

...

Oflice Equipmen1
Shareholder Receiuab1c.i.o~...
Shaieholdei Receivable-Las...
Sllaieholdet Recebrahle.Los...
Shareholder ReceivableLor..
Shareholder Rece1vahlo.l os...
Sharaholdei Rccelvable-Los...
Shaiehddei Receivable-Los...

Food
CHECK VENT (piutiiblng lor bath)
Faod

.

,FOOTWEAR, and MAGAZINE

...

Top Slop C.31
TOPSlop 35
F.~uadalajsia
The lioms Depol4...
The Hame ilepot d...
The Home Depol4
The Home Depot 4...
The Home Depd 1..
ACE HDWE & Oul
C A L RANCH ST
Royal Hole1Bedm...
IndustrialTool X S...
TaeoT'bme and A ...
Radioshack 013376
Uncle Jim's
The Old Spaghell

...
.
...
...

...

~~

Food
llbe Works
Gas
Fwd
SNIP (pliers)
TIE DOWNS and COT CORD (lo haul aipel)
CARPET
MINI BLIND
112 DRYWALL
NIPPLE 112MPTi.S'aRS BAG, ULTIMATE WANCHOR, UI.TIMATE XL ANCHOR, and SPLY FCT112IPXl12lP
462-1 112FIP X318C ANGLE STD. 112X 4 GALV NIPPLE, 112 X 2 GALVNIPPLE, 112 X CL GALV NIPPLE, an...
Food
B 1 2 0 GRIT SAND PAPER
Food
SOLDER WELD, INSTANT BOND GLUE, and 2 LIZ PLASTIC CAN OF ROSIN
Food

...

Food

~

S i a . e n o w . 7 i c e . x r + .,is
S r a , e x c e i nap<.e n r .cs
C ! e r e ~ 1 . rRere .IL :.or
Gas
Shareholder Receivabie.Lirs ...
Office Supplier
Offica Supplies
Leasehold lmprovemerils
GBre Supflher
Leasehold linpiovemenis
Leareliold Impioverneols
Leasehold lmproveiner,ls
Shareholder Receivable-1.0s
Lcaselrold imlwouemez>ik
Sliaieholdsi Receivable-Las...

...

Sky Enterprise, LLC
General Ledger
As of January 10,2005
Dale
212312004
212312004
212612004
2126!2004

Nurn
213
214
215
'XC

Split
Plaza Inn Oisne~ia...
Vilkge Hails 01s" ...
Ben9al880 Dinis
nuigri mng
Carablasca

...

tiarb;
Freight TOOIS
HaibaiFrelyht Tools
Federal Expiegr
Federal Expiess
Federal Express
United States Port...
Chapalli Mexlcan ...
Commen Cenls
Rivenwik Cale
Galaxy Comp~iers
Taco Time and A ...
Rivewalk caia
.
.
R i v e w k cafe
The Royal
Taco Time and A ...
Chapala Mexican
Riuenvslk Cage
Rivewalk Cafe
~.
Flags Werl Truck ...
Flyh8 J Travel Pia
Chapale M u c a n
Taco l i m e and A
~

-

..
Food
BOTTLED WATER
Food
Food
Fwd
Fwd
Foad
BATTERY. R
Torch. Mic (propane lord~iowainiup soldeilng lmnrj
DIP BLACK (far loois dip In l o make wbbei pioieclanll
FedEx
Fedeial Express
FEDEX HOME DELIVERY

---

oar
Food
lnlellinel5 Port Swileh Melal. Calegaiy 5 Peich Cable 4', and RJ45 (Shoilpaymenl lor check ftl130)
Food

...

T,>J+~

...
...
...

Foad
Food
U-NUT and 20 0 2 WAT
Food
Food
Food
Food
Food
Food
Faod
Gas
Shipping
ILB SOLDER
Food
Gar
Food
Food
Food

NAPA Aulo Park
Red Lion llotel
Uncle Jiin's
T a m Time and A ...
Thad's
RivewalkCaie
Rivewalk Cafe
Riverwalk Cale
Sunnyslds slsciaii
Mail Soxcr ~ b .
Radio~liaek01.4007
coii,na
McCammon Chevr...
Rlvenvalk Cafe
Rlverwslk Cate
Rivewalk Cafe
Unde Jim's
COUIIOY Caniei Ch
...
Radioshack 01.4007
ILB SOLDER
The Roval
Faod
Taco 'rinie and A ...
Food
P l u a tiill lnc.
Food
Thabs
Food
Tnco Time and A ...
Food
McCammon Cheui
Fred Meyei
% k ~ G l Z f ~ a n dZEBCO REEL (iaeisioi manuladuring)
Radloshack01-4007 PK3 SOLDER TIPS
Ranch Hand Chev... Gas
h'ova h d ~ s l r l e ~
lnc.
.
P I L Glue
Sears :01060
LO ROSIN F MDS (assembly)
Tam John's'
Food
Gas

...

...

--

.

Shareholds Receivable-Los..:
Shareholdel Receluable.l.os..
Sharehaldei Re~ivable-Los
...
Shareholder Receivable-Los...
Shareholder Reeeivable.Los...
Silaiehnldei Receivable.l.os ...
Shareholder Recelvabie.Lor
Shareholder Receivable-Los
Repairs & Malnlci~ance
Ornee Suppliea
oiflce supsnes
Sllippina &Haodlhg
Sliipping &Handling
Sil1ppIl)y t% Handll~ig
Poslage and Shipping
Shareholder Recelvable.Los ...

...
...

c-*
"->

Shareholder Receivable-Los...
Conipulei Repalis
Shaiei%oiderRese1vahio.Lm...
Sllaieholder Recelvabl&Lus...
Shaielloldei Receivable-Los...
Sllaieiialder Receivable-Los...
Shnielioldei Receluable.Lnr...
Shareholder Recei,iabia-LOS...
Sllarehddei Reeeivable.Lm.~
Shareholder Recelvabic-Las..
Sliaielioldei Receiveble-Los...
Shareholder Receivable-Los...
Shareholder Receivable-LO%..
Sharehotdei Receivablc-Los
Shrrehoider Receivable-Los...
.SPLITShareholder Receivable-Los...
Shaielmlder Reeeluahlc-i nq

...

Gas
Shippilig & liandlkig
cost O l Gpods Sold - Suppiles
Slbarehoider Receivable-i.ns ...
Gas
Sl>aieholdei Receivable-1.0s ...
Stiaieliolder Receivable.Lor...
Shareholder Rseelvable-Lor..,
Shareholder Receivabie.Loa..
GaE
COsl 01 Goode Sold. Supplies
Sl~aielioldei
Receluable.Los ...
Shaieiiolder ~cceiveble-~os
...
Sharehdder Receieiab*.e-Lon...
Shareholder Receivable-Loa...
Shdieholder Receivable-LOE
...
Olnce
Gas Supplies
0:mce SYpplieS
Gar
CDSL01 Goods Sold .Supplies
Cost o! Goods Sold Supplies
Shareholder Recelvable.Los...
Gas
Gas

-

Sky Enterprise, LLC

General Ledger
As of January $0, 2005

-

Type
~

Date

GeneRl Joiimal
General .Jouina!
Geiieial Journal
General Journsl
General Journa!
Gerieral Journal
General Joass!
General Jciirnal
General Journal
Geneiol JOnii8lai
Geneia: Journal
Geoeial Joiiinal

611512004
612312004
612412004
71112004
7111200.1
71112004
71112004
71112004
71112004
71112004
71412OM
71112004

~ u m
254
245
253
266
248

'rolai Paiuiei one lnvertinenlr

.

~~~

Partner One Eqelty Other.
Tola! ParlrieiOne Eqully - Olher
Total Paliner One Eqoily
Pnrtnar Two Equlh
PanncrTwa Draws
Tolal Partner Two Draws
Partner Two Errnlngs
Tola1 Pailnei Two Eainingr

P a m ~ r T w oInvestments
Tolal Parlnei l w o I n ~ e ~ I ~ e n l s
PaitnctTwo Eqully -0tIler

-

~ o i aPailncr
l
Two Equity Olhei
Tolal Paili,ei Two Equily
Rolaliied Ennllngs
TMal Relalned Eangngs
Frsigbt lncomc
Tola1 Frclglll Income

-

saias I~cD,,,~
Tola1Sales Illcome
Serrlca lncolne
lola1 Seivlce lncoine
Cost of Goods S d d
Tola1 Corl olGoods Sold

.

COO!ef Goells Solcl Supnlle~
Tolal Cosl 01 Goodr Sold - Supplies
Direct Labor
Wages -Assembly
Tole1Wagel -Assembly

-

Wages lsrtallatlon

-

Tolal Wages I~~r(alIal1on
Direct Labor. Othcr
Tolli Direct Labor-Oilier
Tolal~Oii~ci
Labor

Name

-

...
...

.

-

Memo

-

ineedsol1ware.corn
Sear5 01060
JobnnY15 Restaund
ACE HDWE & Oul
liaibor Frelghl Tools
Oiflce Max #562
Amy Surplus War
Senor lgusnas
CPS Conlalr~eia...
McCammoo Chevi..
Slid1
RlveiWa!k Caie

Academic (ACD) PhotoshopCS 8.0 lo: Windows Specials: S e l e ~One
l
(bllstei soltivaie)
LQACID FLUX MDSE (soider8ngI
Food
I~IF~ASTENERSIBULK, MF FASSENERS IBULK, aild BOLT EYE CLOSED llix4. (lor ciiairs)
CRIMPING T (assembly tool]
3 6 Round Chairmat-Asst Co
HABL Nuts, HACA blitz 1 gailon, IiATO JR-TR506. HAWP, OUSU LT.5OB. OUSU cc Syringe. OUCA CHI133990
Food
8 ax IiOPE Nalural CyInder 205 per ease end 24-410 WhilelRed PP I d 1600 percase (container...
Gas
Gas
Food

-

-

Split

...

0lllce Equipmet?!
COJI of Goods Soh1 - Supdies
Sharel,oldei Receivable-Los...
&ice suppiles
Ollice Siipplier
Ofiice Svpplles
OMIce S~pplles
Shareholder Receivsble.Los ...
omce suppiies
Gas
Oa5

'.

Shareholder Receivable-Los...

Amouirt
-303.70
.122
-9.45

Balaiice

.. ..~
.....

-12.50210
.12.56532
-12595.77

7'03 PM

Sky Er;:erprise, LLC

0111111115

General Ledger

Accrual B a s k

As of J a n u a r y 10,2005
nako

lyne
Fail Outlspollago
Tola! Fall OullSpollaye

Inve1,tory O v e r a Y ~ ~ I S i ~ ~ r t a g e s
Total Inveaioiy OueragesfSl~orlage~
Packaging Costs
I a l a l PadiayingCorls
Sltlpplllg 8 Handliilg
i b l a l Slbipping 8 Hai,dling
Veedar Refunds
~~

Toial Vendor Refunds
Aduertlslng Expenses
Tolal Adveilisiny Expenses
EankServlce Cisargcs
Tolal ~ a n Service
k
Cliarges
Buslnerr Llcetrro a Fees
Tola1 Busine8r Llce,ise 8 Fses
C.?tlTrvck E x p e i l s ~
Gas
Tuial Gas
Ruglrtralion 8 L l c e i i r ~
Tolal Regi~halliin8 Lico,se
Ropalir B Mnlnla~rance
?olal Repairs & Malrilenance

.

Carnnllack Expenre Othcr
Falal Camruck Expense - Ocher
'iota1Caimuck ~ k p e o s e

Co,lferencer 8 Seinlnars
-

Tolal Conleierbcer 8 semiiiais
conirac1 Labor
Tola1 Cooliacl Labor
U e ~ r e ~ l a t l Expense
on
Tolal Uepreclauoo Expeitse

Dues and S u b r c r l p t l o ~ ~ r
Tolat Dubs and subscripllons
Eyuipn,eilt Rentai
Tolal Equlprnent lienla1
G ~ = r a ~ > t e ePayment
d
Tola1 Guaranleed Paymsnl
I~ssUrance
Aut~I~~urance

raia, Aillo insursnce
(iellcrfl Ll.blllly

lnsllianse

Total General Liabilily Insurance

Sky Enterprise, LLC

General Ledger
As of January 10,2006
~aie

. Type

--Num

Name

Melno

Spllt

.

Balance
.

Antolint

Professl~nitlLlabllity Ins.

0.110

b!aI Pro!erslanal LlaSlli!y Ins.

0.00

Werker's Compaesstloo

000

'ibiai woikefs coipe,,saiion

0.00

-

0.00

Insurance Otllcr
Tolal lnsuiance .Other

..

.-

Total Insurance

0.00

Licensah abd Permlts

0.00

Tola1 LlceliSesand Pernlils

0.00

Office Suppllos

0.00

~.ol'alo~;Cesvpp11es

000

outslae Sale$ Cocnlnlssinns

0.00

Tnlal Oulriile Sales Coin~nirrions

0.00

Payroll E x p s t t r o ~

0.00

Toial Payroll Erpeores

0.00

Petty C~asl,

0.00

Tola1 Petly Cash

0110

Poetage and Slilppic~g

0.00

Toial Portage and Sllpp~ng

,,00

Prlrrtlng and Reproduction

0.00

Tola1 Piinling and Repinduclion
ProfesslonBI ~ e ~
Accounting Fees

s

iolal AceounLg Fees
LeRa! Fees
Tola1 Legal Fees

.-

0.00

PayrvIlSel~lces
Tola1 Pa~iollServices
Piolesaloiisl Fees. olbei

-

Tala1 Pro!erslonal Feer Olliei
Total Piolersional Feer
Reill

lbs1Re"t
Rejlalra and Maliltenance
Coltliluter Repairs
rolal Computer Repairs
Equip,nent Repalrr
rota1 Equipmenl Repsirs

.

Repalrs and Malntenance Other
Total Repairs and Malnlenance - other
lola1 Repals and Maintenance
Suspense
Tolal Stlepenre

Sky Enterprise, LLC
General Ledger

7:"s I'M
U1IIUIUS

Accrual Basis

Type

As of January T O , ZOO5
Onte

Nuin

Name

Memo

--

Split
--

--

- Ainollnl

.- --.
....

Rsiance
.

....

Tolephone anll Fax

0.00

Tola1Telephone and Fax

0 0"

Travel & Entertainment
Enteitalnnlcnl

11.00

000

Total Enledain:rient

0.00

Meals

000

Tlilal Meals

0.00

Travel

0.00

~ o i arsavei
i
,.~.

Tola! Travel 8 Enlciiainmea -Other

.

;

....

0.00
~

.

0.00

Un~ategorizsdEXpenraQ

0.00

utiiitics
ToWi Ullilies
Early Paymeill Dlsca~ints
Total Early Payment Diseaunls
Interest Income
ToWl lk,lewl llicome
OLIIC~II,EO~C

Yutai Olhe, Income
Flraanec Ctvargnr
ToWl Finance Charges

Late Fees
Tolal Lale Faor
Otlker Expenses
TMai Olhei Expenses

No acosil
Tolal no acnil
'

0.00

Totnl Travel 8 Eltleilalnmet~l
Tole1 ilnfalegonzed Enpenses

.

000

-

Tiavel8 EntenaLlmetlt other

TOTAL

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

.-..
.:+

....

- . 1 2 / 2 4 / 0 4 Dl: 0 3 PM E S : .
~

,

.

.
,.......

I.__.__i._......_.......__I...............-..I.....

'X,

v l a YS1-FAX

'

IKON OFFlCE SOLUTlONS
?516 W 17th Street
Tempe, AZ 85281
Quesaons? 1-888-456-6457
Remittance address' below

...~
......-...

"

...-

.........

P k a e 3 a f 3 *1-?09070

f nvoice
: 218932SA
invoice Date : ?1129/2004
Terns
: NET IO DAYS
Order Date
: 1'l129/2004
ShipOate
:11/29/2004
PO
Repid
. :HT7THl
Federal Id
: 52-21 1907-l
Ship To : RON WARNiCKE
Dl
SKY ENTERPRISES
9253 FRANDSEN RD
LAVA HOT SPRINGS ID 83246

Customer Number: T90745

RON WARNICKE

.

SKY ENTERPRISES
9253 FRANDSEN RD
LAVA HOT SPRINGS tD 83246

Provide your meter wading on h e infernet www.ikonmeters.carn
Ordered

Shipped

1

1

Item

Dmcription

NCC24

CANON STARTER BLACK
CLC 700 800

Unit Price

Total

82.0000

82.00

VEN PROO#f453AOO1A 4
JERRY 205 776 5566
AlS6Y ZZllRT214
THANK YOU FOR ORDEXING WITH IKON SUPPLIES

4

sub ~ o t a i
Prior Late Charge :

a 2 .aa
0.00

Freight
Taxes

5.99
4.92
92.91

Total Amaunt Due :
3,

REV. 1uzou1
-

-

-

-

A

-

d

L

-

_

L

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

ilmportaast: Detach and Return

_

-

-

-

A

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

write your customer and invoice number an your cheque.
(Please complete reverse side)

RON WARNICKE
SKY ENTEf7PRISES
9253 FRANDSEN R D
LAVA HOT SPRINGS I l l 82246

Inv

tr 21 8 9 3 ~ s ~
C a s t 5; T907d5
IR

k FUN17434

Total Amount Due:

e
1

I.
Thank

WESTERN REGION
PO BOX 7420
PASADENA CA 9T I 0 9

92.91

you for choosing IKON Office Solutions.

//3
I

-

/

IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS

I

-

1.24rZ.O2Wl/Fn7434EWI5.3914.32

Make check payable and remit tor

i

-

his‘ Podion With Your Payment

To ensure proper credit io your account, please

17 Address correction requested.

-

El:

..".,.,,_.
, , , : . L ; 2 ,....
z lj'/OtF
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 03
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .S:,,,,.
,,rK

~

~
....

.>..:.
. .

"...

~

'.'

. ....

""

, . .~
, "." ...... .... . . .~
.

~

b . . . b b b b b b b . b . . . b b b b b b . . . b b . b b . b b

P a g e Z a F 3 #1909070

v i b VSP-FAX

a;

iKON OFFICE SOLUTICNS
1516 W 97ih Street
Tempe, AZ 8528 I

Questions? 3-888-456-6457
Remittance address beIow

Invoice

: 2-iI11~10

Invoice Date : 1210212004
Terms
: NET 10 DAYS

Cuskmer Number: T90745

: ZZIMTB
: T98121

PO
Rep [d

S K Y ENTERPRISES
9253 FRANDSEN R D
LAVA HOT SPRINGS ID 83246

Federal ld

'

: 52-21 190'11

DI

Provi& your meter reading a n the internet wwwWIHWikonme
fets. corn

I

Madel Serial

Id

NJD003D6

CC950

AIS6Y

Gus*

Description

T90745

CURRENT REbDING
CIdARGEABLE LABOR

CONNECTED CANON CtC95D WAF WARD-A?
SKY ENTERPRISES
9253 FRANDSEN R D
LAVA HOTSPRINGS tD 83246

Quan

Amount

VA7110

4

3AC821

1

17%.00
265.59

3ACCU8

1

232.95

UatelPtod

Meter

~ 4 0 ~ 9 1z/02/2004
9

ATTRACTION CHARGERASSY

I

CLC700/80OABO

CSTHARGER,
Rehrrnce S e w l a Repod# 111810

9-6MAIN OFFICE

Loc~tionTobt 676.54

1\

I

I

+
$,

I
3

Sub Total

Prior Late Charge

676.54
0.00

:

Freight

0.00

Taxes
Total Amount Due :

29.91

706 - 4 5

REV IUZ001
_

-

_

-

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

1

_

_

1

_

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

7

-

-

d

-

A

-

-

-

-

-

Imporfant: Detach and Return This Partion With Your Payment
/

TD eensurs proper credit fo your account, p h s e
write your customer and invoice number on.yaurcheqrje.

#.24/2.02Wl/Fa639~RW111810

TaI/O.ffr)
129.41

SKY U\ITERPRtSES
9253 FRFDSEN RO
LAVA HOT SPRINGS ID 83246

Address correction requested. (Please camplere reverse side)

Make check payable and remit to:

Total Amount Due:

e
I
706.45 J

IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS
WESTERN DtSTHlCT

Thznk yo^^ for chccs;ng :KON Office Soiutions.

PO BOX 7420
PASADENA CA 91 109-7420

'CY2

UilDU2LLLlBLEU

8UKlOT7U7~5?

r:zftiin?a
~ u s 6t:~ 1 0 7 4 5
IF,
& FO016390
tnv

0~iJULl7D6457
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EXHIBIT 3
October 28,2004 Minute Entry and Order

I N THE D I S T R I C T COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE O F IDAHO, - I N AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK

,ib

~ecristerNo.CV-2004-0004501-OC
SKY ENTERPRI'SE, LLC, an Idaho v j
L i m i t e d L i a b i l i t y company,
j
1
Plaintiff,
)
I

-VS

-

)
)

.

JERRY LOSEE and JOCAROL
LOSEE, husband and wife,

MINUTE El?!IXY AND ORDER

)
)
)

i

Defendant.

,

T h i s m a t t e r comes b e f o r e the C o u r t p u r s u a n t to the Court's

O c t o b e r 19, 2 0 0 4 M i n u t e Entry and Order and the Defendantsr Motion

to P r e c L u d e

Plaintiff

Motion

Plaintiff's

Testimony.
&

to

from c a l l i n g Ronald R. Warnecke and the
Strike

and M o t i o n

in Lirnine

to

Exclude

Appearing f o s t h e P l a i n t i f f was Mark J. Miller of Pike

Smith P . A .

Appearing for t h e Defendants at t h e h e a r i n g were

Lowell N - Hawkes and Ryan

S.

Lewis of Lowell N. Hawkes, Chartered.

Regrster No. C V - 2 0 0 4 - 0 0 0 4 5 0 1 - O C
MINUTE ENTRY & ORDER
Page 1

.

Prior to the hearing, the Court had received and reviewed the
Motions, the Affidavit of Ryan S. Lewis Supporting Motion to
Preclude Testimony

of

Ronald

R. Warnecke;

the

Objection

to

Defendants' Motion to Exclude the Testimonyof Ron Warnecke, and
.. .

the'.documentspre+ibusiy filed with the court.
The Court first heard the Defendant's
Plaintiff from Calling Ronald R. Warnecke:

Motion to Preclude
After argument, the

Court DENIED the Motion.
The Court next heard the Plaintiff's Motion to Strike and
Motion in Limine to Exclude Testimony.

Before argument, Mr.

Miller asked the Court to clear the courtroom of witnesses, except
parties for such argument.

Given that Mr. Hawkes did not have

anyone in the courtroom (other than attorneys and parties), he did
not object to such request. M r . Miller then asked his witnesses
to leave the courtroom during argument on this Motion.
argument, the Court DENIED
The

Court

then

'

After

the Motion.

heard

the parties

regarding

whether

the

Temporary Restraining Order should continue, whether a Preliminary
Injunction should issue, and whether equipment, trade fixtures,
tools, computers, files and any and all other items used in the

Register No. CV-2004-0004501-OC
MINUTE ENTRY & ORDER
Page 2

7

manufacturing process at Sky Enterprise should be seized by the
Plaintiff.
The Defendants then called Defendant, JoCarrol Losee, who was
sworn, and testified.

During Mrs. Losee' s direct examination

testimony, Exhibits Nos. 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, and 7 were admitted.
The Plaintiff then cross-examined Mrs. Losee. During Mrs.
Losee's cross examination, Exhibits Nos. A, B, D, E, F, and G were
admitted.

\ 1%r

The

Court

then

questioned

counsel

concerning

further

testimony at the hearing, informing counsel of the issues that it
found important for further testimony.

After such questioning

and comments by the Court, counsel for both parties asked that
the Court grant them a recess to discuss the issues herein.
Upon reconvening, counsel informed the Court that they had
reached a stipulation regarding the hearing issues.

The Court

then heard the stipulation and entered the following order:
1.

The temporary restraining order is hereby dissolved;

2.
On October 28, 2004, representatives of all parcies
will meet at the present facility of Sky Enterprise, LLC, to
inventory the assets of Sky Enterprises. Ariy disagreement between
the parties concerning which assets are the assets of Sky
Enterprises will be resolved by including them in the inventory or
by seeking a resolution of the dispute with the Court.
Upon
completion of an inventory of the assets of Sky Enterprise, a copy
of such inventory will be filed with the Court. No asset of Sky

Register No. CV-2004-0004501-OC
MINUTE ENTRY & ORDER
Page 3

Enterprise may be removed from this facility without the mutual
agreement of all parties (until a Fifth Member of the Management
Board has been selected);
3.
At this time, Jerry Lee Losee, JoCarol Losee, William
F. Rigby, and Ronald R. Warnecke are Board Members of che
Management Board of Sky Enterprise. By November 10, 2004, the
parties will provide to each other the name, address, telephone
number, and credentials of a person, which that party desires to
be named as the Fifth Member of such Board. The parties will then
jointly select a mutually acceptable person to the Managemenk
Board.
If the parties are unable to agree on such person, the
parties may petition the Court to select that person, to serve
until this lawsuit is dismissed;

4.
A bank account will be created at Ireland Bank on
behalf of Sky Enterprise, LLC.
All of the proceeds of any
business (sales or otherwise) by any party on behalf of Sky
Enterprise will be deposited in that account. Money will only be
dis~ributed from the account after agreement of counsel for all
parties;

5.
Each party will inform the other when they are going to
enter the premises for any reason. However, the premises will
only be accessed by Rigby, Warnecke, and/or their agents durinq
daylight hours on weekdays;
6.
It is anticipated that all parties will be selling 'the
present inventory of Sky Enterprise. All parties will provide an
accounting and notice to the other party of such sales efforts and
the results of such efforts;

IT IS SO ORDERED.

Register No. CV-2004-0004501-OC
MINUTE ENTRY & ORDER
Page 4

//P

DATED October 28, 2004.

Copies to:
Mark J. Miller
Lowell N. Hawkes

Register No. CV-2004-0004501-OC
MINUTE ENTRY & ORDER
Page 5
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EXHIBIT 4
Excerpts of Transcript of 2/01/05 Hearing

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
an
Idaho limited liability
company,
S K Y ENTERPRISE, LLC,

Plaintiff,
VS.

JERRY LOSEE and JOCAROL
LOSEE, husband a n d w i f e ,

Defendants,

)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. C V - 0 4 - 0 0 0 4 5 0 1 - O C

TRANSCRIPT
OF
2/01/05 HEARING

)

1
1
)

CITY OF POCATELLO, COUNTY OF BANNOCK,

IDAHO

OSC ' h e a r i n g h e l d on t h e 1st day of February, 2005,
b e f o r e t h e HONORABLE N. Randy S m i t h .
APPEARANCES :

MARK 3. MILLER, of the firm of P i k e
a n d S m i t h , appeared f o r and i n b e h a l f
of t h e P l a i n t i f f S k y E n t e r p r i s e , LLC.

N. HAWKES, A t t o r n e y a t Law,
appeared for and in behalf of the
Defendants J e r r y Losee and SoCarol
Lasee, h u s b a n d and w i f e .
LOWELL

All p a r t i e s were present in the
Courtroom, along with counsel, during
the whole of t h e p r o c e e d i n g s .
:

WHEREUPON, t h e f o l l o w i n g p r o c e e d i n g s
were had and the f o l l o w i n g t e s t i m o n y
t a k e n a n d entered as of record.
LINDA M. LARSEN, TRANSCRIBER

EXHIBIT

has?

HILLER: She

Why didn't you provide them?

JQCAROL LOSEE: Because 1 didn't

t r u s t your

clients.
MILLER: Well, my clients didn't ask for them
JOCAROL LOSEE: Well

MILLER:

-

-

-

~ r i s t ydid.

JOCAROL LOSEE:

I know that -

MILLER: Why didn't you give provide them to

Kristy?
JOCAROL LOSEE:

- but i f she gives ehem ta you

guys, your g u y s , this is o u r c o n t a c t s , this i s what

we've worked for.
MILLER: That's

fine.

Why didn't

you provide

them to Kristy with that notation?
JOCAROL LOSEE: Because she is required to give

it to you guys ,
MILLER: So you were keeping secrets from your
counsel, is t h a t correct?
JOCARQL LOSEE: Yes, and I was s t u p i d f o r doing

that.
MILLER: Why did you tell John Rigby that you

did not have any invoices for the product that had been

shipped?
JOCAROL LOSEE: Because it, he wasn't the

attorney.

Transcript of 2/1/05 Hearing

123

Page 92

f

1

MILLER: B u t you did tell h i m t h a t ?

2

JOCAROL LOSEE: Y e s .

3

MILLER: You told

4

JOCAROL LQSEE: Y e s .

5

MILLER:

6
7

8

9

him t h e r e was no paperwork?

What did you do w i t h t h e filings, when

you received it, say from Redneck T r a i l e r s ?
JOCAROL LOSEE: I d i d n ' t get anything f r o m

Redneck Trailers.
MILLER: Okay, how about Truck and Thunder' s?

10

SOCAROL LOSEE: They came in my name so 1 could

I1

be reimbursed for the postage that I had to pay t o send

12 them o u t on.
13

MILLER: And well, t h a t brings up t w o

First, let's Look at the

14

interesting questions,

15

invoices. D o you have th'ose i n f r o n t of you?

16

JOCAROL LOSEE: Y e s .

17

MILLER: Their invoiced i n your name?

18

JOCAROL LOSEE: Y e s .

3-9

MILLER: How does that come about?

20

JOCAROL LOSEE: Because I wrote them out i n m y

21 name so they would write them in our name so they would
22

write the check out in my name so I would get

23

reimbursed f o r t h e postage.
For t h e postage?

24

MILLER:

25

JOCAROL LOSEE: Yes.

Transcript of 2/1/05 Hearing

I was told 1 had to take

127

Page 9 3

MILLER: Okay, s o you drove t o S a l t Lake and

1
2

handed h i m cash?

JOCAROL LOSEE: Yes, because he had only twenty

3
4

d o l l a r s i n h i s pocket.

5

MILLER: Can you p u t a date on t h a t ?

6

JOCAROL LOSEE: I was a couple

7

t h a t he was down there.

8

MILLER: A n d you went

9

JQCAROL LOSEE: Yes.

down?

MILLER: Would your bank account reflect t h i s

10
11

of weeks ago

withdrawal?
JOCAROL LOSEE: No, because I

12

13

w i t h d r a w a l i n there.

14

had sold

bur

I paid h i m

motorcycle.

didn't have that

for t h e money t h a t w e

W e s o l d one of J e r r y ' s

15 motorcycles that he had.
16
s

MILLER: Okay.

You testified p r e v i o u s l y t h a t

17 you have g o t t e n checks payable t o you 18

JOCAROL LOSEE: Yes.

19

MILLER: - f o r t h e sale of units to such p l a c e s

20

a s Brass

Sales and o t h e r s ?

21

SOCAROL LOSEE: Y e s .

22

MILLER: What d i d you do w i t h t h o s e funds when

23

you received them?
JOCARQL LOSEE: Put

24

25

zhem in my checking

account.

T r a n s c r i p t of 2/1/05 Hearing

P a g e 109

MILLER: In your checking account?

JOCAROL LOSEE: Yes.
M I L L E R : What

happened to those funds after

that?
JOCAROL LOSEE: They were used f o r our personal
use s o

I could MILLER: Okay.

JOCAROL LOSEE:.

- so'?

could put food on the

-

table for m y children.
MILLER: Okay.

So really, t h e thousand dollars

you used t o pay M r . Abernathy, t h a t w a s n o t proceeds

from t h e s a l e of u n i t s ?
JOCAROL LOSEE: No.

MTLLER: Okay.

Is this check'from Petrie

Distributing good, do yo; know?
JOCAROL LOSEE: Yes, I ' m sure it i s .

I haven't

dropped it s o I don't know if it will bounce.

MILLER: You testified that after my office

s a i d no, we're not going to Let you ship anymore

without invoices, you kind of f o l d e d u p .

What are your

plans now?
JQCAROL LOSEE: Well, I ' d have to g e t some
pricing to Summit Racing.
MILLER: Okay.
JOCAROL LOSEE: And I ' m waiting f o r the

Transcript of

2/1/05 Bearing
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Losees are in violation of this.

Each party will

inform the other when they are going to enter the
premises for any reason.

of t h a t .

The Losees are in vialation

All the p a r t i e s will be selling present

inventory, all the parties will provide an accounting
and notice to the other party of such efforts. The
Losees are in violation.

Therefore, the Losees are i n

violation of the order t h a t - - 1 put together. Now, I am
trying to run a business with two interests, both

"ying

to make them get together and do things

~ogethex,rather than one just doing what they wanted
:o do, and trying to put together some skeleton way to

oake that happen. Of the skeleton things that I did in
> r d e r to try to make that happen, the Losees were in

r i o l a t i o n of most of those. And then, when I f i n d out
?hat happened to t h e money, then that even makes me

lore worried.

So, I have at least seven units for

rhich they were given w a y , w i t h no permission.

I have

ianey from other units that was distributed, put in
heir own packet and spent f o r their own groceries,
itc.

.

1 can't, I can't have a business run like that.

o, it seems to me that, going back to why I ' m here

oday, which is an order to show cause, it seems to me
hat the cause has not been shown, The cause, the
rder was that they were t o show cause .why I should not.

c a n s c r i p t o f 2/1/05 Hearing

P a g e 122

enter an order appointing Fugleberg as the fifth

1

2 1 member,

enforcing a mediation agreement, r a t i f y i n g all

previous v o t e s during t h e meeting, holding JoCarol

3

I

.Losee and/or M r . Jerry Losee in violation, in contempt

1I

5

H
N

for violating.

6 contempt, But what I am going to do, I think cause .has
7

8

I

Frankly, I'm not going to hold them in

shown why I shouldn't enter an order.

So, I'm going to

e n t e r an order. As I understand it, Mr. Hawkes, you

I

I

have an inventory of all the assets of Sky Enterprise.

9

1

10

H

HAWKES: It's an understanding t h a t i t ' s a

11 j o i n t inventory.

I

COURT: ~ i g h t . And you also have that?
MILLER: Y e s , Yaur Honor.

14

COURT: And o t h e r than what Mr. Losee and Mrs.

15

Losee have told today, thAt other than the units which

16

have been taken, e i t h e r sold or given away, that

17

inventory is still the i n v e n t o r y , based on the evidence

I have i n front of me.

18

So, at this point, it seems to

i

19

me that Mr. Hawkes has ample information to protect his

20

clients and ample information to go forward. So, if in

21

fact he loses assets in this situation and therefore,

22

I'm entering an order that the,'fouwant of a b e t t e r

23

name, t h a t t h e fifty percent of the enterprise which is

24

n o t the Losees will now have possession of the entire

25

inventory, and will have the p e r m i s s i o n of t h i s C o u r t

Transcript of 2/1/05 Nearjng
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EXHIBIT 5
Minute Entry and Order Dated February 2,2005

IN

THE DISTRICT CO.CRT OF THE SIXTH JLJDICIFJI DISTRICT OF THE

R e g i s k e z X u . ~2%'-2004-01304501-QC
S K Y ENTERPRISE, LLC, a n Idaho
l i m i t e d liability company,

JXRRY .LOSEE and 30CAROL LOSEE,
husband .and w i f e ,

Defendant.

On

January

24,

2005,

'

1

i
i
1
1
1
1

6i O R D ~

the C o u r t . issued an O r d e r

Cause to the t w o defendants "ca apperir before

cause,

Orr

January

31, 2 0 0 5 ,

.'a

SShw

the C9ur.t and show

why the Caurt should n o t e n t E r an

order appcinting a f i f t h member of t h e Board of Managers of Sky
Enterprise, snfcrcing the m e d i a t i o n agreemen2 of the members of
I

Sky

Enterprises, ratifyiaq a1 p r e v i o u s

v o r ~ sand d e c i s i o n s

the B c a r d of Xanagers, znd h ~ l d i n yt h e m i n contempt.

of

Cn J a E . u a 1 ~

I

I

R e g i s t e r CV-2004-0004501-CC
F1NCiTI.Z ZNTEY & GRDER
Page 2.

[
S
I
EXHIBIT

31,

2005,

counsel agreed t o c o n t i n u e t h e h e a r i n g u n t i l t o d a y ,

February 1, 2005, a t t h e r e q u e s t o f t h e Court.
hearing f o r the P l a i n t i f F a t
Pike

&

Sn&th

Appearing a t nhe

t h e h e a r i n g was Mazk J. M i l l e r of

!?.A. Appearing w i t h t h e Defendants was Lowell

Hawkes of Lowell N.

N.

Hawkes, C h a r t e r e d .

P r i o r t o t h e hearing,

t h e Couxt r e c e i v e d and reviewed t h e

A p p l i c a t i o n f o r a n Order t o Show Cause, t h e A f f i d a v i t o f Mark J.
Miller,

t h e R f f i d a v i t o f Gary1 'Snyder, and t h e A f f i d a v i t of John

Rigby.

A t t h e time o f t h e hearing,

notice

to

the

Court

and

opposing

t h e Defendants had n o t gi-ren
counsel

of

any

intent

to

produce testimony o r evidence.

A t t i e hearing,
,

t;.
L

r
$

~.~

suggested

that t h e

t h e Court f i r s t heard from M r .
Qefendhnts i n t e n d e d t o

Hawkes.

show c a u s e

why

He
the

o r d e r s h o u l ? not b e e n t e r e d by producing t e s t i m o n y and by o f f e r

qf

proof.

objection

Mr.

Miller

objecred.

The

and i n s t e a d informed i$r. M i l l e r

Court

overruled

t h a t he would

the
allow

him t o p r e s e n t evidence a t m o t h e r t h e i f n e c e s s a r y .

r

Iiahikes t h e n c a l l e d Defendant,

A f t e r b e i n g sworn,

Mr.

Losee t e s t i f i e d

During' h i s testimony, 4 .

8, 9,

teS$ifv.

Sawkes

then

called

and was cross-examined.

.

~&ibits

.

Defendant,

JoCaroi

A f t e r b e i n g sworn, M r s . l o s e e t e s t i f i e d

R e g i s t e r CV-2034-0004502-OC
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t o tesrify.

Sawkes p r e s e n t e d Defendants'

1 0 , and 11 t o t h e C o u r t . .
Mr.

J e r r y Losee,

Losee,

to

,was c r o s s -

examined.
Defendants'

During

her

testimony,

Mr.

E x h i b i t s 1 3 and 1 4 t o t h e Court.

Hawkes

presented

For some r e a s o n ,

E x h i b i t 1 2 was skipped i n numbering t h e e x h i b i t s .
Mr.

HawKes t h e n p r e s e n t e d an o f f e r of proof t o r h e Courc a s

to other issues.
Mr.

Miller

recalled Ms.

The Defendants t h e n r e s t e d .
then presented

Losee f o r

argument

f o r the

f u r t h e r testimony.

Plaintiff

The P l a i n t i f f

and
then

rested.
The Court t h e n h e a r d argument from c o u n s e i f o r t h e p a r t i e s
and' r u l e d a s f o l l o w s :

.."1.

1.
N e i t h e r t h e P l a i n t i f f n o r t h e Defendants have g i v e n
$he Court a copy of t h e i n v e n t o r ? o f t h e a s s e t s of
Sky
Ente-qrise,
A .copy of such i n v e n t o r y w i l l be p r o v i d e d t o t h e
Court by February 8 , 2005;

I :

''

,

.j

2.
The Defendants have v i o l a t e d p a r a g r a p h s . 3 , 4 ,
of t h e C o u r t ' s October 28, 2004 Minute Entry and Order;

5 and 6

3.
The Courr COXETRMS t h e t i t l e of t h e a s s e t s i n t h e Sky
E n t e r p r i s e i n v e n t o r y of a s s e t s ( a s performed and agreed t o by
the p a r t i e s ,
i n accordance with paragraph 2 o f t h e C o u r t ' s
October 28, 2001! Minute Entry and Order) i n t h e P l a i n t i f f ;

4.
The Court GA)SMTS inunediate p o s s e s s i o n o f a l l of Sky
E n t e r p r i s e a s s e t s ( l i s t e d on ' t h e i n v e n t o r y ) and t h e b u i l d i n g
Sky E n t e r p r i s e ) t o t h e r e p r e s e n t a t i v e s of
the
(owned by
rapresented
herein
by
Mr..
Miller
(hereinafter
Plaintiff,
r e f e r r e d t o a s t h e I n v e s t o r , becausa t h a t was t h e i r t i t l e i n t h e
Operating ~ ~ r e e r n e n;t )
5.
The Court GZ&NTS t h e I n v e s t o r t h e a u t h o r i t > ! t o o p e r a t f
Sky E n t e r p r i s e .
I n v e s t o r w i l l however p r o v i d e t h e Defendants
2005)
income
( e v e r y two weeks;
beginning o n February i 5 ,
s t a t s m e n t s and t h o s e g e n e r a l j o u r a a l e n t r i e s , r e f l e c t i z g t h e
b u s i n e s s of Sky E n t e r p r i s e d u r i n g t h e p r e c e d i n g two-week p e r i n d ;

R e g i s t e r CT7-2004-0004501-0C
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2.

6.
The Court a l s o PROEIBTTS t h e I n v e s t o r . from i n c u r r i n g
any d e b t on b e h a l f 02 Sky E n t e r p r i s e , w i t h o u t t h e w r i t t e n ,
p e r m i s s i o n o f t h e Defendants and/or t h e Court.
T h i s o r d e r is
made. t o p r o h i b i t t h e P l a i n t i f f from f u r t h e r encumbering t h e
Defendants' p e r s o n a l a s s e t s with Sky ' E n t e r p r i s e d e b t ;
7.
The .Defendants c a n n o t
enter
the
Sky
Enterprise
investor.
-building, without
t h e w r i t t e n permission. o f , t h e
However, t h e I n v e s t o r w i l l a l l o w t h e Defendants t o r e m o v e ' t h e i r
P e r s o n a l p r o p e r t y ( a r y p r o p e r t y n o t l i s t e d on t h e Sky E n t e r p r i s e
i n v e n t o r y o f a s s e t s ) from t h e Sky E n t e r p r i s e b u i l d i n g a t a time
m u t u a l l y c o n v e n i e n t t o both p a r t i e s .

A f t e r t i e . h e a r i n g and p r i o r t o i s s u i n g t h ' i s writZen o r d s r ,
t h e Court r e c e i ~ ~ ead February 2 ,
a responding l e t t e r from M r .

Miller.

i f Elr.

t h e Court f i n d s t h a t ,

2 0 0 5 l e t t e r from M r .

Hawkes and

After f u r t h e r xeflection,

Rigby went t o t h e

Sky E n t e r p r i s e

b u i l d i n g w i t h a locksmith a t n i g h t , t h a t a c t i o n was ill ad-uised
by M i l l e r and t h a I n v e z t s r without a t l e a s t a d v i s i n g c,>unsel f o r

,

fi 1';)

.

the

Defendants

of

such a c t i o n s .

The

Court

understands

their

i

desire
they

now

further
than

not

to

ha-re

l o s e any p r o p e r t y
an

inventory

complicating

protecting

chis

their

of

from

the

building.

assets

and

instead

already

assets)

.

complicated
Therefore,

However,
seem t o

matter
the

be

(rather

Court

adds

f u r t h e r t e r m s and c o n d i t i o n s t o t h i s s r d e r :
8.
The I n v e s t o r will a c c e s s t h e Sky E n t e r p r i s e b u i l d i n g
( l o c a t e d on t h e Defendants' r e a l p r o p e r t y ! o n l y d u r i n g h o u r s
f r o n 8:00 a.m. t o 6:00 p.m., wi:h twenty-four hour p r i o r n o i i c e
t o t h e Defendants;
9.
personal

The
Qefendants w i l L
p r c p e r t y from t h e s k y

R e g i s c e r CV-2004-0004501-OC
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be allowed
to
remove t h e i r
E~ter-,rise building a t a t h e

/33

mutually convenienr
Defendants.

to

both

parties

I T I S SO ORDERED.
DATED

February 2 , 2005

Copies to:
Mark J. Miller
Lowell A. Hawkes
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ar

no

cost

to

rhe

EXHIBIT 6
Minute Entry and Order Dated March 2,2005

TN THE DISTXiCT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK

S K Y ENTERPRISE, LLC: an Idaho
limited l i a b i l i t y co,.tpany,

)
)

1
1

Plaintiff,
-VS-

1

J E R R Y LOSEE and JOCAROL

i
)

MINUTE ENTRY & ORDER

SOSEE, husband and wife,
\

Defendants.

-

1
1
)

The Defendants' Motion for E x - p a r t e
Court

for

previously

hearing

filed

on

this

Motion

1, 2 0 0 5 .
cn

February

regarding the issues t 5 e r e i n .

Defendants

The
28,

th'e Coure then c o n t a c t &

r e c e i v i n g the Maticri,

parties

March

Order came before zhe

After

2005.

counsel

had
Upon

~ G Lboth

contact w i t h both

counsel, the C o u r t then (I) DEWIED the Motion; ( 2 ) ser. today as
-

a h e a r i n g date f a r t h e issue cf whether Sky ~ n t e r p r i s eproperty

could be removed

1

0

Register CV-04-4501-OC
MINUTE ENTgY & ORDER

P a ~ e1

the S k y Enterpxise b u F J _ d i n g i

La-rz

Hct

Springs,

Idaho;

Plaintiff

that

a n d ( 3 ) r e c e i v e d a s s u r a n c e from c o u n s e l f o r t h e
no

property

would

be

for

the

removed

prior

to

the

hearing.
Appearing
M i l l e r of

Pike

at

the

Smith P.A.

&

~ e w i so f Lowell N .
Court

had

from M r .

and

Lowell Hawkes,

Plaintiff

Marl:

was

J.

and f o r t h e D e f e n d a n t s was Ryan S .

Hawkes, c h a r t e r e d .

received

and t h e O r d e r .

hearing

reviewed

the

t h e Motion,

The P l a i n t i f f

Prior t o t h e hearing, t h e
February

28,

t h e Affidavxt

had n o t

2005
of

letter

Counsel,

f i l e d any d o c u m e n t z t i o n

regarding t h e i s s u e t o be ciscussed a t che hearing.
A t t h e hearing,

t h e C o u r t h e a r d t h e r e s p e c t i v e arguments o f

c o u n s e l and r u l e d a s f o l l o w s .
*.

* .'
,
i

8

1.
Thz C o u r t ' s F e b r u a r y 2, 2005 Minute E n t r y and Order
d o e s n o t f o r b i d Sky E n t e r p r i s e p r > p e r t y fxom b e i n g removed from
t h e Sky E n t e r p r i s e b u i l d i n g , and t h e C o u r t , f i n d s no r e a s o n t o
change s u c h o r d e r .
The C o u r t and t h e p a r t i e s h a v e a s t i p u l a t e d
i n v e n t o r y o f Sky E n t e r p r i s e a s s e t s , p r e s e n t l y l o c a t e d i n t h a t
building.
The d e c i s i c i n w h e t h e r t o u s e t h a t b u i l d i n g i n t h e
b u s i n e s s ' o f Sky E n t e r p r i s e i s a b u s i n e s s d e c i s i o n t o be made by
, t h o s e o p e r a t i n g Sky E n t e r p r i s e ;

2.
The C o u r t h a s p r e v i o u s l y a l l o w e d t h e S e t e n d a n t s t o
remove t h e i r p r o p e r t y from t h e Sky E n t e r p r i s e b u i l d i n g .
Sky
E n t e r p r i s e may n o t remove any o f t h e D e f e n d a n t s '
remaining
p r o p e r t y ( i f a n y ) from t h e buildin..

TT

I S SO ORDERED.

R e g i s t e r CV-04-4501-OC
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DATEC M a r c h

I, 2005

District J u d ~ e
Copies to:
M a r k J. M i l l e r
L o w e l l N. S a w k e s
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E.W. Pilce (ISB #65O)
E. W. PIKE& ASSOCLAITES,P.A.
15 1 N. Ridge Ave., Suite 210
P.O. Box 2949
Idaho Falls, ID 83403-2949
Telephone: 208/528-6444
Telefax:
208/528-6447
Attorneys for Defendants

rb
.i"
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IN THE DISTFUCT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK

JERRY LOSEE and 3OCAROL LOSEE,
husbmd and wife, md as Members and
Employees of Sky Enterprise, LLC, an
Idaho Limited Liability Company,

THE IDAHO COMPANY, an Idaho
Corporation, SKY ENTERPRISES, LLC,
an Idaho Limited Liability Company, and
WILLIAM F. RIGBY, individually,

CASE NO: CV-06-908-OC

DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO ALTER OR
AMEND JUDGMENT OR, IN THE
ALTERNATIVE, FOR
RE,CONSII)ERATXON

Defendants and Counterclaimants, jointly and severally ("Defendants"), move the Court,
pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 59(e), to alter or amend the partial summary judgment

entered herein. In the afternative, Defendants move for reconsideration of said entry of partial

1 -DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND JUDGMENT OR, IN THE ALTEMATIVE, FOR
RECONSIDERATION
-293-

139

0

summary judgment pursuant to I.R.C.P. 1l(a)(2)(B). This motion is made and based upon the
papers and pleadings on file with the Court, and is supported by the Brief in Support of
Defendants' Motion to Alter or Amend Judgment, or, in the Alternative, for Reconsideration
filed contemporaneously herewith.
Oral argument is requested.
DATED:

P,

y

November 19,2007.

-1
.-.

\d L

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I caused to be served a trueand correct copy of the foregoing, to the
following, by the indicated method on this @ e m b e r ,

2007, by U.S. mail, hand

delivery or facsimile, with the necessary postage affixed thereto.

J

Niclc L. Nielson
120 North 12" Ave., Suite 7
Pocatello, ID 83205-6159

[ ] U.S. Mail
[ 1 Fax
[ ] Hand Delivered

Craig R. Jorgensen
Attorney at Law
1246 Yellowstone - Suite A 4
PO Box 4904
Pocatello, ID 83205-4904

[gj
U.S. Mail
[ 1 Fax
[ ] Hand Delivered

::B-".
....>,". ,

2 -DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND JUDGMENT OR, IN THE ALTERNATIVE, FOR
RECONSIDERATION
-294-

E.W. Pike (ISB #650)
E. W. PIKE& ASSOCIATES, P.A.
15 1 N. Ridge Ave., Suite 210
P.O. Box 2949
Idaho Fails, XD 83403-2949
Telephane: 2081528-6444
Telefax:
208/528-6447
Attorneys for Defendants

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OR IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
1\ Lk'

JERRY LOSEE and JOCAROL LOSEE,
husband and wife, and as Members and
Employees of Sky Enterprise, LLC, an
Idaho Limited Liability Company,

)

1
1
1
1

CASE NO: CV-06-908-OC

)
)

THE IDAHO COMPANY, an Idaho
Corporation, SKY ENTERPRISES, LLC,
an Idalio Limited Liability Company, and
WILLIAM F. NGBY, individually,

BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS'
MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND
1
JUDGMENT
OR,IN THE ALTERNATIVE,
)
1
FOR RECONSIDERATION

1 .
1
)

1
Defendants and Counterclaimants,jointly and severally ("'Defendants"), submit the
following memorandum in support of their Motion to Alter or Amend Judgment, or in the
Alternative, for Reconsideration on file herein. Defendants also refer the Court to their

1 -BRIEF TN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND JUDGMENT OR, IN THE
ALTERNATIVE, FOR RECONSIDERATION

f2i
D
,
**w

Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment previously
filed.

1. POINTS AND AUTHORITIES
A.

Motion to Alter or Amend Judgment.

Rule 59(e) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure permits a motion to alter or amend a
judgment to be served not later than fourteen days after entry of the judgment. This Rule
provides a trial court with a mechanism to correct legal and factual errors occurring in
proceedings before it, and can be utilized as a means to circumvent an appeal.' In this case, that
is particularly appropriate, since the Court granted Rule 54(b) certification to the partial

summary judgment it entered, It is not in the best interest of any of the parties, particularly
Plaintiffs, to delay determination of this matter on the merits while an appeal is pursued if the
'

Z

4"

matter can be corrected by this Court.
In granting partial summary judgment, the Court apparently relied upon the following
facts asserted by Plaintiffs, each of which is disputed by Defendants:

DISPUTED FACT NO. 1: Defendant Idaho Company agreed to purchase its
membership interest in Sky Enterprises, LLC, for $135,000 cash.
Defendants did not agree to provide cash to purchase its membership interest in Slcy
Enterprises, and the contract between the parties did not require that they do so. The
Membership Purchase Agreement, signed by all parties, provides, at Section 2: "lt is
understood that the Investor's Capital Contribution may be in the form of assistance with
obtaining an operating credit Xine for Sky Enterprises, L.L.C."' Defendants' position is

further supported by testimony given by Plaintiff JoCarol Losee, under aath, in a previous legal
Slaathaug v. Allstate Ins. Co., 132 Idaho 705,707 979 P.2d 107, 109 (1999).
2See Complaint, Exhibit "A."

LJa
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k F X

proceeding, Bannock County Case No. CV-04-450 1-OC, wherein she testified she understood
the $135,000 was a loan which would have to be repaid.3

The obligation to repay the initial $13 5,000 did not fall on the Losees personaIly;
rather
&-++--

r: -

Sky Enterprises was obligated to pay Idaho Cornpany from future profits. A11 parties'agreed to
this contractual provision. While at first glance it may not appear that Idaho Company was
risking anything, or paying anything for its one-half interest in the limited liability company, it is
important to remember that this was a high-risk venture, and the Losees agreed to the terms. It is

fair to assume that Mr. and Mrs. Losee had been unable to secure financing elsewhere, and that
they were unable to proceed without financial backing. Finally, it is important to remember that
to date, Idaho Company has not bee11 repaid any part of its investment, which now totals well
over $300,000. Under Idaho law, competent adults are free to enter into contracts and to
i

*

negotiate terms among themselves. For the Court to second-guess those negotiations, and to do

7

so in the coiitext of summary judgment, is contrary to well-established principles of Idaho law.

DISPUTED FACT NO. 2: Defendant never paid the consideration for the purchase
o f its membership interest.
Defendant Idaho Company did provide financing, in the mount of $135,000, as agreed
to by all parties. Plaintiff JoCarol Lasee admitted, under oath, that the $135,000 was received
and expended by Sky Enterprises during the time the Losees were in charge of managing the
bu~iness.~
In addition, WiIli5t.m F. Rigby's affidavit states: '"daho Company fulfilfed its

'See Transcript of 10/27/04 Hearing in Bannock County Case No. CV-04-4501 -OC, cited

portions of which were annexed to Defendants' Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs'
Motion for Summary Judgment as "Exhibit 1") ('"xhibit 1 to Memorandum"), pp. 54-55.
4Exhibit I to Memorandum, pp. 86-88.

Y3
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obligation to Sky under the Membership Purchase Agreement by providing an operating line of
credit to Sky in the sum of $135,000,"'

DISPUTED FACT NO. 3: Defendants forced the Plaintiffs to sign a Promissory
Note and Deed of Trust, encumbering the Plaintiffs' personal residence. Plaintiffs did nut
understand they had personal liability for the loans, and it was unfair that they should be
personally liable.
Plaintiffs came to Defendant Idaho Company in the spring of 2004 to request additional
funding, Defendants did not go to PXaintiffs."~~ fact, Plaintiffs requested that the original credit
line of $ f 35,000 be nearly doubled, JoCarol Losee testified she was aware that the Losees were
pledging their personal residence as security for the debt7
In the context of evaluating Plaintiffs' claim, it is important to remember that a good
portion of the funds expended were utiIized to construct a garage/shop building on Plaintiffs9

''"

property, which they retain. The building is substantial, and increases the value of Plaintiffs'
property. It is d s o important to remember that Defendants' Counterclaim, on fils herein,
together with William F. Rigby's affidavit, allege significant improprieties on the part of tlie
Plaintiffs, including fraud, diversion of Sky funds for their own use and benefit, and
mismanagement of company funds. This Court has not heard testimony and evidence regarding
these matters, nor has it had an opportunity to fairIy evaluate the claims and counterclaims of the
parties or to determine the credibility of witnesses. Summav judgment, where disputed facts
exist, is not the proper forum to make such evaluations.

'Affidavit of William F. Rigby in Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motian for Partial Summary
Judgment, p. 2 , 1 3 .

7Exhibit 1 to Memorandum, pp. 86-88, p. 55,Il. 11-19, p. 56,ll. 4-25, p. 57,ll. 11-14.

/*Y
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The additional funding provided by Defendant Idaho Company constituted consideration
for the Promissory Note and Deed of Trust under any standard, and was a modification to the
original contracts between the parties. The Idaho Supreme Court has held that "the doing by one
of the parties of something that he is not legally bound to do constitutes consideration for the
other's promise to modify the terms of the original agreement."' Under the terms of the original
agreements between the parties, Idaho Company wasobliged to finance only $135,000 of Sky
\
..
-expenses. The L
~
r not obliged
e
to repay that amount. However, as JoCarol Losee

--

.

(

testified, there came a time when $135,000 was not enough. She also testified that the
Presumably, part of the reason the Losees agreed
garagelshop came to be an expensive fa~ility.~
to sign the Promissory Note and Deed of Trust was so that the garagelshop could be finished,
thereby enhancing the value of their property. Again, these are matters to be presented and
i

ua

evaluated at trial, so that factual questions can be fully explored and resolved. They are not
matters that are ripe for summary judgment at this stage of the proceedings.

-_
-

.-

It is undisputed that the Losees agreed, in writing, to be personally responsible for funds
r--

-

advanced by Idaho Company in exchange for Idaho Company advancing substantial additional

.---

-.-

funds. It is important to remember that the additional funds were granted after Idaho Company

--

became aware of serious mismanagement of Sky by the Losees. Defendants submit that the
evidence at trial will show that Idaho Company was reluctant to commit additional funds, and
was having second thoughts as to the viability of Sky, Idaho Company had received reports that
Sky was being mismanaged by the Losees at this juncture, and were understandably concerned

'Great Plains Equip., Inc. v. Northwest Pipeline Coup., 132 Idaho 754,769,979 P.2d
627, 642 (1998).
'Exhibit 1 to Memorandum, pp. 86-88.
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about advancing additional money." Idaho Company wiil submit testimony that it would not
have advanced the finds, absent 'the grant of security by the Losees. Idaho Company tool. a
considerable risk in advancing tlze additional funds, a reasonable person could certainly find that
it was pa3 of the bargain, and fair, that the Losees take some risk also.
The July 2004 agreements meet all of the tests for mutuality of obligation. It is a wellestablished principle of contract law that "contracts do not necessarily give identical rights to all
parties. That is part of the bargaining process."" Whether or not this Court, with the scant
evidence before it, believes the July 2004 agreements were fair or unfair, or were a good OK bad

bargain for the Losees, caimot be grounds for a grant of summary judgment, given the enorinity
of the disputed facts in this case.

DISPUTED FACT NO. 4: The Deed of Trust and Promissary Note were either void
or voidable, and lacked consideration.
As argued supra, the advance of an additional $126,000 constituted consideration for the
Deed of Trust and Promissory Note. The Idaho Courts have held "adequacy of consideration to

be a matter exclusively for the decision of the par tie^."'^ In this case, tbe Losees agreed, at the
time they signed the Promissory Note and Deed of Trust, that the consideration was adequate.
They accepted the consideration?and expended it, in part for their own benefit." They now seek

loRigbyAffid., Exhibit C.

'lDoughty v. Idaho Frozen Foods Corp., 112 Idaho 79 1,794,736 P.2d 460,463 (Ct.
App. 1987).
"Id., 1 12 Idaho at 463.

addition to the garage/shop building, they have retained a motor vehicle and bedrooin
set purchased with Sky funds. They also have admitted to diverting Sky funds to pay their o w
personal household bills and expenses.

/Lz(b
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to repudiate the contract; however, they have not tendered back the consideration they received,
nor have they repaid either Sky or Idaho Company for funds they utilized for their own benefit.
Plaintiffs have not argued that their contract with Defendants was illegal, that it was
illusory, or that it violated public policy. Indeed, they cannot do so, because such clearly is not
the case. Because this theory was not presented to the Court until oral argument, it is difficult to
determine Plaintiffs' basis for the c"laim, or what the Court relied upon in making its ruling from
the bench. The Idaho Court of Appeals has stated that "[olnly in special circumstances may a
court of equity set aside contracts kirly and freely negotiated."'"ertainly

this Court is without

sufficient testimony and evidence to make that determination at this juncture. This case is rife
\ G,?

with factual disputes which cannot be resolved without a trial on the merits.

DlSPUTED FACT NO. 5: Plaintiffs were told the Deed of Trust wouldnot be
recorded.
This contention by the Losees is directly contradicted by testimony of William F. Rigby
in his affidavit. Mr. Rigby testified that he explained the purpose of the Deed of Trust was to
secure the Idaho Company loan, that he specifically informed them the Deed of Trust would be
recorded, and that it was, in fact recorded in Bannock County, and was a matter of public
record.I5

DISPUTED FACT NO. 6: The contract documents are contradictory.
Plaintiffs also pointed to ambiguities andor conflicting provisions in the contract
documents. In particular, they directed the Court's attention to a provision in the Operating
Agreement regarding debts incurred by Sly Enterprises, arguing that it negated the provisions of
the Membership Purchase Agreement. Defendants do not believe the documents contradict one

'4Hemheyv. Simpson, 111 Idaho 491,494,725 P.2d 196, 199 (Ct. App. 1986)
I5RigbyAffid., pp. 2-3,lT 9-12.
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,

another, or that Plaintiffs have properly interpreted the Operating Agreement. However, if a
conflict between the two documents exists, rendering either or both ambiguous, Idaho law is
clear:
When the language of a contract 3s clear and unmbiguous, its interpretation and
legal effect are questions of law. An unambiguous contract will be given its plain
meaning. The purpose of interpreting a contract is to determine the intent of the
contracting parties at the time the contract was entered. In determining the intent
of the parties, this Court must view the contract as a whole. Xf a contract is found
ambiguous, its interpretation is a question of fact. Whether a contract is
ambiguous is a question of law.'"

In this case, if the contracts in question are ambiguous, i. a subject to more than one
plausible interpretation, or self-contradictory, when construed together, then summary j udgment
cannot lie because a question of fact exists. The Court must then look to extrinsic evidence to'
determine the intent of the parties at the time the contracts were executed.I7

$4

B.

\

Motion for Reconsideration*

Rule 11(a)(2)(B) provides that a motion for reconsideration may be filed and served at
any time, but not later than fourteen (14) days after the entry of a find judgment. In the
alternative, and based upon tlie analysis of factual disputes set forth supra, Defendants
respectfully request that the Court reconsider its grant of partial sulnmary judgment to Plaintiffs.

C.

Summary Judgment Standard.

Summary judgment is only proper "if the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on fife,
together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact arid

'"~teumountain Eye and Laser Centers, PLLC v. Miller, 142 Idaho 218,222, 127 P.3d
121, 125 (2005) (internal citatioi-tsomitted).
I

17see,e.g. Kessler v. Tortoise Development, Inc., 130 Idaho 105, 107,937 P.2d 417,419
f 1997).
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that the moving pady is entitled to judgment as a matter of law."18 In this case, every fact upon
which Plaintiffs rely in requesting partial summary judgment is disputed. Defendants have,
as required, set forth specific, material facts showing there are genuine issues for trial. Plaintiffs,

on the other hand, have failed to carry their burden of proof. Plaii~tiffshave the burden of
establishing the lack of a genuine issue of material fact.'"o

meet this burden, Plaintiffs are

required to establish through evidence that no issue of material fact exists for each element of
Defendants' case.20 They have not done so.
In determining whether summaryjudgment should be granted, this Court is required,
under Idaho law, to liberally construe all facts in favor of Defendants, and to draw all reasonable
inferences from the facts in favor of defendant^.^' The record before the Court in this matter
contains conflicting inferences. Reasonable persons could reach differing conclusions from the
evidence presented. Under well-established Idaho law, summaryjudgment must therefore be
,

14

%

denied.22
11. CONCLUSION

Entry of summary judgment cannot be based upon the financial hardship of one of the
parties, or any other factor outside the record before the Court. Rather, it must be based on the

law, as articulated in the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and case law from the Idaho appellate

"Smith v. Meridian JointSch. Dist. No. 2, 128 Idaho 714,918 P.2d 583,588 (1996).

21SeeS. Gvmn Constv., Inc. v. City of Lewiston, 135 Idaho 281, 185, 16 P.3d 278, 282
(2000).

22~orf?zwest
BEC-Covp. v. I-lome Living Service, 136 Idaho 835,383; 4 1 P.3d 263,266
(2002).
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courts. Summary judgment cannot lie where materialfacts are in dispute. A Court, ruling on a
motion for summary judgment, cannot go "behind the scenes" and weigh the evidence or
determine credibility of witnesses.
Defendants are entitled to have the facts before the Court construed in the light most
favorable to them, as the nonmoving party. They are entitled to have all reasonable inferences
drawn in their favor. In other words, Defendants are entitled to have their version of tlie facts
believed, so long as reasonable minds could do so
Based upon the foregoing, Defendants respectfully request this Court to alter or amend
its judgment, or in the alternative, to reconsider said judgment granting partial summary

/=

judgment to Plaintiffs on their claim to quiet title.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this

day of November, 2007.

Attorneys for Defendants

L +-0
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I caused to be served a true and correct copy of the foregoing, to the
following, by the indicated method on t h i f E

day of November. 2007, by U.S. mail, hand

delivery or facsimile, with the necessary postage affixed thereto.
Nick L. Nielson
120,North 12" Ave., Suite 7
Pocatello, ID 83205-6159

[ b j ' ~ . Mail
~.
[ I Fax
[ ] Hand Delivered

Craig R. Jorgensen
Attorney at Law
1246 Yellowstone - Suite A4
PO Box 4904
Pocatello, ID 83205-4904

[dU.S. Mail
[ ] Pax
[ ] Hand Delivered
-.-.

- ....

E.W. Pike
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E.W. Pikc (ISB #650)
Erika Lessing (ISB #G797)
Xrrm 8 M x r m ~PA.
,
151. N.Ridge Ave., Suite 210
P.O. Box 2949
Idaho Falls, ID 83403-2949
Telephone: 20 8/5 2 8-6444
Telcfax:
208/528-6447
Attame ys far Defendants

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TB.E
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR rm COUNTY OF BANNOCK
.TERRY LOSFE and J'OCmOL LOSEE,
l~usbnndand wife, and as Members and
Einplayees of Sky Enterprise, LLC, tm
Idaho Lizxrired Liability Corn.pany

1
)

i

Sr~pren~e
Court DOG^^ NO. 34887

1

CASE NO: CV-06-908-OC

1
)

I

i
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THE IDAHO COMPANY, an Ida110
Corporation, SKY ENTERPRISES, LLC,
an Zddm Limited Liability Company, and.
WILLIAM P. RTGBY, individualiy,

APPELLANTS"QUEST
TO
SUPPLEMENT CLEIUOS RECORD

1
)

1
1

Defendants/Appella~~ts?
T11e Idaho Company, Sky Enterprises, LLC and William F
figby, pursuant to Ktde 28(c) of thc Idaho Appellate Rules, hereby request that the Clerk's
record be supplemented in the above-captioned appeal with the following docu1zients:
w

Affidavit of Willian F. Rigby in Opposition to Plair~tiffs'Motion fox Partial
S u ~ n ~ ~Judgmeitt,
~ary
filed 1 0/5/3007,with all attacl~edexhibits,

Memorandun in opposition to Plailztiffs' motion for pariial surn~l~uy
jr~dgrneor,
filed 10-5-2007, with all attached exhibits.

1 - REQUEST TO SUPPLEMENT CLEM'S RECORD
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Defendants' notion to Alter or Amend Judgm.d or .inthe Alternative, for

roconsideratiax.t,filed Novcmbel- 19,2007,
Q

Brief in s~lpportof Defendants' Motion to Alter or Amend Judgment or, ift the
Altern~tive,for re~onsideration,filed Noveinbcr I9, 2007, wit11 all attachecl
exhibits.

DATED this

I7

,

day of April, 2008.

$"'

Alan Johnston,/
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I ca~isedto be served a true a~idcorrect copy of the foregoing to the
following, by the indicated method on this

17 day of April, 2008, by t1.S. mail, ha~id

delivery or facsimile, with the necessary postage affixed thereto.
Nick L.Nielsoil
I20 North 12'" Ave., Suite 7
Pocatello, ID 83205-6159

[ ] U.S. Mail

Craig R. Joi-geiiseu
Attorney at Law
1246 Yellowstone - Suite A4
PO Box 4904
Pocatello. ID 83205-4904

[ ] U.S. Mail

fi

'm Fax

[ ] I-Iand Delivered
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TITLE OF COURT AND CAUSE:
CERTIFICATE OF CLERK TO
AUGMENTATION OF RECORD
Case No

I, DALE HATCH, the duly elected, qualified and acting Clerk of the District Court of the
Sixth Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Bannock, DO HEREBY
CERTIFY that the within and foregoing supplemental completed transcript on appeal contains
And constitutes a full, true and correct copy of all papers, records and files in said cause,
requested in Appellants' Request to Supplement Clerk's Record, to use on appeal to the
Supreme Court of the State of Idaho as follows, to-wit:

M ~ d a v iof
t William F. Rigby in Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion
for Partial Summary Judgment
Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment
Defendants' Motion to Alter or Amend Judgment or in the Alternative,
for Reconsideration
Brief in Support of Defendants' Motion to Alter or Amend Judgment
Or in the Alternative, for Reconsideration

I FWRTHER CERTIFY that the said supplemental completed transcript on appeal was
Compiled and bound under my direction and supervision as a full, tfue and correct supplemental
transcript of the matters and things therein contained.

CERTIFICAE OF CLERK TO
AUGMENTATION OF RECORD

INWITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of my
Office this the =day

of

Li\,\-Q
,2008.

\

Bannock County, State of Idaho

CERTIFICATE OF CLERK TO
AUGMENTATION OF RECORD

TITLE OF COURT AND CAUSE:
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE

Supreme Court Case No. 34887

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Bannock

)
)

1

I, DALE HATCH, Clerk of the District Court of the Sixth Judicial District, of

the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Bannock, do hereby certify that the above
and foregoing Supplemental Clerk's Transcript on Appeal in the above entitled cause was
compiled and bound under my direction as, and is a true, fblI and correct Supplemental
Clerk's Transcript on Appeal of the pleadings and documents as are automatically required
Under Rule 28 of the Idaho Appellate Rules.
I do fu~-thercertify that a11 exhibits, offered or admitted in the above entitled
Cause, will be duly lodged with the Clerk of the Supreme Court along with the court
Reporter's transcript and the clerk's record as required by Rule 32 of the Idaho Appellate

Rules.
IN WITNESS WHEEOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of
Said Court at; Pocatello, Idaho this71 o_ day o

In and For Bannock County, Idaho

(SEAL)
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE

TITLE OF COURT AND CAUSE:
CERTIFICATE OF CLERK

TO ORIGMAL EXHIBITS
Supreme Court Case No. 34887

I, DALE HATCH, the duly elected, qualified and acting Clerk of the District
Court of the Sixth Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of
Bannock, do hereby certify that the following are the original exhibits marked for
identification and introduced in evidence at the trial of the above and foregoing
cause; to-wit:

There are no Exhibits

I FURTHER CERTIFY that the above exhibits are attached to, and made a part

of, the original transcript on appeal in said cause.

INWITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto setd-m
y
of said Court, this the

the seal

a day

(SEAL)
CERTIFICATE OF CLERK
TO ORIGINAL EXHIBITS

Court, Bannock County, State of Idaho
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TITLE OF COURT AND CAUSE:
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
Supreme Court Case No. 34887

I, DALE HATCH, Clerk of the District Court: of the Sixth Judicial District of
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Bannock, do hereby certify that I have
personaIIy served or mailed, by United States Mail, one copy of the Clerk's Record to
each of the Attorneys of Record in this cause as follows:

E. W, Pike
Alan Johnston
P. 0.Box 2949
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83403-2949

Nick L. Nielson
Craig R. Jorgensen
P. 0.Box 6 159
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6159

Attorney for AppeXlant

Attorney for Respondent

INWITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of
said Court this

2

day of

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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